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MODEL REGULATIONS FOR SMALL BUILDINGS IN EARISQUAKE

AND HURRICANE ^

GENERAL

Th© Programme of Work and Priorities of the United Nations Centre

for Housing, Building and Harming, New York, has in past years included

work on the question of natural disasters caused "by earthquake and ..

hurricanes, and the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa has

made contributions in this regard and rendered technical assistance in

the case of earthquake disaster in Uganda.

The following Model Regulations for Snail Buildings in Earthquake

and Hurrioane Areas are being made available to Governments of member

States of the Economio Commission for Africa and -other^interested

parties. Member States may wish to examine, adopt, or make comments'

on the Model Regulations aocording to national conditions. All such

comments, particularly of a technical character, will be appreciated by

the secretariat of ECA.

l/ Model regulations prepared by the Building Research Station, Garston.,

Watford, Herts, England. These model regulations are being translated
into the French language in collaboration with Centre fecieritifique et

technique du batiment (CSTB), Paris, and Secretariat de3 missions

d'urbaniame et d!habitat, (34UH), Paris.
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INTRODUCTION

In August, 1963 a set of Model Regulations for Snail Buildings in

Tropical Countries was circulated from the Building Research Station.

Khere necessary each Regulation was accompanied "by Deemed-to-Satisfy

clauses which were, in fact, "brief specifications of construction mater

ials and methods which would "be acceptable. These Model Regulations were

intended to controlling building in ordinary areas, and it was realized

that other Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses would be needed in earthquake, and

hurricane areas. In preparing these clauses it seemed best to re-draft

the whole of PART V, MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION. This: has now been dones

in addition one amendment was found to be necessary to a Deemed-to-Satisfy

clause to Regulation 6.09 about chimneys. Two drafts of PART V are-there

fore attached, one for use in earthquake areas and one for hurricane areas.

Countries which are subject to botl; can select from both drafts. A draft

i& also attached to replace the second schedule to the Model Regulations

for Snail Buildings.

Earthquake Areas ; .

First a decision must be made on the degree of protection which is to

be provided. At' one extreme it would be possible to draft regulations which

would ensure that all buildings ereoted in compliance with them would remain

unharmed after a violent earthquake in the vicinity; at the other extreme

one could take no precautions, this would permit the use of ea,rth-walled

buildings with heavy earth roofs which would almost certainly collapse in

even a moderate tremor.

All countries - particularly the rapidly developing ones - are faced

with the need to construct thousands of healthy homes for their poorer

citizens. Bearing in mind that major earthquakes are comparatively rare

events and that the day-to-day health of the population ories out for as

much new housing as possible, it seems likely that all governments will

decide on a course between these extremes. A suitable decision might well

be:

a. that assembly buildings (churches, cinemas, etc.) and large blocks
of flats or offices should be safe in a major earthquake. This is

because a collapse might kill many people and, if there are homeless,

these buildings provide most useful temporary accommodation;

b. that small buildings should be built to survive an earthquake

of the intensity which can be expected in the area without collapse,

though perhaps with some cracking.

. The building regulations of technically advanced countries in earth

quake areas include provision for the use of a seismic coefficient when
calculating the 16ading on each storey of a building. This coefficient

is not a constant, but is varied with:

(a) the sexsmicity of the area;

- ii -



the soil under the foundations; - ■■'■■■' ■■■' ■

(c) the type of building;

(d) the part of the building being considered. ...:.:

"When drafting regulations for use by professional designers it is,

necessary to state what seismic coefficients should be used in the various

conditions, or how the coefficient should, be calculated in: each case.

However, when drafting regulations controlling, work on small buildings' ■;: •

one is writing mainly for small builders who do not employ professional

staff: so one must omit any referenoe to calculations and give instead -
in Beemed-to-Satisfy clauses - specific descriptions of oonetruotion work

which will comply with the regulations. To draft one set of Deemed-to-

Satiafy clauses for all earthquake areas would be tantamount to adopting

one value of the seismic coefficient everywhere: this would be dangerous

in some areas" and unduly onerous and expensive elsewhere. It seemed that:

the best way to meet the difficulty would be to include in the model
regulations three sets of Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses. These, were >n■..attempt

to meet three conditions:

a. Minor seismic areas with average to good ground;

b. Minor seismic areas with weak ground, AND moderate seismic areas

with average to good ground; i

c. Moderate seismic areas with weak ground, AND major seismic areas

with average to good ground.

This division makes no mention of major seismic areas with weak grounds

it was considered that it would be unwise to generalize for such conditions,

and that local decisions were needed in each case.

It will be appreciated also that these model Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses

were drafted to cover a variety of buildings: thus no direct calculations

were possible. The models need oareful consideration by experienced

professional staff in any country before they are adopted. tfhat the

models do provide is a draft for such consideration: they are based on a

* ^ study of regulations and other documents which record that has been found

- to be satisfactory in different parts of the world.

Severe earthquakes have often started fires; this fact should be

remembered when deciding on the town planning regulations in seismic areas.

To reduce the danger of a major conflagration" the open spaces should be

laid out to act as fire breaks. Another technique is to insist on an

increase in the minimum distanoe between buildings in severe seismic areas:

for wooden buildings this increase might be 20 per cent.

Hurricane Areas

In countries unaffected by hurricanes one works on the assumption that

normal good quality buildings will sustain without failure the loads and

suctions caused by normal winds. However, there will be isolated instances

- iii -



when unusual winda cause damage: it simply is not economical to construct

all buildings strong enough to emerge unscathed from these rare storms.

In hurricane areas.the conditions are different. Hurricanes are

expected and it is worthwhile taking precautions to prevent widespread

damage. An alternative draft of Part;V hcur.-bejen! prepared for.use in hurri- I

cane, areas. But it must be emphasized tha.t It ^s not sufficient to construct j
the building correctly:- buildings need maintenance, - particularly in the j

iropics -r and, unless this maintenance is regularly carried; out it is certain t
that weaknesses-will develop* ^ [ ■ '->' .■•/'. ., , ,/ !;.-■. ;. ...- ...

Areas with both earthquakes and hurricanes *
—™-^ ■■»■"- ■■ -™ ™- -■■ — -»■■■■-— ■ ■ ■ ■ j

In those areas which are likely to be afflicted with both earthquakes ;

and hurricanes it is suggested that the draft of Part V for hurricane areas '

should be combined with the appropriate draft of Part V for earthquake areas.

■; . i

Questions arising . ;

The Overseas Division, Building Research Station, Garston, WATFORD,

Herts, England, will be pleased to provide any elaboration of the drafts

which is needed or to answer any questions arising from them.
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AEDIHONAL DEFINITIONS

Purlin A horizontal member which supports a light-weight roof

covering.

Rafter One of a number of inclined members which support

purlins.

Hoof truss An assembled structural frame to carry purlins and roof

coverings. '

Tie beam The lower horizontal member of a roof truss.
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AREAS.

■ PART V. MATERIALS AND G0NSTRUC3!ION

5*01 Forbidden Materials

5-02 Foundations

5«O3 Walls, general

5*04 Walls,;masonry, etc.

5«O5 Walls, openings in- vails- of-masonry,. etc.

5«O6 Walls, ring-beams., to: walls" of masonry^ etc.

5«07 Walls, of framed timber

5-08 Walls, framed^ otter than timber

5.09 Columns

5*10 Beams

5»11 Termite Barrier

5*12 Damp-proof course

5.13 Floors, solid

5.14 Floors, timber

5.15 Rendering and_pointing t

5.16 Sills

5.17 Lintels

5.18 Windows

5-19 Louvers -... - .

5»20 Sautters

5.21 Doors

5 • 22 learning for pi±c&e& _roofB

5-23 Coverings for-pi-tched, ..roofs

5.24 Flat roofs

5.25 Parapet walla

5.26 Ceilings

5.27 Flashing

5.28 Preservation -of timber

5.29 Painting

- vi •



Forbidden

materials

5-01 The following shall not be used in the construction

of small buildings;

(l) Walls of bricks or blocks made of unburnt earth;

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Walls of wattle and daub;

Walls of pise-de-terre;

Any mortar not specified in the Third Schedule;

Unsquared timber, or timber of the following

species ;

(6)

(7)

Thatch or leaves in roofing or otherwise;

Foundations 5.02

Arches constructed of blocks, bricks, or

unreinforced concrete.

(1) All foundations shall be so constructed as to

prevent any settlement which will cause cracking in

any wall or column;

(2) In exceptionally bad conditions, or in ground

where the soil profile changes, the type, size and

construction of the foundations shall be decided by

ine Buildings Authority.; .

IN MINO^ SEISMIC AREAS iflTK AVERAGE TO GOOD -GROUND

(3) Foundations supporting all external walls, other

load bearing walls, separating walls, and columns shall,

if in ground which is good -

(a) be in width not less than the width of the

wall or column plus 6 inches on each side of it

and in no case less than 18 inches;

(b) be in thickness not less than 8 inches;

(c) be set in trenches or holes excavated to

solid ground and in no place less than 1 ft, 6 in.

deep. The bottom of trenches and holes shall be

levelled before the foundation is laid. Provided

that in sloping, ground the foundation may be stepped:

a step shall not.exceed 12 inches in height and shall

have an overlap of not less than 9 inches;

IN MINOR SEISMIC AREAS \.TSE WEAK GROUND

or

IN MODERATE SEISMIC AIEAS TITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

(3) Foundations supporting all external walls, other
load bearing walls, separating walls and columns shall:
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(3) ' (s) be in width not less than the width of the wall or
column plus 6 inches; on each side of it and in no case
less than l'ft. 6 in,;

(b) be in thickness not less than 8 inches;

(c) be set in trenches or holes excavated to solid
ground and in no case less than 1 ft. 6 in. deep. The

bottoms of the trenches and holes shall be levelled before

the foundation is laid. Provided that in sloping ground

the foundation may be stepped: a step shall not exceed

12 inches in height and shall have an overlap of not less
than 9 inches; the reinforcement shall be continued down

the step; ...-.■■,

(d) be of concrete reinforced with two bars each J- inch
diameter placed approximately 2 inches from the bottom of

the foundation and 2 inches in from each side;

(e) have the foundations of each column connected to the
foundations of the nearest columns, by reinforced concrete

. members not weaker than those required in sub-section

■■■:■- (3) (a),, (3) (b) and (3) (d) of this Regulation;

Such cross-connections are below the level of the surround

ing ground but not necessarily at the level of the bottom

of the foundation. In either case the reinforcing bars in

the connections are securely fixed to reinforcement in ti\e

foundation or in the lower part of the column or wall.

IN MODERATE SEISMIC AREAS WTFH WEAK GROUND

or

IS MAJOR SEISMIC AREAS. HITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

(3) Foundations supporting all external wallst other load
bearing walls and columns shall:

(a) be in width not less than the width of the wall or
column plus 6 inches on each side of it and in no case

. less than 1 ft, 6 in«; , ■

. (b) be in thickness not less than 8 inches; <

(c) be set in trenches or holes excavated to solid
ground and in no case less than 1 ft* 6 in. deep, ljhe

bottoms of the trenches and holes shall be levelled before

the foundation is laid. A stepped foundation, may be used

only with the written permission of the Building Surveyor

and subject to such conditions as he may impose;

(d) be of concrete reinforced with four bars each at least
I inch in diameter; the bars shall be fixed not lees than
13 inches,apart horizontally or 3ir inches apart vertically

and shall be held in place by stirrups fixed not more than

1 ft. 6 in. apart: each bar shall be wired or otherwise
securely fixed to every stirrup;
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(3) (e) have the foundation of each column connected to the

foundations of the nearest columns or walls of the build

ing in directions where there are no columns, by rein

forced concrete members not weaker than those required in

Sub-sections (3)(a), (3)(t). (3)(d) of this Regulation;
such cross-connections are below the level of the surround

ing ground but not necessarily at the level of the bottom

of the foundation. In either case the reinforcing bars

in the connections are securely fixed to reinforcement in

the foundations or in the lower part of the column or wall.

IN ALL SEISMIC AREAS

(4) Foundations which support only internal single-storey
walls which carry no load other than thels own weight shall:

(a) be not less in width than 12 inches and in thickness

than 6 inches;

(b) be set in compacted ground beneath the floor;

■ (c) be reinforced with two bars each J- inch in diameter

placed approximately 2 inches from the bottom of the

foundation and 2 inches in from each side of it.

CONCRETE IN A FOUNDATION SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFT BEGULATION 5.02 IF

(1) being unreinforced concrete it is not weaker than mix B

in the Second Schedule, or

(2) being reinforced concrete it is not weaker than mix C
in the Second Schedule.

Walls 5-03 (l) All walls shall be sufficiently strong to carry the

General expected loads on them without collapse or undue deformation

and all external walls shail be weather-proof. Smooth interior

surfaces shall be provided to all rooms, corridors and passages;

(2) The height of a storey shall not exceed 10 ft. 0 in.;

(3) For two-storey buildings all walls of the upper storey
shall be vertically above walls of the lower storey: provided

that this requirement need not be met in the case of light

timber framed partitions which support no load other than their

own weight;

(4) All walls shall be adequately fixed to the part of the
building on which they stand.

Halle 5«04 (l) The provisions of this regulation shall appljr to all walls
of ■ constructed of masonry, blockSj bricks or concrete except walls

masonry* used as infilling in a building whicK is so designed that all

etc. loads are carried by a reinforced concrete or other frame;
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5#04 (2) (a) Every wall shall be supported at right angles
to the wall face by means of other walls, piers or

buttresses;

(b) The distances between such lateral supports
for walls shall not exceed: ■ I

• : (i) for load bearing walls - 20ftimes the
wall thickness; _. «

, '...; '-:-.■■■ : : .-■; ■ . (ii) for non-load bearing walls - 30 times \

the wall thickness. t

For the purposes of this Regulation the wall thickness t

... shall be taken to be the thickness of the wall excluding ' t
any- ,Burface finish or rendering; \

i

IN MINOR SEISMIC AREAS1 WITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND |

(3) External walls and other load bearing walls not J
more than 10 ft. high measured to, the underside of *

the ring-beam required in Regulation 5-06 shall be

constructed of either:

(a) masonry set in mortar, and not less than j.

1 ft. 0 in. thick; OR . : (

(b) blocks of concrete or cement/fine aggregate
set in mortar and not less than 6 in. thick; CTt

(c) burnt clay bricks set in mortar and not less
than 8£- in. thick; OR ."

(d) unreinforced concrete not less than 6 in.
thick. . . : . . . .

IN IIINOR SEISMIC AT3AS KITH TIEAK GROUND. .- ... ■ ... . , :

OR .■.-.,-.■.■.-.

IN MODERATE SEISMIC AREAS WITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND ; ''

(3) External walls arid other load bearing walls not
more than 10 ft, high measured to the underside of the

ring-beam required in Regulation 5*06 shall:

(a) be of masonry set in mortar, and not less than
1 ft. 0 in, thick; OR

(b) be of blocks of concrete or cement/fine
aggregate set in mortar and not less than 6 in.

thick; OR ■

(c) be of burnt clay bricks set in mortar and

not less than 8J- in. thick; OR
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(3) (d) be of unreinforced concrete not less than

6 in. thick and secured to the part of the build

ing on which it stands; :

(e) have in every wall at every corner or wall

intersection suitable vertical reinforcement

connecting the ring-beam with the foundation or

solid floor; and

(f) have suitable horizontal reinforcement in

courses not more than 1 ft. 6 in. apart: this

reinforcement shall tie the walling to the vertical
reinforcement provided to comply with Section (3)(e)

of this Regulation.

IN MODERATE SEISMIC AREAS WITH WEAK GROUJ1D

OR

IN KAJOH SEISMIC AREAS WITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROU1ID

(3) External walls and other load bearing walls not
more than 10 ft. high measured to the underside of the

ring-beani required in Regulation 5*06 shall: -

(a) be of blocks of concrete or cement/fine
aggregate set in mortar and not less than 6 in.

thick; Or

(b) be of burnt clay bricks set in mortar and not
less than. 8J- in. thick; 07!

(c) be of unreinforced concrete not less than 6 in.

thick, secured to the part of the building on which

it stands; OR

(d) be of reinforced concrete not less than 4 in.

thick, secured to the part of the building on which

it stands;

(e) have in every wall at every corner or wall

intersection and at each side of every door and

window suitable vertical reinforcement connecting

the ring-beam with the foundation or solid floor;

and

(f) have in addition horizontal reinforcement in
courses not more than 1 ft. 6 in. apart: this
reinforcement shall tie the walling to the vertical

reinforcement required in sub-section (3)(e) of
this Regulation;

(g) where the wall is of reinforced concrete, be

reinforced with bars at least -J- inch diameter not

further apart than 12 inches vertically or hori

zontally: the ends of these bars shall be securely

fixed to the ring-beam, the part of the building on

which the wall stands and the vertical reinforcement

provided to comply with Section (3)(e) of this
Regulation;
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IN MUroii SEISMIC AREAS UITH AVERAGE" TO GOOD GROUND

(4) External walls'and other load bearing walls two

storeys high shall ..have the upper storey constructed

to comply with Section (3) of this Regulation: the

lower storey walls shall "be constructed ofs

(a) masonry set in mortar and not less than

1 ft.. 6 in. thick; OK

(b) "blocks of concrete or cement/fine aggregate
:■■..[■■ .;.-.■■■ set in mortar and not less than 8|- in. thick; OR

(c) burnt clay bricks set in mortar and not less

than Sjr in. thick.

IN UINOB SEISMIC AFEAS H2TH WEAK GROUKD "

OR

IN MODERATE SEISMIC AREAS UHH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

(4) External walls and other load bearing walls two

.storeys high shall have the upper storey constructed

to comply with Section (3) of this Regulation: the

* : lower storey walls shall:-

(a) be of masonry set in mortar and not less
than 1 ft. 6 in. thick; OR

(b) be of blocks of concrete or cement/fine
aggregate set in mortar and not less than 9 in.

thick; OR

(c) be of burnt clay bricks set in mortar and

. . not less than 8J- in. thick;

■ (d) have in every wall at every corner or wall

intersection suitable vertical reinforcement

connecting the ring-beam at first floor level

with the foundation: this vertical reinforce -

: . . . ment shall overlap the .vertical reinforcement

provided to comply with Section (3)(e) of this
Regulation for the upper storey;

(e) have in addition suitable horizontal reinforce

ment in courses not more than 1 ft, 6 in. apart;

this reinforcement shall adeo^iately tie the walling

to the vertical reinforcement provided to comply with

Section (4)(d) of this Regulation;
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IN MODERATE SEISMIC AREAS UEPH WEAK GROUUD

OR

IN KAJOR SEISMIC AREAS WITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

(4) External walls and other load bearing walls two
storeys high shall have the upper storey constructed

to comply with Section (3) of this Regulation: the
lower storey walls shall:

(a) be of blocks of concrete or cement/fine
aggregate set in mortar and not less than 9 in,

thick; OR .

(b) be of burnt clay bricks set in mortar and
not less than 8J- in. thick; ,

(c) have in every wall at every corner or wall
intersection and at each side of every door and

window suitable vertical reinforcement connect

ing the ring-beam at first floor level with the

foundation: this vertical reinforcement shall
overlap the vertical reinforcement provided to

comply with Section (3)(e) of this Regulation;

(d) have in addition suitable horizontal
reinforcement in courses not more than 1 ft. 6 in.

apart; this reinforcement shall adequately tie

the walling to the vertical reinforcement provided

to comply with Section (4)(c) of this Regulation;

IN MINOR SEISMIC AHEAS UITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

(5) Internal single-storey walls which carry no load
other than their own weight shall be constructed oft

(a) masonry set in mortar and not less than
6 in. thick} OR

(b) blocks of concrete, lightweight concrete
or cement/fine aggregate set in mortar and not
less than 2-J- in. thick; Oi:.

(c) burnt clay bricks, set in mortar and not
less than 2 3/4 in. thick.

IN ALL OTHER SEISMIC AREAS

(5) Internal single-storey walls which carry no
load other than their own weight shall:

(a) be of blocks of concrete or cement/fine
aggregate set in mortar and not less than 2§ in.
thick; OR

(b) burnt clay- bricks, set in mortar and not
less than 2 3/4 in. thick; .
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(5) (c) in either case have suitable horizontal
reinforcement in courses not more than 1 ft.

6 in. apart: this reinforcement shall tie the

walling to the^vertical reinfprcement, provided

to comply with Section (3)(e) of this Regulation;

IH ALL SEISMIC AREAS '

(6) Provided that the Buildings Authority may permit

walls of other "but not less strong construction and

may impose conditions for their use.

IN MINOR SEISMIC A3EAS.WIPH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

A WALL GF ftASOMirr SHALL:HE DEESIED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.04 IF

(1) the part of the building on which the wall
stands is roughened and cleaned to provide a good

bond;

(2) the stones are set in mortar not weaker than
mix D;

(-3) all joints are completely filled with mortar and
all mortar is used within 25 minutes of water being

added to the dry mix;

. (4) there is not less than one through stone to every

6 sq. ft. of wall;

" ■. ■ ; (5) all stones are wetted before being laid;

(6) all walls are plumb and all walls, piers, ■

corners and intersections are correctly bonded.

IN OTHEH SEISMIC AXEAS WHERE MASGNEY IS PERMITTED '

A WALL OF MASONRY SHALL BE DEEMED TO{ SATISFY REGULATION 5.04 IF

(1) the part of the,building on which the wall stands

is roughened and cleaned to provide a good bond;

(2) the stones are set in mortar not weaker than mix D;

(3) all joints are completely filled with mortar and
all mortar is used within 25 minutes of water being

added to the dry mix; . '.- .

(4) there is not less than one through stone to every
6 sq. ft. of wall;

(5) all stones are wetted before being laid;

(6) all walls are plumb and all walls, piers, corners

and intersections are correctly bonded;
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5.O4 (7) the horizontal reinforcement for a load bearing wall:

IF (a) consists of three bars each ~ in. diameter
set one in the middle of the wall and one about

2 inches in from each side of the wall; OR

(b) expanded metal or purpose made reinforce

ment extending the whole width of the wall less

1 inch cover on each side;

(c) in any case is tied or otherwise securely

fixed to the. vertical reinforcement at each end;

and

(d) has an overlap of not less than 12 inches;

(8) the horizontal reinforcement for a wall which

carries no load other than its own weight complies

with paragraph (7) of these Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses

except that only one bar is required set in the middle

of the wall.

Ifo MINOR SEISMIC AREAS KITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

A WALL,OF BLOCKS OR BRICKS SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5-04 IF

(1) the blocks are solid or hollow and comply with

the Fourth Schedule;

(2) the bricks are well burnt, sound, square edged

and correct to shape and size within a tolerance of

+ -J- inch;

(3) the blocks or bricks are set in mortar not weaker

than mix D in the Third Schedule and all joints are

completely filled with mortar: the mortar is used

£''-■■ within 25 minutes of water being added to the dry mix;

(4) the part of the building on which the wall stands

-■ -j - is roughened and cleaned to provide a good bond and all

blocks and bricks are wetted before being laid;

(5) all walls are plumb and all walls, piers, corners,

and intersections are correctly bonded.

IN MINOH SEISMIC AREAS WITH WEAK GROUND

OR

IN MODERATE SEISMIC AREAS WITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

A WALL OP BLOCKS OR BRICKS SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5-04 IF

(l); the blocks are solid or hollow and comply with

the Fourth Schedule;

(2) the bricks are well burnt, sound, square edged

and correct to shape and size within a tolerance of

+ \ in.;
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5.O4 (3) the blocks or'bricks are set' in mortar not weaker

IF than mix D in the Third Schedule, and-all joints are

completely filled with mortar; the mortar is used within

25 minutes of water being added to the dry mix;

(4) the part of the building on which the wall stands

is roughened and cleaned to provide a good bond and all

"blocks and bricks are wetted before being laid;

(5) all walls are plumb and all walls, piers, corners

and intersections are correctly bonded;

(6). the vertical reinforcement at each corner or wall

intersection consists of two bars each at least 5- in.

diameter and bent through a right angle at top and

bottom and welded or tied to:

(a) the reinforcement in the ring-beam; and

(b) the reinforcement in the foundation, or has

the bottom bent end of the bar embedded in the floor

or termite barrier fcr a distance of at least 2 ft.

Provided that where "hollow11 blocks are used the

blocks are laid with the vertical reinforcement

in holes in the blocks and these holes are sub

sequently filled with concrete to mix C;

(7) the horizontal reinforcement

(a) consists of two bars each 4 in. diameter

each set 1 inch in from a side of the wall; OR

(b) expanded metal or purpose made reinforce

ment extending the whole width of the wall less

1 inch cover on each side;

(c) is tied otherwise securely fixed to the

vertical reinforcement at each end;

(d) has an overlap of not less than 12 inches

at joins.

IN MODERATE SEISMIC AREAS WITH WEAK GROUND

OR

IN MAJOH SEISMIC AREAS WITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GnoUHD

A WALL OF BLOCKS OR BRICKS SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATIONS 5-04 IF

(1) the blocks are solid or hollow and comply with

the Fourth Schedule; :. ;■'.■:; '.. ■..;; : .:_■

(2) the bricks are well burnt,hsound, square edged and

current to shape and size withinja tolerance of + -J~ in.;
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5.04 (3) the blocks or bricks are set in mortar not weaker

. IF than mix D in the Third Schedule, and all joints are

. "" completely filled with mortar: the mortar is used

within 25 minutes of water being added to the dry mix;

(4) the part of the building on which the wall stands

is roughened and cleaned to provide a good bond and all

blocks and bricks are wetted before being laid;

(5) all walls are plumb and all walls, piers, corners ; ■

and intersections are correctly bonded; .,_.. _ ■. .■;..- .;

(6') the vertical reinforcement at corners, wall

. , intersections and the sides of doors or windows consists

of two bars each.at least §\inch diameter and bent through
a right angle at top and bottom and welded or tied to :■■

(i) the reinforcement in the ring-beam, and

(ii) the reinforcement in the lintel, and

(iii) the reinforcement in the foundation, or

has the bottom bent end of the bar embedded in

the floor or termite barrier for a length of at

least 2 ft. Provided that where "hollow" blocks

are used the blocks are laid with the vertical

reinforcement in holes in the blocks and these

holes are subsequently filled with concrete to

mix C;

(7) the horizontal reinforcements

(a) consists of two bars each -J in, diameter

each set 1 inch in from a side of the wall; OR

(b) expanded metal or purpose made reinforce— _.,.., ...

ment extending the whole width of the wall less .,

.... 1 inch cover on each side;

(c) is tied or otherwise securely fixed to the

vertical reinforcement at each end;

(d) has an overlap of not less than 12 inches

at joins.

IN ALL SEISMIC AREAS YJHERE UHEEIMFOHCED CONCRETE WALLS AHE PERMITTED

A WALL OF UHEEINFORCED COfrClhDTE SHALL BE DSEHED TO SATISFT REGULATION 5.O4 IF

(1) the concrete is not weaker than mix C in the

. Second Schedule;

(2) the concrete is cast in-situ and any joints are

properly cleaned and bonded;
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Openings
vails of

masonry, etc

Ring beams

to walls

.5*04 (3) the wall is tied to the part of the building on
IF which it stands with dow«ls set not more than 4 ft.

6 in* apart measured along the walls and extending

not less than 6 in* into the wall and 4 in. into the

other jSart of the building: the dowels are i in.

diameter rods*
■ ■ ■ ■ . ^

5»O5 In any unframed building other than a garage:

(1) the total width of openings in any wall shall
;npt exceed one half the length of that wall;

(2) the total width of openings in the external walls
of any storey shall not exceed one-third of the1 length

of the external walls of that storey;

(3) the horizontal distance between openings in a
wall shall be not less than:

(a) twice the thickness of that wall OR

(b) one third the width of the wider opening OR

(0) 1 ft. 8 in. . s

whichever is the greatest;

(4) The horizontal distance between an opening in a
load bearing wall and any corner of a wall or wall

intersection shall be not less th&n:

(a) twice the thickness of the wall OR

(b) 1 ft. 8 in.

whichever is the greater.

5.06 (l) This Regulation shall apply to all walls con-
struoted of masonry, blocks, bricks or unreinforced

concrete other than infilling walls or curtain walls

in framed buildings;

(2) There shall be a suitable continuously reinforced
concrete ring-beam on top of each wall;

(3) There shall be another similar ring-beam at the
level of each floor which is suspended above ground

■ level; provided that where the floor is of reinforced

concrete the ring-beam may be designed as a part of

the floor;

(4) Each ring-beam shall be suitably oonneoted to
the walls or any other parts of the building on

which it rests or which rests on it;

(5) Bach ring-beam shall extend over the full width

of the wall.
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in minor see311c areas with average to good ground

a :ring-beam shall be demed to satisfy regulation 5.06 if

(1) the beam is at least 6 in. deep;

(2) it is reinforced with four bars each -|- in.
diameter held together with stirrups not more than

15 in. apart; :

(3) each beam is fixed to any part of the building
on which it rests or which rests on it by dowels;' ,

these dowels penetrate at least 4 in. into the beam

and 9 in. into the other part of the building, and

are made of ■§- in. diameter bars set not more than

4 ft, apart measured along the walls. Provided that

where a wall plate rests on1 a ring-beam the connec

tion between the two complies with Regulation 5*22

IN MINOR SEI3OC AREAS KLTH WEAK GROUND

OR

IN MODERATE SEL3IIC AREAS WITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

A RING-BEAM SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.06 IP

(1) the beam is at least 8 in. deep;

(2) it is reinforced with four bars each 5/8 in.
diameter held together with stirrups not more than

10 in. apart;

(3) each, beam is fixed to any part of the building
on which it rests or which rests on it by dowels:

these dowels penetrate at least 4 in. into the beam

and 9 in. into the other part of the building, and

are made of-J in. diameter bars set not more than

3 ft. apart measured along the walls; Provided that

where a wall plate rests on a ring-beam the c'onnec-

tion between the two complies with Regulation 5*22.

IN MODERATE SEI311C AREAS WITH WEAK GROUND

OR

IN MAJOR SEE311C AREAS WITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

A RING-BEAM SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.O6 IF

(l) the beam is at least 8 in. deep;

_(2) it is reinforced with four bars each 3/4 in.
diameter held together with stirrups not more than

10 in. apart;
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5.06 (3) each beam is fixed to $ny part of the "building
IF on which it rests or which rests on it by dowels:

these dowels penetrate at least 4 in. into the beam'

and 9 in. into the other part of the building, and

are made of |r in. diameter bars set not more than

4 ft- apart measured along the walls. Provided that

where a wall plate rests on a ring-beam the connec

tion between the two complies with Regulation 5.22.

Walls of , 5*07 .Framed timber construction shall,.consist of at least
framed- ,, . '& bottom sill, studs, a wall plate, horizontal nogging

timber pieces, additional members at corners, intersections

and openings, diagonal bracing, and covering on both

sides of tjae framing: provided that louvers may be

, used instead of covering on any part of a wall.

IK MINOR SET 341C AREAS \ilTE AVERAGE 10 Gl'OD GROUND

A FRAMED TIMBER WALL SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.07 IF

(1) bottom sills are at least 4 in. by 2 in. laid .
flat and secured to the beam, wall, or floor below

with J- in. dia. bolts and washers not more than 5 ft. ,
apart. Sills may be notched to a depth1 of 3/8 ir>.
to receive the bottom of studs;

(2) studs

■ ' *: ■■ =" ' (a) consist each of one piece of timber;

(b) are not smaller than 4 in. by 2 in. where
used in external or other load bearing walls

or 3 in. by 2 in. in non-load bearing partition

' • ' - walls; :

(0) are fixed with.the longer sides of the
stud at right angles to the wall face;

: ' ■ . •. (d) are spaced not further apart mear-ured froi
centre to centre thariV '

(i) 24 inches in single-storey buildings
or the upper storey of two-storey buildings,

OR

(ii) 16 inches in the lower storey of the
two-storey buildings; Provided that larger

studs spaced further apart may be used with

the written approval of the Building

Surveyor;

(e)',- are doubled.at corners and intersections
of walls or partitions.
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5-07 (3) top plates and wall plates
IP' / N

\&.) are each at least the same size as the

studs;

(b) are lapped or otherwise suitably tied at
all corners and-intersections;

(c) have joints directly over studs, and no
joint in the top plate is over the same stud

as a joint in the wall plate;

(d) are fized together with either bolts and
washers not more than 5.f"t« apart or are nailed

in accordance with paragraphs (9)(a) and (9)(e)
of these clauses.

(4) there is provided across every angle where two
walls meet a brace fixed horizontally which!

(a) is of timber not less than 4 in. by 1 in.
laid flat;

(b) meets each wall hot less than 4 ft. 0 in,
nor more, than 6 ft. 0 in, from the corner$

(c) is notched into the upper part of each
wall plate so that hot more than l-\ in. nor

less than 3/4 in. of the wall plate is removed;

(d) is fixed to each wall plate with either a
bolt ■§■ inch diameter and washers or with 2 nails;

(5) in addition to being fixed at top and bottom all
studs are stiffened at least once in every 4 ft. 3 in.

of their height by horizontal rows of nogging pieces;

(6) nogging pieces are a- tight fit and of timber at
least 4 in. by 1 in., provided that where the edges

of two sheets of wall covering meet along the nogging

the thickness of the nogging is 2 inches.

(7) the framing at openings is stiffened?

(a) for load bearing walls the studs at each
side of openings are doubled: the inner studs

extending from the bottom sill to the lintel

and the outer studs from the bottom sill to the

wall plates. The lintels comply with paragraph

(3) of the deemed-to-satisfy clauses to Regulation
5.17;

(b) for non-load bearing walls and partitions
the studs at each side of an opening are single

unless the Buildings Authority decides otherwise.

The lintel complies with Regulation 5.17;
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5*07 (8) wherever two or more walls meet at least one

IF diagonal "brace is provided in each wall: this brace

should:

(a) be fixed at an angle of between 30 and 60

with the horizontal^

, ; (b) be continuous throughout the length of the

> . bracej ■

(c) be notched into studs so that not more than

1 l/8 in., depth of the stud is removed;

- /" (d) be of not less than 4 in. by 1 in- timber;

(9) all nailing is adequate and, in particular:

(a) nails holding two pieces of timber framing

together are at least 3 inches long and are

embedded at least 1-J inches in each piece of

timber;

(b) the number of nails used connecting a stud

to a bottom sill, a nogging piece, or to a wall

plate is at least 2 to each joint;

(c) the number of nails used connecting

horizontal members over openings in non-load

bearing partitions is at least 2 to each joint;

(d) doubled studs at openings or studs at the

corners or intersections of walls or partitions

are nailed together with nails at not more than

30 inch centres;

(e) top plates and wall plates which are not

bolted together are nailed at not more than

24 inch centres;

(f) where diagonal bracing is used the brace

is nailed to each stud it crosses or meets with

at least one nail 2J- inches long and embedded

at least 1 inch in each timber,

IN ALL OTHER SET 351C AREAS '

A FRAMED IHMBER WALL SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.07 IF

(l) bottom, sills are at least 4 in. by 2 in. laid

flat and secured to the beam, wall, or floor

below with i in. dia. bolts and washers not more

than 5 ft. apart. Sills may be notched to a depth

of 3/8 in* to receive the bbttom of studs;
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5.07 (2) studs

:'IF "' -'J ■-"■;':/(i) consist each of one piece1 of timber;

.- ■ ■■■■. (b) ara not smaller, than 4 in. by 2 in. where

used in external or other load bearing walls or

.3 in. by 2 in. in non-load bearing partition

. ', walls j " ■" ',' "

; (c) are fixed with, the longer sides of the

..-■ stud at right angljes toL the wall face;

r . , . (d) are spaced, not further apart measured from

centre to centre than:

: (i;) 24 inches in single-storey buildings

. - or the upper storey of two-storey buildings,

.-'■ ■ ■•.-.-,■ . -.: ■ OR -.;• . -,..■ -

(xi) 16 inches in the lower storey of two-

storey buildings; Provided that larger

... --rp : studs; s^pftced-.further apart may be used with

■ 1: .-.: the written approval of the Building

." ■ .-■■-..:' -. ;■ surveyor;-. ■;.-.

(e) are tripled at corners and intersections of

,'*■ ' wall or parti:-tionsj

(3) wall plates and top plates

'" (a) are each at least the same size as the

studs;"

are lapped or otherwise suitably tied at

all corners'and intersections;

(c)' have" joints directly over studs, and no

.joint in the upper'member is over the same stud

as a joint in the lower member;
. . '

(d) have the two members fixed together with

either bolts and washers not more than 3 ft.

apart or are nailed in accordance with paragraphs

1 * '■' . (9)(a) and (9)(e) of these clauses;

(4) there is provided across every angle where two

walls,meet a brace fixed horizontally which:

; (a) is of timber not less than 4 in. by 1 in.

laid fait;.

. (b) meets each wall not less than 4 ft. 0 in.

nor more than 6 ft, 0 in. from the corner;

(o) is notched into the upper part of each

wall plate so that not more than 1-J in. nor less
than 3/4 in. of the wall plate is removed;

(d) is fixed to each wall plate with either a
bolt ■§■ inch diameter and washers or with 2 nails;
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5»O7 (.5). in addition,, %q "being fixed at top and bottom
IP all studs are stiffened at'least onoe in every 4 ft.

3 in. of their;'height by horizontal rows of nogging
■;■■"■ ' pieces;' :'' '" ; '■■■■■- ■

(6) nogging pieces are a tight fit and of timber at
least 4 in. by 1 in., provided that where the edges

■ ' of two sheets of wall oovering meet along the nogging

the thickness of the nogging is 2 inches;

- ' (7') the framing at openings is stiffened,

(a) for load bearing walls the studs at each
: ;; 2/■■''. . ; ;side of openings are doubled: the inner studs

' v"" ;" :"1'i'extending from the bottom sill to the wall
plates. The lintels comply with paragraph (3)
of the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to Regulation

-■'■-• " 5475 ...
; (b) 'for non-load bearing walls and partitions

■ the studs at each side of an opening are single,

unless the Buildings Authority decides otherwise.

... .. ,.,- The lintel complies with Regulation 5-17»

(8) WherWer two or more walls meet a diagonal brace
«. is fixed in, each side of every wall. In every wall:

(a-) one of these braces slopes downwards from
where the top-j>late meets the other wall, and

.- . (b). the ,other: brace slopes upwards from where
the bottom sill; meets the other wall;

. (c) ^each bra.ce is:

■ (i) of 4 'in. by 1 in. timber,

(ii) made of one piece of timber,

.- ■ . . -. .. . (iii) - notched into the studs so that not
,, ■ .. ... . : more., than 1 l/8 in. of stud is removed,

(iv) fixed at an angle between 60 and 30

-.* . ■ ■ :; :to -the horizontal,

'■■■■'*■''■'■'■ ■r" - (v)- ; extends the whole distance between the
. 'top plate and the bottom sill: provided

that where a diagonal brace meets a door

or window frame the brace terminates on the

1 '-""'-■ stud af the side of the frame;

(9) all nailing is adequate and, in particular:

■■ .. (a), nails holding.two pieces of timber framing
: . ■ together are embedded at least 1-jjr inches in

each piece of timber;
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^ :-, ■ ■ 5,07 (9) (b) the number of nails used connecting a stud
IF , to a bottom sill, a nogging piece, or to a wall

plate is at least 2 to .each joint;

(c) the number of nails used connecting hori

zontal members over openings in non load bearing

partitions is at least 2 to each joints

(d) doubled studs at openings or studs at the

....... corners or intersections of walls or partitione

: . ■ , : are nailed together with nails at not more than

30 inch centres;

(e) doubled wall plates which are not bolted
■«:._ together are nailed at not more than 24 inch

■ centres;

(f) straps are fixed to connect at least one

stud in three to the wall plate and the bottom

sill: each end of every strap being nailed to

the stud with two large headed 1 in. nails;

(g) where diagonal bracing is used the brace is

nailed to each stud it crosses or meets with at

least one nail 2-J inches long and embedded at

least 1 inch in eaoh timber.

COVERING TO EXTERNAL WALLS SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.07 IF

the surface of walls which are exposed to the open

air are covered with either:

' ■ ■ (l) weatherboarding fixed horizontally not less than
,, ... - 3/l6 in. thick at the top and -J- in. thick at the butt

r . ■_,-■= , . ■ where the boards are less than 5 in. wide, and not

,., ■■.,■_- ;- less than i in. thick at the top and 5/8 in. thiok
;.,-/ , , f at the butt where the boards are from 5 in- *o 8 in.

wide; and fixed to overlap at least -J- inoh.
Boarding with other cross sections may be approved by

the Buildings Authority; OR

(2) tongued and grooved boarding fixed horizontally.
' which is not less than 5/8 in- thick and is nailed

" to each stud with two; nails at least 1-J in. long;

- all end joints being on studs; all boards are fixed

with the tongues uppermost; OR

: (3) boarding fixed diagonally or vertically; the
boarding being tongued and grdoved or of other

approved cross section and not less than 5/8 in.
thick, and each board.being nailed with two nails

ij- in. long at each end and to every member that it
crosses; any joints in boards are over studs or

■ - nogging pieoes; OR
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5*07 (4) flat sheets of asbestos/cement not less than
IF \ in. thick or other sheeting approved by the

Buildings- Authority and fixed:

(a) with every sheet edge on a stud, bottom
sill, nogging piece or wall plate;

(b) with each sheet nailed to every stud,
bottom sill, nogging piece or wall plate which

is behind it with suitable nails not more than

9 in. apart and long enough to penetrate at

least 1 in. into the timber?

(c) with a hole drilled in the sheet for each
nail, the diameter of the hole being at least

l/l6 in- larger than the diameter of the nail;

(d) with the edges covered with battens;

(5) louverss where these are used the slats and
their fixing comply with Regulation 5.19;

(6) corrugated sheets of galvanized steel not thinner
than 24 gauge aluminium not thinner than 24 gauge or

asbestos not less than 5/32 in. thick, fixed.

(a) with the corrugations vertical;

(b) where one sheet does not extend the whole
height, with an overlap not less than 6 in. and

a nogging piece behind each overlap;

(c) with each sheet fixed to every bottom sill,
nogging piece or wall plate which is behind it;

(d) with a side overlap ,of not less than one
corrugation: at each side lap the overlying

sheet is the one nearer to the direction from

which the rain carrying wind usually blows;

(e) with bolts or drive screws and a washer to
each;

(f) with bolts or drive screws not less than
l/8 in. diameter spaced not more than 12 in.
apart, fixed through the top of the corrugations8

and. drive screws penetrate at least 1-J in. into

the timber;

(g) in the case of galvanized steel sheets with
drive screws and washers both galvanised;

(h) in the case of aluminium sheets with drive
screws and washers of aluminium or, where this

is not possible, of galvanised steel;

(i) in the case of asbestos/cement with holes
drilled l/8 in, larger than the bolt or drive
screw.
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COVERING TO WALL SURFACES NuT EXPOSED TO THE OPEN AIR SHALL BE DEEMED TO

SATISFY REGULATION 5.07 IF

The surfaces of framed timber walls and partitions

, which enclose a room or passage*

(1) are hoarding, either tongued and grooved or of

other "ipprcvod-3T03G section,' nailed horizontally to

the studs; boards being at least -§■ in. thick and

nailed to each stud with two nails not less than

!■§■ in. long, and the surface of the boards facing

the room-is planed or otherwise made smooths OR

(2) are sheets of plywood, hardboard* asbestos/
cement or plasterboard not less than -J in. thick

where studs are at not more than 24 in. centres; OR

(3) are sheets of fibreboard not less than l/l6 in.
thick where studs are at not more than 24 in. centres;

. (4) have all sheet edges on studs or nogging pieces;

and

(5) every sheet is nailed to every stud and nogging
piece which is behind it with nails not more than

9 in. apart and long enough to penetrate at least

3/4 in. into the timber; and

(6) sheet edges are covered by battens or jointing
tape, or left uncovered with the approval of the

Buildings Authority.

In any framed building other than timber framed

building:

(1) The frames shall be to a design approved by the
Building Surveyor, and shall be suitably protected

against corrosion and fire. Provided that no protec

tion against fire shall be required for a single-

storey build.n^r,

(2) Infilling walls shall be not more than 6 in.
thick;

(3) Infilling walls shall be tied to the frame or
enter at least 2 inches into recesses in it both

vertically and horizontally: adjacent ties shall be

not further apart than 2 ft. vertically and 4 ft.

horizontall/;

(4) curtain walls shall be suitably fixed to all the
vertical and horizontal members which are at their

edges or are behind them: adjacent fixings shall be

not further apart than 2 ft.;

(5) cladding shall be suitably fixed to all vertical
or horizontal members which are behind it.

Walls with 5.O8

frames other

than timber
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A WALL OF A FRAMED BUILDING uTHER THAN A FRAMED TIMBER BUILDING SHALL £E

DEEMED TO SATTSFT REGULATION 5.08 IF

(l) for fire resistance

(a) the frame being of reinforced concrete has
at least 1 inch of cover over the reinforcement;

(b) the frame being of structural steel is
covered by:

(i) solid protection consisting of at
■ ■''" '-'■' ■ ■ least 1 inch of concrete reinforced .with

"binding wire not less than 13 S.to.G. in

; : thickness or with steel mesh weighing not

less than 1 lb. a sq. yd.: and the spacing

... " . of the reinforcement does not exceed 6

inches in any direction, OR

(ii) hollow protection consisting of metal
lath with plaster to mix A or mix B not

less than ^ in. thick or plasterboard at
least 3/8 in. thick fixed with 16 S.fc.G.
wire binding at 4 inch pitch and gypsum

or vermiculite/gypsum;

(c) The frame being of structural aluminium
there is hollow protection consisting of:

(i) metal lath with neat gypsum or
. perlite/gypsum or vermiculite/gypsum

plaster at least -J inch thick, OR .

(ii) gypsum plasterboard 3/4 inch thick
with 16 S.W.G. binding at 4 inch pitch

, . with gypsum or vermiculite/gypsum plaster
at least 3/8 inch thick;

(2) any infilling walls are of masonry, blocks, i
bricks or concrete; . !

(3) any tie or dowel securing an infilling wall to ■ ''
the frame is of steel and,consists of, or has a

cross sectional area not less than, two bars \ in, ;*

diameter or a strap 1-J in. x l/l6 in.: and all
bars or straps extend not less than 9 in. into the

infilling wall and fixed to the metal in the frame;

(4) the method of fixing curtain walls into the
frame is approved by the Building Surveyor; 1

(5) ;the method of fixing cladding to the frames '

(a) oomplies with the requirements of ^
■ Regulation 5.07 OR, if these are inapplicable

to the materials concerned, '

(b) is approved by the Building Surveyor. [
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Columns 5.09: (l) Every column shall be:

. (a) sufficiently.strong to carry its own
Weight and all imposed loads without failure

. or undue deflection;

■ (b) constructed of durable material;

(c) rigidly.connected to the part of the
building on which it stands and to the beam or

other member, .which;it supports;

(2) A column shall not be of timber unless the load
which it'supports consists of its own weight and part

r /' of the weight of a single-storey building of wbioh

the walls, floor and roof are of timber or other

light-weight construction with light-weight coverings;

(3) Timber shall not be used below the termite
barrier'and shall not be built into concrete;

(4) No, horizontal dimension of a column shall be
less than the width of the beam or other member which

it supports.

IN, MINOR SEE35IC AREAS VaTH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

A COLUMN SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.09 IF

; (l) In the case of a column supporting part of the
weight of a wall, floor and roof of a eingle-storey

building any of whioh is of heavyweight construction,

the column is of reinforced concrete and

(a) not more than 8 ft. in height;

(b) not further than 6 ft. from the next
column or other support to any beam which the

■ column supports;

(c) has no dimension measured horizontally
less than 9 inches;

(d) the column is reinforced with not less
than four bars each at least 5/8 in. diameter

set vertically and held together with stirrups

not further than 9 inches apart, and the bars

have not less, than 1 inch nor more than !■§-
inches of. cpver;

(e) the bpttoms of the bars are continued to
the foundation and are fixed there in accordance
with the Second Schedule.
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5*09 (l) (f) the tops of the bars are bontinued into ,
IF the upper past of the beam which the column

supports and.are bent at right angles. The

length of bar-beyond the bend is at least 24

inches and it extends along the beam: where

there is top reinforcement in the beam this

length of bar is fixed to it in accordance with

the Second Schedule. Provided that where any

vertical reinforcement in a wall is to be

directly over a column, at least two of the bars

forming the reinforcement in the column are not
bent at fight angles to lie in the beam below

the wall but continue vertically upwards to

beoome the reinfdrtiismeni; in the wall or to over
lap it by at least 24 inches.

(2) in the oase of a column supporting part of the
weight of a aingle-storey building of which the

walls, floor and roof are all of timber or other

lightweight construction with lightweight coverings

the column is *

(a) not more than 8 ft. in height;

(b) not further than 6 ft. from the next column
or other support to the beam which the oolumn

supports;

(c) of reinforced concretes in which case:-

■ (i) no dimension measured horizontally is
less than 3 inches;

(ii) it is reinforced with not less than
four bare at least -j- in. diameter with
stirrups not more than 9 inches apart;

(ill) the tops of two bars are continued
through the timber beam which is supported

by the column and an l/8 in. thick^metal
plate and are securely fixed: alternative

methods of fixing the reinforcement to the

beam are to the approval of the Building

Surveyor;

(iv) the .bottoms of the bars are continued
to the foundation and fixed there in

accordance with the Second Schedule; OR

(d) of timber, in which casei

(i) no dimension measured horizontally is
less than 6 inches;
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5.09 : (2) (d) (ii) the column is nailed to the "beam which

IP. it supports with four 4 in. nails driven

at an angle so that at least 1-J inches of
each nail is in each member, and

(iii) the joint "between the column and the

"beam is stiffened by either:

(A) a gusset plate of plywood not less j
than -§■ inch thick in the shape of a right-

angled triangle with no side less than :

2 ft. 6 in. long; where the beam continues !

on both sides of the column the gusset plate j

is fixed with the longest side along the j

beams in other cases a shorter side of the j

gusset plate is fixed along the beam: in

any case the side of the gusset plate is

4 in. above the underside of the beam, and

the gusset plate is nailed to both column ;

and beam. The nails are 2 inches long and

are driven so that at least l£ inch of

each nail penetrates through the gusset

and into the timber behind it: and the ;

nails are spaced so that one nail is within [

4J3 inches of each corner of the gusset i

plate and the nails are not less than 2^ " ,
inches nor more than 4i inches apart, OR

(B) a steel gusset plate at least 3/l6 in.
thick, the shape and method of fixing of

the gusset plate being to the approval of ;

the Building Surveyor, OR [

(c) one brace fixed across each corner I
made by the column and any beam which it I
supports: the brace being of 6 in. by
4 in. timber not less than 2 ft. 6 in. |
long and fixed at an angle of between 40

degrees and 50 degrees to the horizontal: ;

each brace is secured at each end by a "

-J- in. dia. bolt with suitable washers, the

bolt passing through the brace and the |

column or beam;

(iv) each.column is connected to the floor,

termite barrier or other part of the

building which supports it by at least

three metal plates each not less than 4

inches wide by -J inch thick bolted through
the column with ■§■ inch diameter bolts and

suitable washers and adequately embedded

for at'least 12 inches into the supporting

part of the building, further that no two

bolts holes in a column are less than 2

inches apart;
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5*09 (3) in the case of a column supporting only its own
IF weight and part of the weight of a roof with a light

weight covering, the column is:

(a) no-f more than 8 ft. in height measured from
the floor or ground where there is no floor to

the underside of the wall plate,

(b) not further than 8 ft. from the next support
to the wallplate,

(c) of reinforced concrete, in which case:

(i) no dimension measured horizontally is
less than 4 inches,

(ii) it is reinforced with not less than
one bar at least 5/8 in. diameter,

(iii) the top of the reinforcing bar is con
tinued through the wall plate and securely

fixed and the bottom of the bar is continued

to the foundation and fixed there in accor

dance with the Second Schedule, OS

(d) of timber, in which cases

(i) no dimension measured horizontally is
less than 4 inches,

(ii) the oolumn is nailed to the wall
; plate with four 4 inch nails driven at an

angle so that at least 1-J- inches of each

nail is in each member, and is stiffened
by either;

(A) a gusset plate of plywood not less
than -| inch thick in the shape of a right-
angled triangle with no side less than

2 ft. 6 in. long; where tee wall plate
continues on both sides of the column the

gtisset plate is fixed with the longest

side along the wall plates in other cases

a shorter side of the gusset plate is

fixed along the wall plates in any case

the side of the gusset plate is level with

the top of the wall plate and it is nailed
to both column and wall plate.

The nails are 2 inches long and are driven
so that at least 1-J inch of each nail

penetrates through the gusset and into the

member behind its and the nails are spaced

not more than 4§ inches not less than 2-|-
inches apart, OR
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5-09 (3) (B) a steel gusset plate at least 3/l6 in.
IF thick, the shape and method of fixing of the

gusset plate "being to the approval of the

Building Surveyor, OR

(C) one brace fixed across each corner made
by the column and a wall plate: the brace

being of 6 in. by 4 in. timber not less than

2 ft. 6 in. long and fixed at an angle of

between 40 degrees and 50 degrees to the

horizontals each brace is secured at each and

by a -J- in. dia. bolt and suitable washers, each
bolt passing through the brace and the column

of a wall plate;

(iii) each column is attached to the floor,
termite barrier or other part of the building

which supports it by three metal plates or

angle irons each not less than 3 in. wide by

l/8 in. thick; these are fixed to the column
. . with § in. dia. bolts and suitable washers,

provided that no two bolt holes in the column

. - are less than 3 inches apart; where flat-plates

., ; . are used they are .embedded at least 9 in* into

the supporting part of the building: where

angle irons are used each is fixed in position

with a J- in. bolt and washers9 the bolt
penetrating at least 6 in. into the supporting

. . part of the building;

(4) in the case of a column not previously herein
described or which supports a load which iss in the

opinion of the Building Surveyor, unusually heavy,

the design of the column.and the methods of connecting

: it to its foundation and the parts of the building

which it supports have been approved by the Building

■.-.-. Surveyor; ■ ,

(5) in the case of any column which rests on a part
: of the building other than the foundation, that part

of the building is adequately tied to the foundation

to the approval of the Building Surveyor.

IN MINOR SET 351C AREAS WITH WEAK GROUND

OR /

IN MODERATE SEISMIC AREAS WITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

A COLUMN SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.09 IF

(l) in the case of a column supporting part of the
weight of a wall, floor and roof of a single-storey

building- any of which is of heavyweight construction,

the column is of reinforced concrete and
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5-09 (l) (a) not more than S-ft. in height;
If > - ■■'■■■• .;■■■',

(b) not further, than 6 ft. from the next
column or other support to the team which

the column supports;

(c) has no dimension measured horizontally-
less than 9 inches;

(d) the column is reinforced with not less
than four bars each at least 3/4 in. diameter
set vertically and held together with stirrups

'not further than 9 inches apart, and the bars
have not'less than 1 inch nor more than 1-J-
inches of cover;

(e) the "bottoms of the bars are continued to
the foundation-and-are fixed there in accordance
with the Second Schedule;

(,f) the ■topa'-of the bars are- continued_ini;o
. the upper--par-t-of the .beam which the column

supports and.,are b-errt;at right angles*. The

length of bar beyond the bend is at leasi;

, 24 inches and., it extends along the. beam:- where
there is top reinforcement in the beam this

length of bar is fixed to it in accordance

with the. .Second -Schedule. Provided that

where,any vertical reinforcement is a'wall

is to be directly over a column, at 1-eaat two

of the bars forming the reinforeem-ent in the

column are not bent at right angles to lie

in the beam below the wall but continue-verti-
cally upwards to become the .reinforcement in the

wall, or to overlap-it by at least 24 inches;

(2) in the case o£. a .coloamn supporting part of the
weight of a single-storey building of which the walls,

floor and roof are all of timber or other lightweight

construction with lightweight coverings the column
■: - is :

(a) not more than 8 ft. in height; and

(b) not further than 6 ft. from the next
column or .other support to the beam which the'
column supports; and

(o) of reinforced'concrete j inifhich cases ■.;

(i) no dimension measured horizpntally ..-.;
is less than 8 inches;

\. (ii) it is reinforced with less than four
, , ,. - bars each,at least -J inch diameter with

stirrups not more thanr9 inches apart;
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(2) (c) (iii) the tops of the bars are continued
Y through the timber beam which is supported

■... by the. column and a l/8 inch thick metal
plats and are securely fixed; alternative

methods of fixing the reinforcement to the

beam are to the approval of the Building

' . . . Surveyor;

(iv) the bottoms of the bars are continued
■■ . ■ to the foundation and fixed there in

." : -accordance with the Second Schedule; OR

(d) of .timber, in which case:

'■'"■ (i) no dimension measured horizontally is
less than 6 inches;

(ii) the column is nailed to the beam
which it supports with four 4 in. nails

driven at an .angle so that'at least 1-jjr
inches of each nail is in each member,

and is stiffened byr

(A) two gusset plates of plywood not less
than -§■ in. thick in the shape of right-
angled triangles with no side less than

2 ft. 6 in. long: one gus-set plate is

fixed on each side of the column; where

... the beam continues on both sides of the

column the gusset plate is fixed with the

longest side along the beam: in other

■ cases a shorter side of the gusset plate

... is fixed along the beam: in any case the

.. si.de. of the gusset plate is 4 in. above

the underside of the beam, and the gusset

plates are nailed to both column and beam.

■ '•.'.She nails are 2 inches long and are driven
so that at least 1-J in. of each nai^. pene

trates through the gusset and into the

timber behind it: the nails are spaced eo

that one nail is within 4-J- inches of each

corner of the gusset plate and the nails

'■ - are not less than 2j inches nor more than
4^ inches apart, 'OR

: (B) a steel gusset plate at least 3/16 in.
■.. thick, the shape and method for fixing

the gusset plate being to the approval of

the-Building Surveyor, OR

(C) one brace fixed across each corner
made by the column and any beam which it

supports: the brace being of 6 in. by 4 in.

timber not less than 2 ft. 6 in. long and

fixedat-an angle of between 40 degrees and
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5»O9 (2) (d) (C) 50 degrees to the horizontals each brace
IF -; ■ is -secured at each end by a -j- in. dia. bolt

with suitable washers, the bolt passing

■ through the brace and the column or beam;

(iii) each column is connected to the floor,
termite barrier or other part of the

building which supports i't by at least

three metal plates each not less than 4

inches wide by i inch thick bolted through
the column with -J inch diameter bolts and

suitable washers and adequately embedded for

at least 12 inches into the supporting

•'.-■■■ ;;■ i i;;; part of the building, further that no two

holes in a column are less than 2 inches

apart;

(3) in the case of a oolumn supporting only its own
weight and part of the weight of a roof with a light

weight covering, the column iss -

(a) not more than 8 ft. in height measured from
the floor or ground where there is no floor to

. the underside of the wall plate;

(b) not further t&an 8 ft, from the next
support to the wall plate;

(o) of reinforced concrete,--in which case:

(i) no dimension measured horizontally
is less than 4 inches,

(ii) it is reinforced with not less than
one bar at least 3/4 in. diameter,

(iii) the top of the reinforcing bar is con

tinued through the wall plate and securely

fixed and the bottom of the bar is continued

to the foundation and fixed there in

accordance with the Second Schedule; OR

(d) of timber, in which case:

: (i) no dimension measured horizontally is
less than 4 inches,

(ii) the column is nailed to the wall plate
• . with four 4 inch nails driven at an angle

so that at least 1-} inches of each nail is
in each member, and is stiffened by either,

(A) a gusset plate of plywood not less
than -J inch thick in the shape of a right-

angled triangle with no side less than

2 ft. 6 in. long: the gusset plate is set

on the.outside of the column where the wall
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«O9 (3) (d) (A) plate continues on "both sides of the

IP column the gusset plate is fixed with the

longest side along the Hall plate: in

other cases a shorter side of the gusset

plate is fixed along the wall plate: in

any cuse the side cf the gusset plate is '

level with the bop of the wall plate, and

is nailed to ~bc~;h.

"The--nails are 2 inches long and are driven

so that at least 1-J- incn of each nail

penetrates through the gusset and into 'the

member behind it: and tha nail3 are spaced

not more than 44 inches nor less than 2J-
inches apart, OR

(B) a steel gusset plate at least 3/l6 in.
thick, the shape and method of fixing of

the gusset plate bs'jne1 to the approval of

the Building Surveyor, OR

(C) one brace fixed across each corner

made by the column and e. wall plate: the

brace being of 6 in. by 4- in. timber not

less than 2 ft, 6 in. ?,ong and fixed at an

angle of between 40 and 50 degrees to the

horizontal; each brace is secured at each

end by a ■§ in. dia. bolt and suitable

washerss each "bolt passing through the brace

and the column or a wall plats;

(iii) each column is attached to the floor,

termite barrier or other part of ihe

building which supports it by ^hree metal

plates or angle irons each not less than

3 in. wide by 1./8 in, thick; these are
fixed to the column with -g- in- dia* bolts

and suitable washers, provided that no two

bolt holes in the column .'-ire less than 3

inches apart; *here firrli plates are used

they are embedded at least 9 irt- into the

supporting part of tbs building! where

angle ironr are uiei each is fixed in posi

tion with a ■§■ in. tol t aid washer3r the bolt

penetrating at le*s* 6 in. into the supporting

part of the building-,

(4) in the case of a ooluun net previously herein

described or which supports a l^ad which is, in the

opinion of the Building Surveyor, unusually heavy,

the design of the column and the methods of connecting

it to its foundation and the pa?is of tae building

which it supports have besn approved.by the Building

Surveyor;
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5*09 (5) "in the case of any column which rests on a part
IF of the building other than the foundation, that part

of the "building'is adequately tied to the foundation

to the approval of the Building Surveyor.

IN MODERATE SEiailC AREAS WITH WEAK GROUND

OR

IN MAJOR SETadlC. AREAS WITH AVERAGE 1\J GOOD GROUND

A COLUMN SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULA110N 5.O9 IF

(l) In the case of a column supporting part of the
weight of a wall, floor and roof of a single-storey

building any of which is of heavyweight construction,

the column is of reinforced concrete and*

(a) not more than 8 ft. in height;

(b) not further than 6 ft. from the next column
or other support to the beam which the column

supports;

(c) has no dimension measured horizontally less
than 12 inches}

(d) the column is reinforced with not less than
four bars each at least 1 in. diameter set

vertically and held together with stirrups not

further than 9 inches apart, and the bars have

not less than 1 inch nor more than 1-J- inches of
cover; :

(e) the bottoms of the bars are continued to
the foundation and are fixed there in accordance

with the Second Schedule;

(f) the tops of the bars are continued into the
upper part of the beam which, the column supports

and are bent at right angles. The length of

bar beyond the bend is at least 24 inches and it

extends along the beam; where there is top

reinforcement in the beam this length of bar is

fixed to it in accordance with the Second Schedule,

Provided that where any vertical reinforcement

in a wall is to be directly over a column, at

least two of the bars forming the reinforcement

in the column are not bent at right angles to

lie in the beam below the wall but continue

vertically upwards to become the reinforcement

in the wall or to overlap itvby at least 24

inches;
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5*09 (2) in the case of a column supporting part of the
If weight of a single-storey building of which the walls,

' floor and roof are all of .timber or other lightweight

' ■' : construction with lightweight coverings the column is t

(a) not more than 8 ft. in height;

(b) not further than 6 ft. from the next
column or other support to the beam which the

column supports;

(c) of reinforced concrete; in whioh case r-

(i) no dimension measured horizontally is

& less than 8 inches;

v (ii) i-t_.is reinforced with not less than ■,
: four bars each at. least 5/8 in. diameter

■' with stirrups not more than 9 inches apart;

(iii) the tops of the bars are continued

"■ - '■ ' through the timber beam which is supported

by the column and an l/8 in. thick metal
" - plate and are securely fixed; alternative

: methd&s of fixing the reinforcement to the

beam are to the approval of the Building.

Surveyor5

(iv) the'bottoms of the bars are continued in
to the'foundation and fixed there in

accordance ^with the Second Schedule; OR

(d) of timber; in which case;

(i) no dimension measured horizontally is
less than 6 inches;

(ii~) the column is nailed to the beam which

it supports with four 4 in. nails driven at

an angle so that at least 1-jjf inches of each

nail is in each member, and

(iii) the joint between the column and the
beam is stiffened by either:-

. :. ,(a) two-Tigusset plates of plywood not less
; :_-.; than J;in. thick in. the shape of right-

angled triangles with no side less than

2 ft. 6 in. longs one gusset plate is

fixed on each side of the column; where

the beam continues on both sides of the

column the gusset plate is fixed with the

/ longest' side along the beam: in other oases

- a shorter side of the gusset plate is fixed

along the beam: in any case the side of

the gusset plate is 4 in. above the under

side of the beam, and the gusset plates are
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5.09 (2) '(d) (A) nailed to both column and beam. The
IF nails are 2 inches long and one driven so

: that at least 1-J- inch of each nail pene-

trateq through the gusset and into the timber

behind it: the nails are spaced so that

one nail is within Ai inches of each corner
of the gusset plate and the nails are not

less than 2-J inches nor more than 4& inches
apart, OR

;■ ■ (B) a steel gusset plate at least 3/l6 in.
thick, the shape and method of facing of

the gusset plate being to the approval of

the Building Surveyor, OR

(C) one brace fixed across each corner
made by the column and any beam which it

supports: the brace being of 6 in. by

4 in. timber not less than 2 ft. 6 in. long

and fixed at an angle of between 40 and 50

degrees to the horizontal: each braoe is

secured at each end by a i in. dia. bolt with
suitable washers, the bolt passing through

the brace and the column or beam5

(iv) each column is connected to the floor,

termite barrier or other part of the

building which supports it by at least three

metal plates each not less than 4 inches

wide by -J inch thick bolted through the
column with ^ inch diameter bolts and suit

able was-hers and adequately embedded for at

least 12 inches into the supporting part

of the building,, further that no two bolt

holes in a column are less than 2 inches
apart5

(3) in the case of a column supporting only its own
weight and part of the weight of a roof with a light

weight covering, the column is 1

(a) not more than 8 ft. in height measured from

the floor, or ground where there is no floor, to

the underside of the wall plate,

(b) not further than 8 ft. from the next support

to the wall plate,

(c) of reinforced concrete, in which case

(i) no dimension measured horizontally is

less than 4 inches,
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*09 (3) (c) (ii) it is reinforced with not less than

IP one bar at least 3/4 in. diameter,

(iii) the top of the reinforcing "bar is

continued through the wall plate and

securely fixed and the "bottom of the bar

is continued to the foundation and fixed

there in accordance with the Second

Schedule, OR

(d) of timber, in which case:

: (i) no dimension measured horizontally is

less than 5 inches,

(ii) the column is nailed to the wall plate

;with four 4 inch nails driven at an angle

so that at least 1-J- inches of each nail is

in. each member, and is stiffened by either- -

(A) a gusset plate of plywood not less

than -J in. thick in the shape of a right-
angled triangle with no side less than 2 ft.

6 in. long: the gusset plate is set on the

outside of the column: where the wall plate

continues on both sides of the column the

gusset plate is fixed with the longest side

along the wall plates in other cases a

shorter side of the gusset plate is fixed

along the wall plates in any case the side

of the. gusset plate is l.evel with 1jhe top

of the wall. plater and is nailed to both

column and wall plate.

The nails are 2. inches long and are driven

so that at least 1-J- inch of each nail
penetrates through the gusset and into the

: member behind it: and the nails are spaced

not more than 44 inches not less than 2%
inohes apart, OR

(B) a steel gusset plate at least 3/l6 in-
thick, the shape and method of fixing of

the gusset plate being to the approval of

the Building Surveyor, OR

(C) one brace fix«d across each corner mad©
by the oolumn and a wall plates the brace

being of 6 in. by 4 in. timber not less than

2 ft. 6 in. long and fixed at an angle of

between 40 degrees and 50 degrees to the

horizontals each brace is secured at each

end by a 4 in* dia. bolt and suitable
washers, each bolt passing through the brace

and the column or a wall plate;
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5*09 (3) (d) (iii) eaoh column is attached to the floor,
I*1 termite barrier or other part of the

building which supports it by three metal

plates or angle irons each not less than

3 in. wide by l/8 in. thicki these are
fixed to the column with J in. dia. bolts

and suitable washers, provided that no two

boltholes in the column are less than 3

inches apart; where flat plates are used

they are embedded at least 9 in. into the

supporting part of the building: where

angle irons are used each is fixed in

position with a -J in. bolt and washers, the
bolt penetrating at least 6 in. into the

supporting part of the building;

(4) in the case of a column not previously herein
described or which supports a load which is, in the

opinion of the Building Surveyor, unusually heavy,

the design of the column and the methods of connecting
it to its foundation and the parts of the building

which it supports have been approved by the Building
Surveyor;

(5) in the case of any column which rests on a part
of the building other than the foundation, that part

of the building is adequately tied to the foundation

to the approval of the Building Surveyor.

Beams 5.10 (l) Where columns are used to support the whole or
part of a building their tops shall be joined by

beams which are capable of supporting their own weight
and all imposed loads without failure or undue
deformation;

(2) All beams shall be securely fixed to the columns
which support them and to the walls which they support;

(3) A beam shall not be of timber unless the load
which it supports consists only of its own weight and

part of the weight of a building of which the walls,

floor and roof are of timber or other lightweight

construction with lightweight coverings;

A BEAM SHALL BE DEEMED TO SAITSFY REGULATION 5.10 IF

(l) being a beam other than a timber beams

(a) the design is approved by the Building
Surveyor,
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i [■

5.10 . (l) (b) the connections with columns below it and

IF .. with the walls which i$ supports:

(i) comply with Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses

to Regulations 5.04, 5-07, or 5.09 OR

where the type of construction is not

covered by these clauses;

(ii) are approved by the Building Surveyor;:,

(2) being a timber beam: ■ ■ - • ' "■■■-

(a) (i). where provided io support floor joists

it has at least 6 in, bearing on each

support and is rigidly tied to it; < . -

(ii). for a single-storey house the size and

distance apart of the beams is in accordance

with the following table;

Where the length

of joist

supported by the

beam does not

exceed

■•■ ■- ■ 9. ■ ■■■

-■..-...

llf ;

12'

13'

a b

■ edge

6"

■ 8"

6"

8"

6"

6"

8"

6"

6"

8"

6"

6"

8"

6»

ieam '-On

of this

size

x 6if
x 8"

x 8"

x 8"

x 10"

x 8"

x 8" ■•../.

x 10" ■ -•

x 8": '
x 811

x 10"

x 8"'
x 8"

x 10"

may span a

length of

7'
81

61

71
81

6'

7'
8«

61

7'

71

6'

6'

7'

0"

0"

6"

6"

3"

3"

3"
0"

0"

0"

911

0"

10"

6"

The.length of joist supported means one half of the sum of the joist

spans on both sides of the beam. : - ■ .

. . (b) It is fixed to each support by at least

one bolt or bar not less than ■§■ in. dia. built

at least 9 in. into the' support and, on top of

the beam, a washer at least 1-J- in. diameter and

a nut; . ..'...,
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5.10 (2) (c) It is of solid timber or made up of 3 or
IP more pieces of 2 in. timber on edge nailed or

otherwise fixed together in an approved manner;

joints in solid timber "beams being over supports,

, and joints in component- pieces of laminated beams

not being within 12 in. of one another.

Termite 5*11 Every wall, pier, column, buttress and chimney-
barrier shall have a continuous termite barrier which extends

over the full area of that part of the structure and

projects 3'in* on each side.

A TERMITE BARRIER SHALL- BE "DEEMED TO SA01SFT REGULATION 5.11 IF

(1) where the building is not supported on columns:

. (a) the wall is. levelled off at a height not less
than 4 in. above the highest part of the surround

ing ground; -■'

(b) concrete to mix C is cast 3 in. thick in one
operation to cover the walls and to project. 3 in.

on every side of them; the external projection is

weathered on top and throated below;

NOTE A drawing of this'work will be supplied on
request by the Buildings Authority.

(2) where the building is supported on columns:

(a) a termite barrier is fixed near the top of the
column;

(b) where the column is of timber the "barrier

consists of a sheet of metal not less than 22 gauge

covering the column and extending 3 in. from the :

face on every side. The projection is bent down- j

wards at about 45°5 ;

(c) where the column is of brick, block or |
similar material set in mortar the termite barrier !

is either: i

(i) sheet metal other than aluminium to : " I
comply with the last preqeding paragraph; OH

(ii) a concrete slab at least 3 in. thick pre
cast of concrete mix C projecting 3 in. arid

throated and weathered on every sid^e;

(d) where the bolts or other connections fixing
a beam or wall of the building to the column pass

through the barrier they are embedded in bitumen;

(3) where the column is of reinforced concrete, a
throated and weathered projection extending 3 in. from

each column faoe is oast as part of the column.
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Damp-proof 5.12 Immediately on top of every termite barrier there

course shall be a damp-proof course extending over the whole

area on which the wall or pillar above the termite

barrier stands. The walls or other parts of the build

ing immediately above and below the damp-proof course

shall be suitably and adequately tied together.

A DAMP-PRvOP CoUESE SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.12 IF

(1) it is composed of

(a) bitumen,. tar, pitch or mastic asphalt, either

alone or in conjunction with a felt, hessian or

asbestos base, and not less than l/l6 in.
thick; OR

(b) copper sheeting not less than 26 gauge; OR

(c) lead sheeting weighing not less than 4 lbs

per sq. ft; which is painted all over with a coat

of a bitumen product;

(2) where laid in rolls or sheets there is an over-lap

of at least 4 in. at each joints

(3) the walls or other parts of the building above and

below the damp-proof course are connected to one another

by dowelsj the dowels:

(a) are set not more than 4 ft apart measured

along the walls;

v (b) extend through the damp-proof course and the

termite barrier and at least 6 in. into the walls

or other parts of the building;

(c) are surrounded by bitumen, tar, pitch or

mastic asphalt where they pass through the damp-

proof course.

Floors, 5;13 (l) Floors shall be sufficiently strong to carry their
solid own weight and all imposed loads without failure or

. undue deflection and shall be provided with a suitable

finish to the upper surface;

(2) Floors suspended above ground level shall be of

reinforced concrete or of timber. Timber floors shall

comply with Regulation 5*14;

(3) Floors other than suspended floors shall be of

plain concrete laid on a suitable base: where the

Buildings Authority so decides there shall be a damp-

proof course included in the construction.
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A SJSPSKDBD FLOOR UF REINFORCED CONCRETE SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY

REGULATION 5.13 IF

(1) it.is of the solid 95 hollow slat or T beam "typet

the amount and position;;of the reinforcement being

■■'."■''; approved by the Buildings Authority.

(2) it has an upper surface- ?

(a) brought to a smooth finish, OR

(b) rendered with mortar mix C or D, OR

(c) finished with granolithic 3/4 in. thick
cast before the floor,, concrete has set, CR

(d) finished with an approved proprietary

levelling compound, OR

(e) provided with a covering approved by the

Buildings Authority.

A SOLID FLOOR LAID ON THE GROUND SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION

5.13 IF

(1) it consists of a layer of compacted hardcore,

crushed stone or selected laterite to a finished thick

ness of not less than 3 in. and a layer of concrete not

less than 3 in. thicfc and not weaker than mix B;

(2) the upper finished surface of the concrete iss

(a) brought to a smooth finish, OR

(b) rendered with mortar mix C or D, OR

(c) finished with granolithic 3/4 in. thick,
cast before the floor concrete has set, OR

(d) finished with an approved proprietary

levelling compound, OR

(e) provided with a covering approved by the

Buildings Authority; .

(3) a damp-proof course is provided either below the

concrete floor or above it as part of the finish: this

course joining, either directly or through'the vertical

joint at the inside edge of the termite barrier, the

damp-proof course in the walls.

Floors, 5.14 (l) Suspended timber floors shall be sufficiently
timber strong to oarry their own weight and all imposed loads

without failure or undue deflection and shall be

provided with a smooth finish to the upper surface.

(2) Where the ground floor is of timber it shall be
suspended in such a way that air can circulate beneath

it.
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TIMBER FLOORS SHALL BE DEEMED HO SA11SFY R'EGuI.AEION 5.14 IF

r~ ~ *~. «- (l) -wooden floor foists! ■■■■-

;-..-:■ ■■ . .. .. - - . . (a) have a. bearing at least 3 in. long and the
..... ^.. full width of the joist;

"■ (b) are securely fixed to each support with —

: . . ; (i) two nails at least 3>i in. long, and

- - - (ii) a ledger strip, angle iron or other

approved fixing.

(c) are joined only over supports, and

(i) where joined with butt joints there is
' " a fish-plate provided to every joint. Wooden

fish-plates are at least 1 in. thick, 4, in.

wide and 2 ft, long, and each fish-plate is

"' " nailed to each joist with not less than three

nails at least 2J- in. long;

",..-. (ii) notched joints are used only with the
.-..:. - permission of the Buildings-Authority: where

notched joints are permitted ledger strips

shall be provided under the joist and each

< joint shall have a firm bearing on both the

ledger strip and the main support;

(2) the size and distance apart of floor joists
complies with the requirements of the following tables

Span

more

4

5

6

,- 7

8

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

not

than

6

€

6

6

6

in-

in.

in.

in.

in.

Joist size

spacing' from

4

' : 4

; 4

5

4

■■■ 5

5

5
6

5
6

6

X

X

I

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1*
2

2

!*
2

Ii

1*
2

1*

2

1*
2

at

„ at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

in inches and

centre to

19

24

21

24

17

19

17
22

24

19
20

24

in.,

in.

in.,

in.

in. s

in.

in.,

in.,

in.

in,,

in.,

in.

centre

or

or

or ,

or

or

or

or
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(2) table (cont'd.)

Span not

more than

10 ft.

11 ft.

12 ft.

13 ft.

14 ft.

15 ft.

Joist size in inches and

'/ spacing from centre to centre

6 x 1-J- at 16 in., or
6x2 at 22 in., or

7 x 1-J at 22 in., or

6x2 at 17 in., or

? xl| at 18 in. s or
7x2 at 24 in., or

8 x li at 24 in.

7x2 at 20 in., or

' 8 x 1-J- at 19 in.

7x2 at 16 in., or

8 i lj at 16 in., or

8 x 2 at 23 in.

8x2 at 19 in., or

9x2 at 24 in.

8x2 at 16 in., or

9x2 at 21 in.

(3) to prevent the joists from twisting they are
stiffened with struts .at'least once every 8 ft. of their

length; struts being over joist supports and, where

necessary? between them... ..Struts may be solid or

herring-bone and each should be a tight fit. Solid

struts extend the full height; of the joist and are at

least I.in*, thick. Solid struts are fixed at each end

with at least two nails 3i in. long each side and

driven on the slant. Herring—bone strutting is of at

least 3 in. by 2 in. timber, -and cut to the correct

splay and fixed at each end with two nails 2-J- in. long;

(4) where a timber floor is the ground floor there is
a depth of at least 6 in. below the underside of the

joists; and this space is ventilated on at least two

sides by ventilators in the wallss the open area of

such ventilators being at least 1-J sq. in. per foot

run of external wall; . .

(5) the flooring is of tongued and grooved or plain
edged boarding to a finished thickness of at least 3/4 in.;
the upper surface being left smooth or covered with

linoleum or other approved covering;
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f|! 5.14 (6) the floor boards are laid at right angles to or

i|! . XF diagonally across.the joists. Where a wood framed wall

is used the floor boards extend wider the sill to its

. , outer edge or end against the side of the sill;

(7) floor boards are suitably nailed to each joist

thai they cross or over which they finish;

(8) all end joins in boards are over joists-

Rendering and 5.15 (l) This regulation shall apply to the vertical sur-
Pointing faces of all walls, piers, buttresses, chimneys and

, columns constructed of bricks, blocks, masonry or

concrete but not to chimney stacks.

(2) Outdoor surfaces shall be:

(a) rendered} OR v

(b) pointed;

Provided that all surfaces facing between ,.. (North1-'
north-west and South-east) ... shall be rendered;

(3) Indoor surfaces shall be:

(a) rendered with a trowelled or floated finish, .

OR

(b) flush pointed and painted;

(4) Where only one coat of rendering is used it shall

be not less than i in. thick: where two coats are used

the total thickness shall be not less than 3/4 in.

RENDERING SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.15 IP

(1) the mortar for rendering is mixed in accordance

with the Third Schedule;

(2) where necessary the surface of the background is

roughened or hacked to a depth not less than l/8 in.
over at least one third of its area, and joints are

' raked out and the whole surface wetted before rendering;

- (3) the strength of any coat of rendering is not

greater than that of the surface to which it is applied;

(4) the finish of outdoor rendered surfaces is*

(a) dry dash (pebble dry-thrown), OR

: (b) rough cast (wet thrown), OR

(c) floated and scraped;

(5) the pointing of; outdoor surfaces is done with the

mortar used in bedding or with other mortar not

appreciably stronger.
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Sills ' ;,1; ' ^r1^ -; / , Every /window, opening shall have a weathered and
• ; '■*'■■■ throated Sill covering the whole thickness of the wall

">:/: •-r.;:-'.'-v'v ::■ i.and projecting at:least. 2. in. beyond the external face.
w.ir v:,,:;"::/ .. & .^kere the wall is of brick, block or masonry construc-

-■-.. v-;;x--.« * '-.... tion the sill shall be made of concrete or hardwood:

where the wall is,constructed of wood the sill shall be
of hardwood.

A CONCRETE SLLL SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATL SPY REGULATION 5.16 IF

\X) it is of concrete mix C; . , > .";'.^ --.

;. ,. - (2) it is cast in situ or precast; if precast it is
-Set in the mortar used for buildirtg the wall.

Lintels 5.17 The weight of the part of a building over a door,

window or other opening shall be carried without

.,,-'' . ■ " " collapse or undue deflection.

A LINTEL SHALL BE DEBIED TO S4TCSS*T- 'REGULATION 5.17' IF

-r v; (l) being a 1 intel in a timber framed wall it is:

<■ "/■."";-..■ -- (a) of- timber and expends the full thickness of
the framing;

(b) carried at each end oh. the second stud
provided to comply with paragraph (7) of the

■ Deemed-tp-Sa:tisfy clauses *6-Regulation 5.07;

(c) at. lea.st:-" ,■> :

■ {^y.' 2. in* deej> "'for'"sjaans not greater than

(ii) 3 in« deep for spans greater than 3 ft.
and not greater^thsto 4 ft. 6 in,;

(iii) 4 in. deep for spans greater than
4'ft. 6 in. and not greater than 6 ft. 0 in-;

(iv) of'a size approved by the Building
...-_ Surveyor for spans greater than 6 ft.;

(d) securely nailed to the main and second studs
with nails at least-3j in* long.

, . (2) being a lintel in- a wall, o^ber than a timber
framed wall it is Oast in-situ or precast and:

(a) is of reinforced concrete and extends the full
thickness of the wall except for any rendering or

other surface covering;

(b) has the reinforcement fixed not more than
2 in. above the Opening;
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5*17 (2) (c) where the opening is not more thanlft. 6 in.

IF Wide the lintel:-

'■- (i) bears on the wall at least 6 in. on

each side of the opening;

(ii) is at leafft 6 in. deep;

(&) where the opening is more than 1 ft. 6 in. and

less than 4 ftr wide the lintels. rr.-.-CT*.:..

' (i) bears pn..the:wall at least 9 in. on each

side of the opening;

(ii) is at leaet 6 in. deep;

(iii) is reinforced with at least 1 x i in.
v dia. bar for each 5 in. or part thereof that

: the wall is thicK;

(e) where the opening is 4 ft. wide or more the

lintels

(i) bears on the wall at least 12 in. on each

side of the opening;

'"""'." (ii), is at least ? in- deep;

(iii) is reinforced with at least one bar for

• each 5 in. or part thereof that the wall is '

thick: the diameter of the bar will be to

the approval of the Building Surveyor.

Provided that where there is vertical reinforcement in

the wail a* each side of the door or window to comply

with Hegulation 5.04* the lintel reinforoement is

securely fixed to the vertical reinforcement.

REINFORCEMENT IN A CONCRETE' tfALL SHALL BE DEBJED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5,17

(1) it is fixed within 2 in. of the opening;

(2) (a) where the opening is not more than 1 ft.1 6 in.
no reinforcement is used;

.(bX where the apening is more than 1 ft. 6 in.
and less than 4 ft. wide the reinforcement consists -

of 1 xi in. dia. bar for each 5 in. or part

thereof that the wall is thick;

(c) where the opening is more than 4 ft. wide there

is one bar for eaoh 5 in- or part thereof that the

wall is thick and the diameter of the bar is

approved by the Building Surveyor;

(3) where there is vertical reinforcement in the wall

the reinforcement over the opening is securely fixed to

the vertical reinforcement on both sides of the opening.
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Windows 5.18 (l) Windows and their frames shall "be made of approved

timber or metal and suitably protected;

(2) Window frames^ shall be securely fixed to the wall;

(3) Windows shall be securely fixed to their frames.

, NOTE Certain windows must comply with the requirements

of Regulation 4-12.

WINDOWS 3BALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.18 I*1

being any windows 1

(1) the frames are fixed to the wall with lugs, 6 in.

: i '" nails" projecting 4 in. from the frame, or other approved

method; - : ..

(2) the glkss-is set in rebates, secured with sprigs

or clips and puttied, the glass being at least l/8 in.
.- . . smaller than the rebate in each direction;

(3) the thickness of' glass used complies with this

table: . .....

Louvers 5.19

Minimum glass

': .weight

-. :. 18 OZ

24 oz

32 oz ;"'

Maximum perimeter of glass

; sheet in inches

100

120

. ;'■' \ 180

being wooden windows: ■-,;.. ■*■•

the wood used in windows and. frames is. of an

approved species of tree; and

the wooden windows and frames are suitably

painted; :

being metal windows or frames:

they are made by a manufacturer approved by the

Buildings Authority: windows and frames made of

ferrous metals are galvanized.

(1) The slats in louvers shall be made of suitable

material and may be either fixed or movable;

(2) The slats shall be suitably attached to either*

(a) frames which are securely fixed to the

wall, OR

() casements which may be top or side hung from

frames securely fixed to the wall.
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A LOUVER SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.19 IF

(1) the slats are made of:

(a) glass which has a minimum thickness of

7/32 in. unless the slat is supported on "both long

edges; OR

(b) wood not less than i in. in thickness, the
wood being in one piece or laminated; OR

(c) asbestos/cement not less than \ in. thick; OR

(d) metal not less than 24 S.fc.G. in thickness;

(2) the. slate are not less than 3i in- wide and over
lap not less than half their width;

(3) the frame complies with the requirements for window

frames in Regulation 5.18 or those for door frames in

Regulation 5-21;

(4) where the slats are set in a casement it complies

with the requirements for windows in Regulation 5-18?
or, if the slats are set in a door, it complies with

the requirements for framed and panelled doors in

Regulatidri 5-21.

Shutters 5,20 (l) Shutters and their frames shall be made of approved
timber, metal or other material and suitably protected;

..■- (2) Frames- shall be securely fixed to the wall;

(3) Shutters shall be suitably fixed to their frames.

A SHUTTER JffiALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.20 IF

being a wooden shutter:

(1) (a) it.consists of boards fixed vertically and
connected by two horizontal ledges and a brace;

(b) the boards are at least 5/8 in« "thick and have
rebated, tongued and grooved or squared edges;

(c) theledgesand brace are of timber not smaller

than 3 in. by 1 in.;

(d) the boards are fixed to the ledgea and brace

: ' with nails 1-J in. long using two nails where each

board crosses a ledge or a brace;

(2) it is fixed to a wooden frame which is*

(a) of timber not smaller than 3 in. by 2 in. 5

(b) securely fixed to the wall with lugs, 6 in.

nails projecting 4 in. from, the frame, or other

approved method;
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5-20 being a metal shutter:

•" it is made by a manufacturer approved by the

Buildings Authority.

DOORS 5.21 (l) Doors shall measure at leas* 6 ft. 3 in., by
2 ft. 3 in. clear inside the frames except doors to

store rooms which, shall measure iat least 6 ft. 0 in.

: by 2 ft. 0 in.;

(2) Door frames shall be securely fixed to the wall;

(3) Doors and their frames shall be made of approved

timber or metal and suitably protected against *

deterioration;

(4) Nothing in these Regulations shall prevent the

provision of fanlights over doors.

A DOOR.SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.21 IF -

being any door;-

(1) it is provided with 4 in. hinges, handles and a

bolt, look, or other secure method of fixing it shut;

(2) the frame is fixed into the walls with lugs, 6 in.
nails or some other approved method; ,

(3) glazed panels and their fixing comply with the

Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to Regulation 5.18 applic

able to glazed windows;

(4) fanlights are glazed or consist of louvers;

being a wooden door:

(5) it is

(a) a flush door, OR

(b) ledged and braced, OR

(c) framed, ledged and braced, OR

(d) panelled with panels of wood, glass or other

approved material;

(6) the door frame is made from timber at least 8 sq. in.

in cross section before planitog, and rebates at least

4 in- wide are provided;

(7) the door and frame are flat, square and to a smooth

finish;

being a metal door:-

(8) it is of metal with or without glass panels; doors

and frames made of ferrous metals are galvanized.
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, Framing for 5.22 (l) The framing for pitched roofs shall be sufficiently
pitched strong to carry its own weight and all imposed loads

roofs without failure or undue deformations it shall transmit

the loads safely to the walls or beams which support it;

(2) The individual members of the framing shall be
securely fixed together and the whole shall be adequately

secured to the walls or beams supporting it;

(3) The framing shall be of:

(a) squared timber, OH

(b) metal, OR,

(c) a combination of metal and squared timber, OR

(d) reinforced concrete;

(4) The slope of the roof shall comply with the require
ments of Regulation 5.23.

A TIMBER WALL PLATE SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULAKON 5.22 IF

(l) being a wall plate supported by a framed timber
wall, it complies with Regulation 5.07j

(2) being a wall plate supported by a wall other than a
framed timber wall, it is:

(a) fixed along the middle of the wall;

(b) at least 4 in. by 2 in. in section;

(c) fixed to the wall by bolts not further apart
than 5 ft. measured along a wall, the bolts being

■J in. in diameter extending not less than 6 in.
into the ring beam and having a nut and a 2 in.

diameter washer at the top;

(3) being a wall plate supported by columns or corbels
it is:

(a) at least 4 in. by 4 in. in section where the
span does not exceed 6 ft. 0 in.;

(b) of a size approved by the Building Surveyor
for larger spans;

(c) fixed to the columns or corbels by a means
approved by the Building Surveyor but not less

strong than that described in paragraph (2)(c) of

the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to this Regulation;

(4) being any wall plate it is braced across every
corner as described in paragraph (4) of the Deemed-to-
Satisfy clauses to Regulation 5.O5.
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TIMBER FRAMING WHERE-THE COVERING CONSESTS OF CORRUGATED;IRON, ALIJMIBlt)M OH

/ SHEETING. SHALE 3E DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.22 IF

(l) (a) in every case there are wall plates and
purlinsj

(b) where .timber trusses are used there are in
addition suoh rafters, ties, king posts and other

members as the Building Surveyor may require,

having regard to the span and spacing of the

truss esi-

each rafter:-(2)

(a) consists of one piece of timber and is not
smaller than

Size of rafter

4 in. by 2 in. OR

4|- in. by 1-J- in.

6 in. by 2 in.

Maximum span

10 ft. 6 in.

14 ft.

(b) is birdsmouthed over the wall plate to a
depth not exceeding 3/4 in.;

(c) is fixed to the wall plate with one nail on
each side driven on the slant, the nails being

4 in. long with at least lj- in. embedded in each
timber;

(3) puirlins are fixed oh edge and:

(a) are not smaller than

Size of purlin

3 in. by 2 in.

4 in. by 2 in. OR

4-J- in. by 1-J in. ,

6 in, by .2 . in..

As approved by

Building Surveyor

Maximum span

4 ft.

6 ft.

12 ft.

Over 12 ft.
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5.22

IF

(3) (b).where supported by rafters are fixed to each
rafter beneath them with:

(i) one nail embedded not less than 1-J- in.
in each timber, AND

(ii) a. wooden block fixed on top of the
rafter immediately below the purlin and

nailed to both with nails penetrating at

least 1-J- in. into each of the timbers they

connect. . Blocks are the width of the rafter:

alternative Connection methods may be

approved by the Building Surveyor;

(0) have'all joins over rafters or walls;

(d) axe fixed;

(i) under each end overlap of the sheeting
which covers the roof, and

(ii) in no case more than 4 ft. apart.

(4) for double pitched-roofs with framed trusses the
type of truss is one of the following typess other

designs may be approved by the Buildings Authority:

(a), for spans not.raore than 12 ft;

(i)

rafters and tie of 4 in. by 2 in. or 4§- in,

by !■§■ in. timbers the length of the tie
not less than 6 ft. 5 frames are not more
than 3 ft. apart; OR

(u) :

all members of 4 in. by 2 in.^ or 4J in. by

1-J- in. timberj frames are not more than 5 ft.
apart;
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5-22 (4) (b) for spans not more than 14 ft;
IF - : ::. .- . ■ ■ ."■

rafters of 4 in. by 2 in. or 44 in. by lj in.

_i.;v and tie of 6 in. by 2 in. timber. Frames are
. not more than 5 ft. apart;

(c) for spans not more ;than 16 ft.;

(e)

rafters and king post of 4 in. by 2 in. or
4§ in. "by 1-J in. and tie of 6 in. by 2 in.
timber. Frames are not more than 6 ft. apart;

(d) for spans not more than 19 ft.;

rafters, king post and struts of 4 in. by 2 in.
or 4j in. by if in. and tie of 6 in. by 2 in,
timber. Frames are not more than 6 ft. apart;

at the apex of each roof truss eithert

(1) the rafters overlap and are nailed
together with at least three nails penetrating

right through both rafters, OR

(ii) a ridge plate is used with rafters fixed
on both sides and opposite each other. The

size of a ridge plate depends on its length

and is in no case less than 7 in. by 1 in.:

the size of rafters complies with paragraph

(2) (a) of the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to
this. Regulation. Each rafter is out to fit

against the ridge plate and is nailed to it

with not less than three nails each embedded

at least 1 in. in each piece of timber;

L I
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5.22 (5) for double pitched roofs:

(a) each rafter, collar, post and strut is of
one piece of timber without a join;

(b) where a join in a tie beam or a ridge plate
is unavoidable it is either:

(i) a lapped joint with an overlap of not

less than 12 in., the timbers being held

together by two bolts each J in, diameter
and washers at least ij- in, diameter or by
some other approved and not less strong

fixing, OH

(ii) a fished joint. Two fish-plates are
used which are the same width as the timber

being joined and extend at least 12 in* on

each side of the joint. The fish-plates and

timbers are held together by two bolts on each

side of the joint; the bolts being -J in.
diameter with washers ij in. diameter. Other

equally strong fixings may be used if approved

by the Buildings Authority;

(6) where hip rafters are used?

(a) they are not less than 7 in. by 2 in,, in
section; '

(b) the jack rafters are fixed to the hip rafters
in the same way as common rafters are fixed to

ridge plates^ Paragraph (4) (e) (ii) of the
Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to this Regulation refers;

(7) where there are no rafters and the covering is
supported only by purlins built into cross-walls -

(a) the purlins are fixed on edge;

(b) where the span does not exceed 10 ft. the

purlins are not smaller than 6 in. by 2 in.;

(c) where the span exceeds 10 ft. and does not
-exceed 13 ft. the purlins are not smaller than 6 in.

by 3 in. or 7 in. by 2 in.
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." -- ADDITIONAL CLAUSE

IN MODERATE SET SEC AREAS WETH WEAK GROUND

■ '. "' : . "■ OR

IN MAJQfc SEISalC AREAS WITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND
•

:: 5.22 (8) Longitudinal bracing is provided below the whole

IF length of the ridge of every double-pitched roof of

which the span is more than 14 ft. Each longitudinal

brace consists of timber at least 4 in. by 1 in. and:

' (a) has no joints throughout its length;

>. ■ ■ (b) extends from the apex of one truss to the

ceiling tie of another truss;

(c) is fixed at an angle between 30 and 60 to

the horizontal;

(d) is securely fixed at both ends with angle

irons or wooden blocks suitably nailed or bolted

to both timbers. Provided that every ceiling tie

which has the lower end of a longitudinal brace

fixed to one side of it has the lower end of

another longitudinal brace fixed to the other side.

TIMBER FRAMING ^HERE THE RUOF COVERING. CONSISTS OF ASBESTO^CMENT SLATES
SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.22 IF

(1) the wall plates and timber framing and their fixing

comply with the. Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to this

Regulation which refer to roofs with lightweight

coverings; save that:

(2) the spaping of the rafters from centre to centre:

(a) where the battens are not more than 7 in-

apart from centre to centre is not more than 25

." - times- the depth of the batten; OR

(b) where the battens are more than 7 in- apart

■■ from centre to centre is not more than 20 times

; • . the depth of the batten; and in either case;

(c) the bottom batten is a double width batten or

two ordinary battens side by side;

(d) ordinary battens are not smaller than 1$- in.

by 3/4 in. and are fixed with a side at least li in,

wide on the rafters.
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TIMBER FRAMING WHERE THE ROOF COVERING CONSISTS OF FLAT TILES SHALL BE

DEEMED' TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.22 IF . " , .

(1) the wall plates and timber framing and their
fisting comply with the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to

this Regulation which refer to roofs with lightweight

coverings; save that:

(2) the rafters are 1 in. deeper.; and

(3) the spacing of the rafters complies with the
Deemed-to-.Sa-fcisfy clauses for roofs with asbestos/
cement slates.

TIMBER FRAMING WHERE "THE ROOF COVERING CONSISTS OF HALF ROUND TILES SHALL BE

DEEMED-. TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.22 IF

(1) the battens to which the tiles are nailed are
carried on purlins spanning between the trusses of the

roof; and

(2) the size and spacing of these purlins, the trusses
. and the bracing between them is approved by the Buildings

Authority.

Coverings for 5.23 (l) Coverings for pitched roofs shall:
pi tched roofs / \ ^

. {a.) be capable of sustaining the expected loads

without failure or undue deformation;

(b) be weatherproof;

(c) be securely fixed to the members which support
them; . .

(2) where light-weight coverings are used they shall
consist of -

(a) galvanized steel sheets; OR |

(b) aluminium sheets; OR !

(c) asbestos/cement or rigid plastic sheets; OR '

(d) rigid translucent sheets used either alone or [
in combination with other sheets;

(3) where heavy roof coverings are used they shall i
consist of -

(a) asbestos/cement slates; OR

(b) tiles of burned clay or concrete; ■ j
<

(4) means shall not be provided by which occupants of I
the house or other persons can obtain access tc the

upper surface of any oovering to a pitched roof except ;

for maintenance work; }
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Coverings for 5*23 (5) Nothing in these Regulations shall prevent the
pitched roofs use of "battens fixed to the outside of lightweight

(confld.) .,-.- coverings or the use of metal verge finishers to
secure the side of a roof covering to a fascia board.

IN ANY .SEISMIC AREA
i

A LIGHTWEIGHT COVERING SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5-23 IP

'■■' ■ (l) the slope of lightweight metal sheet coverings to
roofs is not less than*

(a) 2 in. in 12 in. in the case of monopitched

roofs only where each sheet'extends ,the whbl:e :

length from the top to the .bottom of the slope;

(b) 3 in. in 12 in. where the end lap of sheets
is 9 in. or more; -

(c) 5 in. in 12 in. where the end lap of sheets
is 6 in. or more;

(2) the slope of asbestos/cement or plastic coverings
to roofs is not less than!

(a) .2 inches in 12 in. in the case of monbpi^ohed
roofs only where each sheet extends the whole

length from the top to the bottom of the slope;

(b) 3 in. in 12 in. where the end lap of sheets
is 12 in. or more;

(c) 4 in. in 12 in. where the end lap of sheets
is 10 in. or more;

(d) 5 in. in 12 in. where the end lap of sheets-is

8 in. or more;

(e) 6 in. in 12 in. where the end lap of sheets

is 6 in. or more;

(3) where a ridge capping is used it extends over the

sheets for at least:

(a) 12 in. where the slope of the roof is not less

than 3 in. in 12 in.; OR .

(b) 9 in. where-.the slope of the roof is not less

than 5 in. in 12 in.; .

(4) the overlap at the sides of sheets is not less than
1-J- corrugations in the case of corrugated sheets: in
other cases the overlap ia to the satisfaction of the

Buildings Authority. -At each side lap the overlying

. . sheet is the one nearer to the direction from which the

rain-carrying wind usually, blows;
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5-23 (5) the overhang of the "bottom edge of a sheet below

IF the lowest purlin does not exceed 9 in. s the- side

over-sail of a sheet beyond the gable end does not

exceed 6 in.j .

(6) where steel: sheets are used!

(a) they are corrugated, galvanized, and not

thinner than 24 gauge;

(b) each sheet is fixed to every purlin which is

beneath it with at least three hook bolts or drive

screws, and washers are used at every fixing;

(c) they are fixed:

(i) to angle iron purlins with galvanized

hook bolts;

(ii) to tubular steel purlins with U bolts

or J bolts;

(iii) hook bolts, IT bolts and J bolts are not

less than i in. in dia.;

(iv) to timber purlins with aluminium or

galvanized iron drive screws;

(d) bolts or drive.screws are spaced not more

than 7 in- apart:

(i) in the, row of fixings nearest the top of

the roof slope;

(ii) in the row of fixings nearest the bottom

of the roof slope;

(iii) within 2-ft, of each side of the roof;

(e) bolts or drive screws are spaced not more

■ ;. than 12 in. apart elsewhere;

(f) all drive screws penetrate at least !■§■ in.
into the purlins;

(g) washers are purpose made of galvanized steel

and curved to render the hole waterproof;

(h) the ridge capping and hip capping (if any) is

not thinner than 24 gauge and is fixed to the

purlins to comply with paragraphs 6(b), 6(c),
6(d), 6(f) and 6(g) of the Deemed-to-Satisfy

clauses to this Regulation;

(i) ridge cappings have an overlap of at least

6 in. so arranged that the overlying sheet is the

one nearer to the direction from which the rain-

carrying wind usually blows;
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5.23 (6) ( j) hip cappings have an overlap of at least 9 in.;

IP / (k) hip capping extends at least 9 in. over the

underlying sheets;

(l) the overhang of the bottom edge of the sheet

beyond the lowest purlin does not exceed 9 in.:
the side oversail of sheets-does not project

more than 6 in. beyond a gable wall;

(7) where aluminium sheets are used:

(a) they are corrugated and not thinner than 24

gauge;

(b) they do not make contact with any other metal:

flashings, washers, drive screws and bolts are of
aluminium or, where these are not available,

galvanized steel. In particular lead washers and

flashings are not used. Aluminium is separated
from conorete or mortar with bitumen/felt, bitumen
paint or a bituminous jointing compound;

(c) the aluminium sheets, ridge cappings and hip
cappings are fixed in the same ways as steel sheets

and comply with paragraph (6) of the Deemed-to-
' Satisfy olauses to this Regulation subject to

paragraph (7) (b) above;

(d) provided that aluminium troughed sheet may be

used if it is not thinner, than 24 S.T*.G. and fixed

in accordance with the makers' instructions;

(8) where asbestos/cement or plastic sheets are used:

(a) the sheets are corrugated or of other approved

section and are not less than 7/32 in. thick;

(b) each sheet is fixed to every purlin which is

beneath it;

(c) sheets, ridge oappings and hip oappings of
asbestos/cement or plastic are fixed in the same
ways as steel sheets and oomply with paragraphs

()() ()() (6)() (6}(i)(6)(c),(6)(d), (6)(e), ()(), ()(g), (}
(6)(j), (6)(k), and (6)(l) of the Deemed-to-
Satisfy clauses to this Regulation subject to the

provisos thats

(i) no aluminium fitting is used where it is

likely to be in contact with asbestos/cement;

(ii) a hole at least l/8 in. larger in dia
meter than the bolt or drive screw is drilled

through the top of a corrugation over the

middle of wooden purlins or at the side of

angle-iron purlins; no hole is within 1-f in-

of the edge of any sheet;
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5«23 (8) (iii) diamond shaped galvanized washers or
JF r other- approved purpose made washers are used

- - at every fixing so as to render the hole

.,..,. waterproof; . . x

■ .. ■ (iv) the bolt or drive screw is tightened
sufficiently only to seat the washer over the

corrugation, so that the roof covering may

"■ move slightly'relative to the framing without

.: .. damaging, the covering,

IN MINOR .SEta^IC AREAS

,1^ MODERATE SEI3SIG AREAS WITH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

' A HEAVY'COVERING (aATES AND TILEs) SHALL BE DEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION
5.23 IF

■ ','•.' ... .„ ... '..'-.' (?•) being rectangular aebestos/cement slates they are
, .. , V', . ., .. set with top arid botto^ edges horizontal, and

(a) the width :of, ti^e,slate is not less than half
the length, %he thickness.,is at least-J in., and

the dry density is not less than 112 lbs .per cu,
ft.-; - ; .

; --.{.• ■:. -■ ■ : ■ : ■ (b) the slope of the roof is:

Width of Slate , ' SLope of Eoof
... not less than

12 in. dr more 7 in. in 12 in.

t 8 in. to 12 in. 8J in. in 12 in,

below 8 in. - Special permission
11 ;. ■ needed and greater

, t slope.

(c) the whole- of th©^ roof is covered by two
thicknesses of slate;

(d) eaves overhang by not less than 2 in. and are
formedwith an extra course of slates;

(e)- the oversail at'"a1 gable end is not more than
2.in., and the outside, row of slates is bedded in

mortar mix C;

(f) the slates are middle hung with two nails to
each slate: ' the holes for the nails are drilled

by the manufacturer arid the nails are 1-J in. copper
or cast yellow-metal;
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5*23 (l) (g) at -ridges and hips the slates are to maintain '■
■IF th,e proper lap.- Ridge and hip coverings are of

burned clay,, concrete or asbestos/cement;

(h) each slate has a third hole drilled by the
manufacturer about 1^ in. above the middle of the. !

, . ■ - bottom: edge of the slate. An inverted copper disc-

: head rivet has i*ts pin passed between the edges of

■: ; the two under-slates and through this hole. When

.clinched this rivet prevents -the lower edge of the

slate from lifting;

(2) being diamond asbestos/cement slates they are set
with one point upwards, and:

(a) the lap is at least :3 in.;

(b) the slope of tlie roof is not,less than 8j\ in.
in 12 in.; -

(c) these slates are fixed in the way described in
1 ; sections (d),.(e), ('f), (g)? (h) of paragraph (l)

of the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to this Regulation;

(3) being tiles of burned.clay or concrete they are
plain or half round in section;

(4) where plain tiles are used:-

' . (a) the thickness of the tile is at least ■§■ in.;

(b) the slope of the.roof is not less than 12 in.
in 12 in.; >

(c) the end lap is not less than 3 in.; j

(d) eaves overhang by not less than 2 in. and are

formed with a tilting fillet and a second course

of tiles (cut short);

(e) the oversail at gable ends does not exceed 1

3 in.; j

._ . (f) where, high-winds are not expected the tiles \
in each third row are nailed to the battens with \,

1 two nails to each tile. The nails should be ljr in. j

copper or cast yellow-metal; ;

/ \ ■ f
(g; ridge and hip coverings are of burnt clay or

■ ' concrete bedded in'mortar mix C, the tiles being j

.. cut where necessary- '

(5) where'half-round tiles are used: ;

(a) the thickness of the tile is at least ■§- in.; j

(b) the slope of the roof is not less than 10 in, *

, in 12, in,-;. .... I
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5-23 (5) (c) the lap is not less than 3 in.;
IF

(d) eaves overhang by not less than 2 in. and

the bottom course is bedded in mortar mix C;

(e) tiles are nailed to battens set up the elope

of the roof under each row of over tiles. The

size of these battens varies with the size of the

tiles;. -. -: : .

(f) under tiles are nailed near the top to the

battens on each side and overtiles nailed to the

; top of the battens with one nail to each tile. The

nails are -copper or cast yellow metal and at least

l£ in. for the over tile and 2 in. for the under

tile.

Plat roofs 5«24 (l) Ffet roofs shall be designed and constructed to
; support the expected loads without failure, cracking,

or undue deflection and to prevent the entry of rain

water into the building;

(2) The upper surface of every flat roof shall have a
slope of not less than 3/8 in, in 12 in., and provision
shall be made for shedding all rain which falls on the

roof without adversely wetting any wall or other part of

the building.

- ; < (3) a reinforced concrete roof slab is rigidly
connected to the ring-beam below it,

A REINFORCED CONCRETE RoOF SLAB SHALL BE DEEMED TO SA11SFY REGULATION

•.. 5,24 IF ■

(1) it is not less than 4 in. thick;

(2) where there is a screed over the slab to provide a

fall, the screed:-

(a) is laid in bays not more than 100 sq. ft. in

; * area;

(b) is in no place less than i in. thick;

(c) has an upper layer consisting of a 1:4 cement

sand mix at least ■§■ in, thick.

NOTE FOR COMMITTEES CONSIDERING THESE REGULATIONS

Although really dense concrete is waterproof it

has a tendency to crack, particularly on roofs in the

tropics. Some waterproofing treatment is therefore

usually reauired, and varies with the climate.

Paragraph (3) below would be suitable for a hot/dry
climate where there is no, or very little, rain:

paragraph (4) is for wetter climates. Alternatives
can probably be provided to accord with good local

practice.
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5-24 (3) the upper surface of the roof slab or screed is
IF painted with two coats of eithers

(a) emulsionttpaint, OR

(b) lime/tallow whitewash;

. (4) waterproofing is provided by bitumen/felt or
mastic asphalt; :

(a) where bitumen/felt is used the waterproofing
consists ofs •

1 (i) a primirig coat of cutback bitumen and,
' ; where a screed has been used, strips of

bitumen/felt laid over the joints between
'• ■ ' the bays of the screed, and

(ii) a layer of tropical grade bitumen/felt
. partially bonded to the .surface below it with

: a hot applied tropical grade of blown bitumen

and laid with a 3 in, overlap, and

(iii) an upper layer of coated bitumen/felt
similarly laid except that it is fully bonded

to the under layer, and

(iv) a coat of cut-back bitumen covered by
eithers -' ■■ t ■'•

(A) a surface dressing of l/8 in. to
'£ in. stone chippings, preferably light
coloured, OR

,(B) concrete or asbestos/cement tiles;

(b) where mastic asphalt is used the waterproofing
. . consists of:

(i) . a, loose-laid felt, or other approved
under-lay, laid with 3 in. lapped joints, and

. (ii) ■ two layers of approximately equal thick
ness of hot applied mastic asphalt giving a

total thickness not less than 3/4 in., and

(iii) a surface dressing of either -

... (A) ■ l/8 in. to -J in. stone chippings
applied to the upper layer of asphalt

during laying, the chippings being

preferably light coloured, OR

. . : . (B) concrete or asbestos/cement tiles
-. : ■ applied, to the upper layer of asphalt

■ . . during or immediately after laying.
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Parapet 5*25 Where an external wall of a building other than a

walls timber framed building extends above roof level it

shall:

(1) at no point extend more than 3 ft. above the
level where it abuts the roof or be more than 6

. . . in. thick;

(2) be constructed of reinforced concrete;

(3) be provided with a suitable damp-resisting
cope at its top;

(4) be suitably reinforced both vertically and
horizontally and connected to the ring beam below

it.

A PARAPET WALL SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.25 IP

(1) the cope is of dense concrete not less than
2 in, thick and projects not less than 3 in. on each

side of the wall with a throat on the underside of

each projection- The upper surface of the cope

slopes at least 3/8 in. in 12 in.5

(2) the cope is oast in one operation with the
walls or is bedded on mortar mix C not less than

1 in. thick;

IN MINOR SET 341C AREAS WITH AVEHAGE TO GOOD GROUND

(3) the vertical reinforcement consists of bars
not less than J in. diameter set not more than-

2 ft. apart; the lower ends of these bars are

securely fixed to the reinforcement in the ring

beam and the upper ends extend into the cope.

The horizontal reinforcement consists of bars

not less than i in. dia. set not more than 1 ft.
apart, the lowest being not more than 6 in. above

the top of the ring beam,

IN MINOR SEE 351C AREAS WITH WEAK GROUND

OR

IN MODERATE SET31IC AREAS,WITH AVERAGE TO GOuD GROUND

(3) the vertical reinforcement consists of bars
not less than -J in. diameter set not more than
1 ft. 6 in. apari: the lower ends of these bars

. are securely fixed to the reinforcement in the

ring beam and the upper ends extend into the cope.

The horizontal reinforcement consists of bars not

less than -J in. dia. set not more than 1 ft.
apart, the lowest being not more than1 6 in, above

the top of the ring beam.
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. - IN MODERATE 3EI35IC AREAS VITH WEAK GROUND

OR .

IN MAJOR SELaaC AREAS MTH AVERAGE TO GOOD GROUND

■ (3) the vertioal reinforcement consists of "bars not
less than J in. diameter- set not more than 1 ft. apartj
the lower ends of these "bars are securely fixed to the

reinforcement in the ring team and the upper ends extend

. . - into the oope. The horizontal reinforoeraent oonsists of

"bare not less than ■§■ in. diameter set not more than
1 ft. apart, the lowest being not more than 6 in. above
the top of the ring beam,.

Ceilings 5.26 (l) The uppermost storey of every building shall be
constructed with a ceiling in ad.di.tion' to, the roof

covering: provided that no ceiling shall be required:-

. (a) where the roof consists of a concrete slab
; not less than 4 in. thick, or

(b) over a store, bther than a food store, or
other space not used for human occupation,

, (2) Nothing in these Regulations shall prevent the
fixing of an approved ventilator in a ceiling.

A CEILING SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.26 IF

(1) it" consists of either: ■

1 / . " (a) boarding; OR

(b) sheets of plywood; hardboard, asbestos/
cement or plasterboard; OR

(c) sheets of fibre board; OR

. , OcL) plaster; OR

(e) an approved insulating material fixed to a
reinforced concrete roof;

(2) boarding is tongued and grooved or of other
approved cross section and nailed to the underside of

the ceiling ties or rafters: boards are at least -g- in.

thick and hailed to each timber which they cross with

two nails not less "than 1-J in. long- The surface of
the boards which forms the underside of the ceiling is

planed or otherwise made.smooth;

(3) sheets of plywood, hardboard, asbestos/cement or
plasterboard are not less than \ in. thick, the timbers
to which they are nailed being at not more than 4 ft.

centres;
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5.26 (4) sheets of fibreboard are not less than 7/l6 in,
IF thick, the timbers to which they are nailed "being at

not more than 2 ft. centres;

(5) all sheet edges are on ceiling ties, rafters or

nogging pieces;

(6) every sheet is nailed to every ceiling tie, rafter

or nogging piece which is above it with nails not more

than 9 in. apart and long enough to penetrate at

least 3/4 in. into the timber;

(?) sheet edges are covered by battens or, jointing

tape or may, with the approval of the Buq.ldi.ngB"

r Authority? *>e left uncovered;

(8) plaster ceilings consist of two coats of plaster on

a background of expanded metal. The plaster is to

mix A or B, or a 1:4 gypsum/sand mix. The expanded
metal is fixed to the underside of ceiling ties, rafters

or nogging spaced at not more than 2 ft. centres* the

shorter diagonal of the holes in the expanded metal is

parallel to the supporting timber. The mesh of the

expanded metal is such that the length of the shorter

diagonal in each hole is not less than 3/8 in. or
greater than 5/8 in.

Flashing 5-27 (l) Suitable flashing shall be provided and fixed*

(a) to roof valleys, and

(b) all junctions between a roof and a chimney,

parapet or other abutting surface.

(2) The flashing shall be so fixed that, in conjunction

with the roof and the other abutting surface it shall

prevent the passage of moisture into the building,

FLASHING SSALL BE DEEMED TO SATO! SPY REGULATION 5-27 IF

(l). it is composed of either!

(a) soft copper, aluminium or galvanized metal

sheet not less than .022 in. thick (24 S.tt.G.); OH

(b) zinc sheet weighing not less than 12 o-z. per

sq. ft.; OR

(c) asbestos/cement not less than \ in. thick;

(2) it extends not less than:

(a) 3 in. up the vertical surface; and

(b) 1 in. into the chimney, parapet or other

abutting surface; and

(c) 6 in. over the roof covering;
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Preservation

of timber

5.27 (3) 'it is securely wedged and pointed into the
IF chimney, parapet or other abutting surface and

shaped to fit tharpof covering;

(4) wherever a metal flashing is used in conjunction
. ■ witfe.a dissimilar metal, or an aluminium flashing is

, " used-in conjunction with a material containing cement,
: the surfaces in contact are painted with bitumen or

another, approved substance to prevent corrosion.

5.28 All timber used in the construction of small houses
shall be sufficiently "pressure, impregnated with an

approved chemical for protection, against termites:

provided that heartwopd of the trees listed in the
Fifth Schedule need not be so impregnated.

PRESERVATION OF TIMBER' SHALL BE DEHaED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.28 IF

:: ' : (1) the following chemicals or formulations of chemicals

are used for pressure impregnation:

; ' (a) per cent of the timber by

weight, QR

(b) per cent of the timber by

weight, uR

5.29 (l) Where the Buildings Authority decides that the
durability of any part of the building which is exposed
to the open air or of any metal surface needs to be
improved that surface shall be suitably prepared and

protected;

''■■■■■-■ (2) Where the Buildings Authori-ty so requires for
health reasons the interior surfaces of kitchens and
rooms containing ablution or privy accommodation shall

be suitably prepared and painted?

(->)■ Where rainwater is to be collected from any roof
... , the upper surface of that roof shall not be painted

.;.".■■■ with any .paint containing lead, lead compound or other

toxic ingredient.

A SURFACE NOT PREVIOUSLY PAINTED SHALL BE DEEMED TO SAKSFY REGULATION 5-29

IF., .■ :

(l) being external woodwork where the use of an organic
solution alone is; not permitted, it is painted with two

coats of creosote, or other approved compound;

Painting
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5.29 . (2) being an exterior wall surface of a timber build-

IF ing where the,use of an organic solution is not permit

ted, it is:

(a) brought.to a smooth and clean surface, and

(b) painted with one coat of an exterior wood

primer, (preferably mould resistant) and

(c) painted with KtTHEE

(i) two coats of exterior house paint ...

(mould resistant, modified zinc oxide type

where available) OR

(ii) two coats of zinc oxide oil-gloss

paint, OR

(iii) one coat of aluminium pigmented primer,

followed by at least one coat of aluminium

paint, exterior quality;

(3) being an exterior wall or roof surface of ferrous
metal it is t

(a) galvanized, OH

(b) (i) thoroughly cleaned and painted with one
coat of a corrosion inhibiting primer, and

(ii) painted with an undercoat appropriate to
the finishing coat, and

(i.ii) painted with a finishing coat which is

mould resistant;

(4) being exterior or interior woodwork other than a
wall surface of a timber building, it is :

(a) brought to a smooth and clean surface; and

(b) painted with a white lead, of aluminium
primer (preferably mould resisting) and

(c) painted with an undercoat appropriate to the
finishing coat (preferably mould resisting) and

(d) painted with a finishing coat (which is
mould resistant)

I -.•■•■ (5) being an interior wall, surface of timber, it is:
1 ■ ■■ ■ .■..-■■■■

. (a) brought to a smooth and clean surface, and

(b) painted with 6ne coat of wood primer, and

(c) painted with at least one coat of house paint
or zinc oxide oil paint (oil gloss, or flat or
enamel);
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5.29 (6) being an interior wall surface of rendering,
IF concrete, blockwork, brickwork, or asbestos/cement,

it is cleaned where necessary and painted with:

(a) two coats of a cement-based paint (which
is mould resistant or to which copper sulphate is
added at .about one oz to one gallon* OR

(b) two coats of p.v.a. emulsion paint
(preferably mould resisting); OR

(c) (i) one coat of alkali-resisting primer;

(ii) one coat of undercoat appropriate to
the finishing coat; and

(iii) one coat of finishing coat (mould-
resisting) OR

(d) two coats of chlorinated rubber paint;

(7) being a ceiling of hardboard or softboard it is
painted with

(a) one coat of fungicidal wash; and

(b) at least one coat of p.v.a. emulsion paint,
(preferably mould-resisting) OR

(c) two coats of whitewash or distemper;

(8) being a ceiling of concrete or plastering it
complies with paragraph (6) of the Deemed-to-Satisfy
clauses to this Regulation.

REPLACEMENT DEMED-TO-SATT SPY CLAUSE TO. REGULATION 6.09

6.09 (l) it is of concrete to mix C reinforced with at
least four bars each not less than -J- in. diameter with

stirrups not more than 10 in. apart. These bars extend

from the cope of the chimney downwards to at least 3 ft.

below the junction of the chimney and a solid wall.

(OTHER CLAUSES AS 4)
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HURRICANE AREAS

PAST V. MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION
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Forbidden Materials

Foundations

Walls, general

Walls, masonry, etc.

Walls, framed timber

Walls, framed, other than timber

Columns

Beam s

Termite Barrier

Damp-proof course

Floors, solid

Floor3, timber

Rendering and pointing

Sills' ' .

Lintels = ■■.-■■

Windows

Louvers

Shutters '"'"

Doors

Protection from flying debris i

Framing for pitched roofs

Covering for pitched roofs

Flat roofs

Parapet walls

Ceilings ' r

Flashing ■

Preservation of timber

Painting

Roof ventilation
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Forbidden

materials

5.01

Foundations 5»02

The following shall not "be used in the con

struction of small buildings:-

(1) toalls of unburnt earth bricks, or blocks;

(2) Any mortar not specified in the Third Schedule;

(3) Wattle and daub walls; ■ - . . ;* ■

(4) Thatch, or leaves, in roofing or- otherwise;.,

(5) Unsquared timber> or any. .timber, of the following

speoies .... v .... v ... • .......$

(6) pise de terre.

(1) Foundations supporting all exiiernal walls,, other

load bearing walls, separating walls and columns shall:

(a) be in width not less than the width of the

wall or column plus six inches on each side' of

it and in no case less than 18 in-; ■} .

(b) be in thickness not-less than 6 in.;

(c) be set in trenches or holes excavated to

solid ground and in no place less than 1 ft. 6 in.

deep. The bottom of trenches and holes shall

be levelled before the foundation is laid;,: .

provided that in sloping ground the foundations

may be stepped: a step shall not exceed 12'inches

in height and shall have an over-lap of at least

9 inches. In bad ground the type, size and

construction of foundations shall be decided by

the (Buildings Authority) «

(2) Foundations which support only internal single-

storey walls which carry no load other than their

own weight:

(a) shall Be not less in width than 12 in.'or

in thickness than 4 in-;

(b) shall be set on compacted ground beneath

the floor5

OR

(c) shall be constructed "by thickening the

underside of a concrete floor to a total thick

ness not less than 6 in. provided that the .

ground underlying the foundation be compacted,

or replaced by other compacted materials, to

the satisfaction of the Building-Surveyor;
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5.02 (3) All foundations shall be so constructed as to
prevent cracking in any wall, and the top of the

foundation shall be levelled before work on the

wall is started.

A FOUNDATION SHALL BE DEHMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.02 IF

It is constructed of either:

(1) concrete to mix A; OR

(2) atones set in mortar not weaker than mix D: the
stones being laid with the long axis across the wall and

with through stones not more than 3 ft. apart.

Walls,

general

Walls,

masonry, etc.

5-03 (l) All walls shall be sufficiently strong to carry
the expected loads on them without collapse or undue

deformation and all external walls shall be weather
proof;

(2) anooth interior surfaces shall be provided to all
rooms, corridors and passages;

(3) All walls shall be adequately connected to the
parts of the building on which they abut.

5.04 (l) External walls and other load bearing walls not
more than 10 ft. in height above floor level shall be
constructed of either:

(a) masonry set in mortar, and not less than
1 ft. 0 in. thick; OH

(b) blocks of concrete or cement/fine aggregate
set in mortar and not less than 6 in. thick; OH

(c) burnt clay bricks set in mortar and not less
than &J- in. thick; OR

(d) framed wooden construction to comply Kith
Regulation 5.04; OR

(e) concrete panels set between reinforced con
crete posts.

(2) External walls and other load bearing walls two
storeys high shall have the upper storey constructed

to comply with Regulation 5.O4 (l): the Xower storey,
shall be constructed of either;

(a) masonry set in mortar and not less than 1 ft.
6 in. thick; OR

(b) blocks of concrete or cement/fine aggregate
and not less than 3j in. thick; OR

(c) burnt clay bricks set in mortar and not less
than 8J in. thick; OH
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5*04 "(2) (d) framed wooden construction to comply with

Regulation 5*O5»

(3) Internal single-storey walls.which carry no load

other than their own weight shall "be constructed of

ei ther:

(a) masonry set in mortar and not lees than 6 in.

thiok; OR

(b) blocks of concrete, lightweight concrete or

. . ■ cement/fine aggregate set in mortar and not less
;.'■•■■■ than 2 in. thiok; OR v

(c) burnt clay bricks, set in mortar and not less

than 2 3/4 in. thick; OR . ■

(d) framed wooden construction to comply with

Regulation 5»O5»

(4) (a) every wall shall be supported at right angles
,■•■-. to the wall face by means of intersecting walls,

piers or buttresses;

(b) the distances between such lateral supports

for walls constructed of masonry, blocks, bricks,

or unreinforced concrete shall not exceed:

(i) load bearing solid walls - 20 times .the

wall thickness,

(ii) non-load bearing walls - 36 times the

wall thickness.

For the purposes of this paragraph the wall

thickness shall be taken to be the thickness

of the wall excluding any surface finish or

rendering.

(c) The distance between lateral supports for
walls constructed of reinforced concrete shall be

as decided ~oy the Buildings Authority.

Provided that the Buildings Authority may accept walls

of Other construction and may impose conditions for

their use.

MASONRY, BRICK AND ^BLOCK MALLS SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION
5.03(3) IF

(l) a ring beam is constructed on top of all external

walls, in which case

(a) the wall plates are fixed to the ring beam

by rag bolts not further apart than 5 ■*"**• the

bolts are -J inch dia., extend not less than 4 inches

into the ring beam and are secured by a nut and

1-J inch dia. washer on top of the wall plate;
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5.03(3)
IP

(.b) each ring beam is at least 6 in. deep, covers
the full width of the wall and is suitably-

reinforced;

(c) a ring beam is constructed of either

(i) cast in situ concrete to mix C
reinforced with at least twotbars each

3/8 inch dia. set 1-J inch from each side of
the beam, OR

(ii) precast U shaped sections, the sides
and base of the U being not less than 3/4

inch nor more than 1-J- inch thick. These
sections are cast using either the same

mix as the wall blocks or concrete to mix C

but with coarse aggregate which passes a

3/8 inch sieve: the inside of the U is
filled with similar concrete and is rein

forced with two bars each J inch dia. set

one in each of the internal corners of the

U5

(d) each ring beam is anchored to the foundation
with i inch diameter bars embedded in the wallas*
One such anchor bar is fixed at each corner of

the building and others so that there is at least

one bar in every 6 ft. length of external wall.

Each anchor bar

(i). is embedded in the foundation by being
bent at a right angle, the bent part extending

at least 12 inches along the foundation;

(ii) is set vertically

(A) in joints in a solid wall or

(B) in a hole in a hollow block walls
this hole is. at least 3 in. by 3 in,j

and is subsequently filled with concrete

to mix'C but with coarse aggregate whioh
passes a 3/8 inch dia.,sieve;

(iii) complies with Regulation 5.10 where it
crosses a damp-proof course;

(iv) are embedded in the ring beam by being
bent at a right angle and extending at least

. 12 in. along the ring beam.

Provided that one join may be made in each anchor,
the join being constructed by

(i) overlapping the two bars in the wall in
accordance with the Third Schedule,

OR, in the case of hollow blook walla,
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5 03(3) (d) (ii) (A) bending the lower bar so that one
IP end is embedded in the foundation and

the other is bent to form a loop which
: projects 3 in. above the floor level;

(B) bending one end of the upper bar

to form a hook, and

'! . (C) after the wall is built passing it
' down a hollow in the wall and hooking it

I through the loop, then pulling it up

'I tight before the hollow is filled with
I concrete;

! OR

'; (2) Where no ring beam is provided and there is a

!j framed timber roof

! (a) the wall plates are anchored to the
! foundations in a way which complies with

'I . clause (l)(d) and the Proviso in the Deemed-
to-Satisfy clauses to this Regulation, and

\. (t) the upper ends of the anchor bars pass
;' * ; through the wall plates and are secured with
>? a bolt and a li inch dia. washer;

OR
1

I (3) where no ring beam is provided and the roof

: covering is fixed to purlins, supported by the end
walls and cross walls, and to wall plates on the

side walls

(a) each wall plate is anchored to the
foundations to comply with Clause (2) of the
Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to this Regulation;

■| (b) each purlin is anchored to the foundations

; through each wall which supports it, the

j . anchors

' (i) comply with Clause (l)(d) and the
I Proviso in the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses

'■• to this Regulation, and
v

(ii) the upper ends of the anchor bars

either

(A) pass through the purlin and are

: secured by a nut and suitable washer,

OR

(B) are secured to the purlins by some

other not less strong method which has

been approved by the Building Surveyor.
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A MA30NBY WALL' SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.64 IF

•; ' ■'" (1) it consists of stones set in mortar not weaker

thgtfi mix D;

(.2) the .stones-are adequately bonded with not less

than one through stone to each 6 sq. ft. of wall

surface;

, (3) the walls are plumb and all corners and

intersections "bonded;

(4) all stones are wetted before being laid;

(5) all mortar is used within 1 hour of water being

added to the dry mix; (preferably mortar should be

used within 20 mins.)i

: (6) all joints are completely filled with mortar.

A CGNCRETE BLOCK WALL SEALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.04 IF

; ' (l) the blocks are solid or hollow and, comply

with the Fourth Schedule to these Regulations;

. (2) the mortar is either to mix A, B, D or E;

(3) all blocks are wetted before being laid. All

joints are completely filled with mortar;

(4) walla are correctly bonded and plumb;

(5) burnt clay bricks: are wetted before laying

and set in mortar mix A, B, D or E;

(6) cavity walls may be used with leaves of burnt
■■. ■■ brick or precast blocks provided that the two

leaves aire properly held together with metal tie3,

of which there are not less than four in every

square yard of vertical wall surface;

(7) panels and posts may be precast or cast in posi

tion, the panels being: not less than 2 in. thick and

fitting into recesses in the posts: all joints are

watertight in the expected conditions of exposure.

Walls,

framed

timber

5»O5 Framed timber construction shall oonsist of at least a

bottom sill, studs, a top plate, a wall plate, horizon-
tal nogging pieces, diagonal bracing, additional members

at corners and intersections and openings, and covering

on bo-th sides of; the framing: each member shall be

securel-y fixed- to every other member with which it is

in contact. Provided that louvers may be used instead

of covering on any part of a wall.
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A FRAMED TIMBER WALL SHALL BE DEEMED TO SAKSFY REGULATION 5.05 IP

(1) bottom sills are at least 4 in. by 2 in. laid flat
and secured to.theibeam, wall, or floor below with ■§■ in.

dia. bolts and washers not more than 6 ft. apart. The

washers at top and bottom of the bolts are not less than

1-J- in. external diameter and the bolts extend through a
wooden beam beneath the bottom sill, or not less than

, 7.in. into concrete or 14 in. into masonry supporting

it. One bolt is fixed through each sill within 15 in.

of each corner of the building.

(2) studs

(a) are not spliced; ..

(b) are fixed withthe longer sides of the studs
at right angles to the wall face; but subject to

paragraph (2) (d) of these Deemed-to-Satisfy
clauses; >

(c) where in external or other load bearing walls,
are 4 in- by 2 in. in size and spaced not more than

24 in. from centre to centre in single storey

buildings or 16 in. for the lower floor of two

storey buildings; larger studs spaced further

apart may be used with the written approval of

the Buildings Authority;

(d) where used in non-load bearing partitions,
are 3 in- hy 2 in. fixed with the long sides of

the studs at right angles to the wall face or

4. in. by 2 in. fixed flat;

■ (e) are doubled at corners and intersections of
walls, or partitions-.

(3) top plates and wall plates

(a) are each at least the same size as the studs;

(b) are lapped or otherwise suitably tied at all
corners and intersections;

(c) have joints directly over etuds9 and no joint
in the wall plate is over the same stud as.a joint

in the top plate;

(d) are fixed together with bolts and washers
not more than 6 ft.1 apart and are nailed in

accordance with paragraphs (9) (a) and (9) (b)
of the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to this Regulation.
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5.05 (4) there is provided across every angle where two
IP walls meet a brace fixed horizontally which:

(a) is of timber not less than 6,in. by 1 in.

laid flat and not less than 6 ft. 0 in. long;

(b) meets each wall not less than 3 ft. 6 in. nor
more than 5 ft. 0 in. from the corner;

(c) is notched into the upper part of each wall

plate so that not more than It; in. nor less than

3/4 in. of the wall plate is removed?

(d) is fixed to each wall plate with either a
bolt -J- in. diameter and washers or with four
nails each 2^ in. long.

(5) in addition to being nailed at top and bottom all
studs are stiffened at least once in every 4 ft. 3 in.

of their height by horizontal rows of noggxng pieces.

(6) nogging pieces are a tight fit and of timber at
least 4 in. by 1 in. Thicker pieces may be necessary

where the edges of two sheets of wall covering meet

along the nogging.

(7) the framing at openings is stiffened for load
bearing walls, the studs at each side of openings are

doubled: the inner studs extending from the bottom

sill to the lintel and the outer studs from the bottom

sill to the top plate. The lintels comply with

paragraph (3) of the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to
Regulation 5«15j Provided that for non-load bearing

walls and partitions the studs at each side of an

opening are single unless the Buildings Authority

decides otherwise.

(8) at least one diagonal brace is fixed in each wall
at all corners of the building and at wall intersections.

Bracing in walls extends the full height of the wall in

one brace or, where there is an opening in the wall near

the corner, in two braces, and is:

(a) fixed at an angle of between 30° and 60°
with the horizontal;

(b) continuous throughout the length of the brace;

(c) notched 1 in. into the studs, top plate and
sill;

(d) of timber not less than 4 in. by 1 in.;
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5-05 (9) nailing is adequate, and/ - .

(a; nails holding any two pieces of timber framing
together are:

(i) where driven on a slant to the surface
...... of the timber, at least 3J in. long and are

embedded at least lj in. in each piece of
timber;

■ >■ .■-'"■■■ (ii) where arisen normal to the surface of
timber, at least 2j$ in. long and are embedded
at least I-J- in. into the further piece of
timber; ■ .

(b) the number of nails used to connect a stud to
a bottom sill, a nogging piece, a brace or a top

plate is at least two to each joint driven on a

slant: in addition a. strap is fixed to each alter

nate stud where it meets a bottom sill or top

plate, and any strap over the top plate is fixed

over the wall-plate also. Metal straps at

least 24 in. by l-J in. by 18 gauge are bent over
the wallplate at alternate studs and nailed to

each side of the stud with at least two nails !■§■

in. long; roofing nails and washers or flat headed
nails being used: when the strap has been pierced

for the nail, paint, tar or bitumen is spread

around the hole (and over the washer where used)
before the nail is driven home. Provided that

alternative and not less strong fixings may be

approved by the Building Surveyor.

(c) doubled studs at openings and studs at the
corners or intersections of walls or partitions

are nailed together with nails at least 3j- in.

long not more than 2 £t. apart;

(d) wall plates are nailed to top plates over
_ :.. ■ : every stud, unless the plates are bolted together

with -§■ in. dia. bolt and washers not more than
6 ft. apart.

A COVERING TO AN EXTERNAL WALL SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATESFT REGULATION 5.05 IP

The surfaces of walls which are exposed to the open
air are covered with either:

(l) weatherboarding fixed horizontally not less than
3/16 in. thick,at the top or £ in. thick at the butt
where the boards are less than 5 in. wide, or not less

than -J in. thick at the top and 5/8 in. thick at the
butt where the boards are from 5 in. to 8 in. wide;

and fixed to overlap at least -J in. Boarding with

other cross sections may be approved by the Buildings
Authority; OR ,
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5.05 (2) tongued and grooved horizontal boarding which is

IP "not less than 5/8 in. thick and is nailed to each stud

with 2 nails at least 1-J in. long; all end joints
being on studs; all boards are fixed with the tongues

uppermost, OR

(3) boarding fixed vertically; the boarding being

tongued and grooved or of other approved cross section

and not less than 5/8 in. thick, and each board being

nailed with two nails !■§ in. long at each end and to

every horizontal member that it crosses; any joints

in boards are over nogging pieces; OR

(4) flat sheets of asbestos/cement not less than i in.
thick or other sheeting approved by the Buildings

Authority and fixed - . l

(a) with every sheet edge on a stud, bottom sill,

nogging piece or wallplate;

(b) with each sheet nailed to every stud, bottom

sill, nogging piece or wallplate which is behind it

with suitable nails not more than 9 in. apart and

long enough to penetrate at least 3/4 in. into the
timber;

(c) with a hole drilled in the sheet for each

nail, the diameter of the hole being at least l/8
in. larger than the diameter of the nail;

(d) with the edges covered with battens; OR

(5) louvers; where these are used the slats and their

fixing comply with Regulation 5«1T; °R

(6) corrugated sheets of galvanized, steel not thinner

than 24 gauge, aluminium not thinner than 24 gauge, or

asbestos/oement not less than 5/32 in. thick, in each
case fixed:

(a) with the corrugations vertical;

(b) where one sheet does not extend the whole

height, with an overlap not less than 6 in. and

a nogging piece behind each overlap;

(c) with each sheet fixed to every bottom sill,

nogging piece or wallplate which is behind it;

(d) with a side overlap of not less than one
corrugations at each side lap the overlying sheet

is the one nearer to the direction from which the

rain carrying wind usually blows;

(e) with bolts or drive screws, and a washer to

each;
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5.05 (6) (f) with bolts or drive screws not less than l/8 in.
IF diameter spaced not more than%12 in. apart, fixed

through the top of the corrugations, and drive

screws penetrate at least 1-J- in. into the timber;

(g) in the case of galvanized steel sheets with
drive screws and washers both galvanized,

(h) in the case of aluminium sheets with drive
. screws and washers of aluminium or, where this is

not possible, of galvanized steel;

.(i) in the case of asbestos/cement with holes
drilled l/8 in. larger. than the drive screw or bolt.

COVERING TO ^ALL SURFACES NOT EXPOSED TO THE 0PM AIR SHALL BE DEEMED TO
SATISFY REGULATION 5.05 IF

The coverings of framed timber walls and partitions

which enclose a room or passage are

(1) boarding, either tongued and grooved or of other
approved cross section, nailed horizontally to the

, studs; boards being at least -J in. thick and nailed

to each stud with 2 nails not less than lj- in. long,

and the surface of the boards facing the room is

planed or otherwise made smooth; OR

(2) sheets of plywood, hardboard, asbestos/cement or
plasterboard not less than i in. thick where studs are
at not more than 24 in. centres; OR

(3) sheets of fibreboard not less' than 7/l6 in. thick
where studs are at not more than 24 in. centres;

(4) in every case

(a) all sheet edges are on studs or nogging
pieces;

(b) every sheet is nailed to every stud and nog-
ging piece which is behind it with nails not more

■ than 9 in. apart and long enough to penetrate at

least 3/4 in. into the timber;

(c) sheet edges are covered by battens or jointing
tape, or left uncovered with the approval of the

, Buildings Authority.

Walls with

frames other

than timber

5.06 In any framed building other than a timber framed
. buildings . ..

(l) The frame shall be to a design approved by the
Building, Surveyor, and shall be suitably protected

against corrosion and fire, .provided that no protec

tion against fire shall be required for the frame of a

single storey building.
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Walls with ' 5.06 (2) Infilling walls shall "be tied to .the frame or enter

frames other at least Z in. into recesses in i;t "both vertically and

than; timber .... . iiori'zon tally: adjacent ties shall "be not further apart

(oontd.) ■ than 3 ft-

(3) Curtain walls shall be suitably fixed to all the
vertical and horizontal members which are at their edges

... - . or are behind them: adjacent fixings shall be not

further apart than 2 ft.

(4) Cladding shall be suitably fixed to all vertical

and, horizontal members which are behind it.

A WALL OF A FRAMED BUILDING OTHER THAN A TIMBER FRAMED BUILDING SHALL BE

DEEMED OX) SATISFY REGULATION 5.O6 IF

(l) for fire resistance

(a) the frame being of reinforced concrete ha& at
least 1 in. of cover over the reinforcement;

(b) the frame being of structural steel is covered

by:

i . (i) solid protection consisting of at least
1 in, of concrete reinforced with binding

wire.not less than 13 S.V..G. in thickness or

■ with steel mesh weighing not less than 1 lb

a sq. yd.: and the spacing of the reinforce

ment does not exceed 6 inches in any direction,

OR

(ii) hollow protection consisting of metal
; ■ ■-' ' lath withplaster to mix A or mix B not less

: - ;; ■■ than -|- in. thick or plasterboard ax least

3/8 in. thi6k fixed with 16 S.W.G. wire
binding at 4 in. pitch and gypsum or vermiculite/
gypsum 5 . ..

* (c) the frame bein^ of structural aluminium there
' is.hollow protection consisting of: -

(i) metal la.tfe with neat gypsum or perlite/
.. .gypsum or vermiculite/gypsum plaster at least

■J- in. thick, OR . . . .

(ii) gypsum plasterboard 3/4 in. thick with
16 S.lV.G. binding at 4 in. pitch wltli -gypsum

or vermiculite/gypsum plaster at least 3/8 in.
thick?

(2) any infilling walls are of■masonry, blocks, bricks
or concrete;or concrete;
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5-06 (3) any tie or dowel securing an infilling wall to a
IF frame is of steel and consists of, or has a cross sec

tional area not less than, two bars \ in. diameter or

a strap \\ in. x l/l6 in.: all bars or straps extend
not lees than 9 in. into the infilling wall and are

fixed to the metal in the frames

(4) the method of fixing curtain walls to the frame is
approved by the Building Surveyor;

'*' '(5)"!'tlie method of fixing cladding to the frame -

(a) complies with the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses
: l . . ■. , to Regulation 5*05 G$», .if- these are inapplicable

to the materials,concerneds :

(b) is approved by the Building Surveyor.

Columns 5*07 (l) Every column shall be!

(a) sufficiently strong to carry its own weight

and all imposed loads without failure or undue

deformations

(b) constructed of durable material;

(c) rigidly connected to the part of the building
on which it stands and to the beam or other member

which it supports.

(2) A column shall not be of timber unless it supports
only its own weight and:

(a) part of the weight of a single storey build
ing of which the walls, floor and roof are of

timber or other light-weight construction with

lightweight coverings, OH

(b) part of the weight of a roof with a light
weight covering.

(3) Timber sjiall not be used below the termite barrier
and shall not be built into concrete.

(4) No horizontal dimension of a column shall be less
than the width of the beam or other member which it

supports.

A COLUMN SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.07 IF

(l) in the case of a column supporting part of the
weight of a wall, floor and roof of a single storey

building any of which is of heavyweight construction,

the column is of reinforced concrete and:

(a) not more than 8 ft in height;
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5.07, (l) (b) not further than 6 ft. from the next column

IB1 or other support to any beam which the column

suppor ts;

(c) has''no dimension measured horizontally less

than 9 inches;

(d) is reinforced with not less than 4 bars each

at least 5/8 in. diameter set vertically and held

together with stirrups not further than 9 in. apart,

and the bars have not less than 1 in. nor more than

lj in. of cover;

(e) the tops of the bars are continued into the

upper part of the beam which the column supports

and are bent at right angles. The length of bar

beyond the bend is at least 24 in. and it extends

along the beam: where there is top reinforcement

in the beam this length of bar is filed to it in

accordance with the Second Schedule. Provided

that where any vertical reinforcement in a wall is

to be direotly over a column, at least two of the

bars forming the reinforcement in the column are

not bent at right angles to be in the beam below

the wall but continue vertically upwards to over

lap reinforcement in the wall by at least 24 inches.

(f) the bottoms of the bars are continued to the
foundation and are fixed there in accordance with

the Second Schedule.

(2) in the case of a column supporting part of the
weight of a single storey building of which the walls,

floor and roof are all of timber or other lightweight

construction with lightweight coverings the column is

(a) not more than 8 ft. in height and

(b) not further than 6 ft. from the next column
or other support to the beam which the column

supports, and

(c) of reinforced concrete, in which case

(i) no dimension measured horizontally is
less than 8 inches;

(ii) it is reinforced with at least 4 "bars
not less than ■§■ in. diameter with stirrups
not more than 9 inohes apart, and the bars

have not less than 1 in. nor more than 1-J- in.
of cover;
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5.07 (2) (c) (iii) the tops of two bars are continued
!F .-■-.' through any timber beam whioh is supported

by the column and an l/8 in. thick metal
plate and are securely fixed; alternative

.,.. .. methods of fixing the reinforcement to the

beam are to the approval of the Building

Surveyor;

... . (iv) the bottoms of the bars are continued
to the foundation and fixed there in

accordance with the Second Schedule; OR

(d) of timber, in which case

(i) no dimension measured horizontally is
■ ; " less than 6 ins.;

(ii) the column is nailed to the beam which
it supports with four 4 in. nails driven at

an angle so that at least l-§- ins. of each

nail is in each member;

(iii) the joint between the column and the
beam is stiffened by either: ■

' , (A) two gusset plates of plywood not
less than ■§■ in. thiok in the shape of

right angled triangles with no side

less than 2 ft. 6 in. long; where the

beam continues on both sides of the

- column the gusset plate is fixed with

the longest side along the beams in

other cases a shorter side of the gusset

plate is fixed along the beam: in

any case the.side of the gusset plate

is 4 in. above the underside of the

beam, and the gusset plates are# nailed

to both column and beam. The nails

are 2 ins. long and are driven so

that at least lx ins. of each nail

penetrates through a gusset and into

the timber behind it: and the nails

are spaced so that one nail is within

. 4i ins. of each corner of a gusset
plate and the nails are not less than

2^ ins. nor more than 4J3 ins. apart;
OR

(B) one brace fixed across each corner
made by the column and any beam which it

supports: the brace being of 6 in. by

4 in. timber not less than 2 ft. 6 in.
long and fixed at an angle of between

40 and 50 to the horizontal: each

brace is secured at each end by a -J in.
diameter bolt with suitable washers, the
bolt passing thro.ugh tfce brace and the
column or beam; UE
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5-07 (2) (d) (C) two steel gusset plates each at least

3/l6 in. tfiick, the shape and method of
N . fixing the gusset plates being to the,

approval of the Building Surveyor.

..(iv) each column is connected to the floor,
termite barrier or other part of the build

ing which supports it by at least three metal

plates each not less than 4 ins- wide by \ in.
thick bolted through the column with -J- in.

diameter bolts and suitable washers and

adequately embedded for at least 12 ins. into

the supporting part of the building, further

that no two bolt holes in 3 column are less

than 2 ins. apart.

(3) in the case of a column supporting only its own
weight and part of the weight of a roof with a light

weight covering, the column is :

(a) not more than 8 ft. in height measured from
the floor or ground where there is no floor to

the underside of the wall plate, and

(b) not further than 8 ft. from the next support
to the wall plate, and

(c) of reinforced concrete, in which case 1

(i) no dimension measured horizontally is
less than 4 ins.;

(ii) it is reinforced with at least one bar
not less than 5/8 in. in dia.;

(iii) the top of the reinforcing bar is con
tinued through the wall plate and securely

fixed and the bottom of the bar is continued

to the.foundation and fixed there in accord

ance with the Second Schedule; OE

(d) of timber, in which case:

(i) no dimension measured horizontally is
less than 4 inches;

(ii) the column is nailed to the wall plate
with four 4 in* nails driven at an angle so

that at least 1-J ins. is in each member, and
is stiffened by either:-

(A) a gusset plate of plywood not less
. than J in. thick in the shape of a right-

angled, triangle with no side less than

2 ft. 6 in, long; where the beam continues

on both sides of the column the gusset

plate is fixed with the longest side along
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5*07 (3) (d) (A) the beams in other cases a shorter
side of the gusset plate is fixed along

. , the^beam: in any case the side of the
gusset plate is 4 in. above the under

side of the beam, and is nailed to both.

The nails are 2 ins. long and are driven

so that at least ll ins. of each nail
penetrates through the gusset and into

the member behind its and the nails

are spaced eo that one nail is within

44 ins. of each corner of the gusset
plate and the nails are not less than

2j ins. nor more than 44 ins, apart; OR

(B) one brace fixed across each corner
made by the column and any wall plates

the brace being of 4 in. by 4 in. timber

not less than 2 ft. long and fixed at an

angle of between 40° and 50° to the hori

zontals further the braces are secured

at each end by a -J in. dia. bolt and
suitable washers, the bolt passing through

the brace and the member; OR

(C) two steel gusset plates each at
least 3/16 in. thick, the shape and
method of fixing the gusset plates being

to the approval of the Building Surveyor;

. (iii) each column is connected to the floor,
termite barrier or other part of the building

which supports it by at least three metal

plates or angle irons each not less than 3 in.

wide by l/8 in. thicks these are fixed to the
column with -J in. dia. bolts and suitable
washers and adequately embedded for at least

9 ins. into the supporting part of the build

ing, further that no two bolt holes in the

column are less than 2 ins. apart.

(4) in the case of a column not previously herein des
cribed or which supports a load which is, in the opinion

of the Building Surveyor, unusually heavy, the design of

the column and the methods of connecting it to its

foundation and the beam which it supports have been

approved by the Building Surveyor.

(5) in the case of any column which rests on a part
of the building other than its foundation, that part

of the building is adequately tied to the foundation

to the approval of the Building Surveyor.
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Beams 5*08 (l) Where piles or columns are used to support the
whole or part of a building their tops shall be joined

by beams which are capable of supporting their own

weight and all imposed loads without failure or undue

deformation.

(2) All beams shall be securely fixed to the tcprj of
the piles or columns supporting them.

(3) Beams shall be of reinforced concrete or steel;
provided that timber beams may be used where:

(a) any wall supported wholly or partly by th3
beam is wood-framed, OH

(b) any floor supported wholly or partly by the
"beam is a raised timber floor, OH

(c) the load carried consists only of part of the
roof, OH

(d) a combination of any or all of (a), (b), (c),

(4) The design of all beams shall be approved by the
Buildings Authority.

A TIMBER BEAM SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.O8 IF

(l) (a) where provided to support the floor joists
it has at least 6 in. bearing on each support and

is bolted, or otherwise rigidly tied to it;

(b) for a single storey house tho size and dis
tance apart of the beams is in accordance with the
following tables

Where the length

of joist

supported by the

beam does

not exceed

9.

10'

11 •

a beam on

edge of this

size

6" x 8"

.8" x 8"

6" x 8"

8" x 8"

6" x 10"

6" x 8"

8" x 8"

6" x 10"

may span a

length of

71 On

8' 0"

6' 6"

71 6"

8' 3"

61 3"
7. 3..

8' 0"
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5.08

IF

(l) (b) Table (contd.)

Termi te

barrier

5-09

Where the length

of joist

supported by the

beam does

not exceed

12'

. 13'

a beam on

edge of this

size

6" x 8"

8" x 8"

6" x 10"

6" x 8"

.8" x 8"

6" x 10"

may span a

length of

61 0"

7' 0"

7* 9"

6' 0"

61 10"

7' 6"

The length of joist supported means one half of the

sum of the joist spans on both sides of the beam;

(2) it is fixed to each' support by a,t least one bolt or
bar not less than'4 in. dia. built at least 9 in. into
the support and, on top of the beam, a washer at. least

1-J- in. diameter and a nut;

(3) it is of solid timber or made up of 3 or more pieces
of 2 in. timber on edge nailed or otherwise fixed to

gether in ah approved manner; joints in solid timber

beams being over.; supports, and joints in component

pieces of laminated beams not being within 12 in. of

one another.

.. .Every wall,, pier, column, buttress and chimney

shall have a continuous termite barrier which extends

over the full area of that part of the structure and

ts 3 i^1-- on each side.

A TERMITE BAEEIER SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.09 IF

(l) where the building is not supported on columns

(a) the wall is levelled off at a height not less
■ - than 4 in. above the highest part of the surround

ing ground;

(b) concrete to mix C is cast 3 in. thick in one
operation to cover the walls and to project 3 in.

.on every side of them: the external projection is

weathered on top and throated below.

NOTE A drawing for this work will be supplied on request

by the .... (Buildings Authority) ....
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5.09 (2) where the building ia supported on columns

IF '
(a) a termite "barrier is fixed near the top of

the column;

(b) where the column is of timber the barrier

consists of a sheet of metal not less than 22

gauge covering the column and extending 3 in.

from the face on every side. The projection is

bent downwards at aTsout 45°5

(c) where the column is of brick, block or.

similar material set in mortar the termite barrier

is either

: ... . . (i) sheet metal other than aluminium to
comply with the last preceding paragraph,, OR

(ii) a concrete 3lab at least 3 in. thick

precast of concrete mix C projecting 3 in.

. and weathered and throated on every side.

(d) where the bolts or other connections fixing
a beam or wall of the building to the column pass

through the barrier they are embedded in bitumen.

(3) where the column is of reinforced concrete a

weathered and throated projection extending 3 ins. from

each column face is cast as part of the column.

Damp-proof 5.10 Immediately on top of every termite barrier there

course shall be a damp-proof course extending over the whole

area on which the wall or pillar above the termite

barrier stands. The walls or other parts of the build

ing immediately' above and below the damp-proof course

shall be adequately and suitably tied together.

A DAMP-PROOF COURSE SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.10 IF

( (l) it is composed of

(a) bitumen, tar, pitch or mastic asphalt, either

alone or in conjunction with a felt, hessian or

' asbestos base, and is not less than l/l6 in. thick,

-■v ■ ,. OR, . ■ . : :

(b) copper sheeting not less than 26 gauge, OR

(c) lead sheeting weighing not less than 4 l*ba
persq; ft. which is painted all over with a coat

of a bitumen product;

(2) where laid in rolls or sheets there is an overlap
of at least 4 ins. at each joint;
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Floors^

solid

5.10 (3) the walls or other parts of the building above and
IP below the damp-proof course are connected to one

another by dowels; the dowels

(a) are set not more than 4 ft. apart measured
along the walls;

: (b) extend through the damp-proof course and the
termite barrier and at least 6 ins. into any wall

or other part of the: building;

(c) are surrounded with bitumen, tar, pitch or
mastic asphalt where, they pass through the damp-

proof course.

5»11 (l) Floors shall be sufficiently strong to carry
their own weight and all imposed loads without failure

or undue deflection and shall be provided with a suit

able finish to the upper surface.

(2) Floors suspended above ground level shall be of
reinforced concrete or of timber. Timber floors shall
comply with Regulation 5.12.

(3) Floors other than suspended floors shall be of
plain concrete laid on a suitable bases where the

Buildings Authority so decides there shall be a damp-
proof course included in the .construction.

A SUSPENDED FLOOR OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SHALL BE DEMED: TO SATISFY
REGULATIONS 5.11 IF

(1) it is of the solid or hollow slab or T beam type:
the amount and position of the reinforcement being

approved by the Buildings Authority.

(2) it has an upper surface , ..

(a) brought to a smooth finish, OR

(b) rendered with mortar mix C or D, OR

(c) finished with granolithic 3/4 in. thick
cast before the floor concrete has set, OR

(d) finished with an approved proprietory
levelling compound, OR

(e) provided with a covering approved by the
Buildings Authority..

A SOLID FLOOR LAID ON THE GROUHD SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATI SPY REGULATION
5.11 IF : : ' '

(l) it consists of a layer of compacted hardcore,
crushed stone or selected laterite to a finished thick

ness of not less than 3 ins. and a layer of concrete

not less than 3 in. thick and not weaker than mix B.
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' . 5'«il (?) the upper finished surface of the concrete is
''' " IP / \ ' ■■:■'■■

(a) brought to a smooth finish, OR

(b) rendered, with mortar mix C or D, OH

: (c) finished with granolithic 3/4 in- thick
cast before the floor concrete has set, OR

(d) finished with an approved proprietory
- levelling compound,. OR

(e) provided witK a covering approved by the
Buildings Authority.

(3). a damp-proof course is provided either below
-the concrete floor or above it as part of the finishi

. this course joining,, either directly or through the

vertical joint at the'inside edge of the termite

barrier, the damp-proof course in the walls.

5»12 (l). Suspended timber floors shall be sufficiently
timber strong to carry their own weight and all imposed

loads without failure or undue deflection and shall

be provided with a smooth finish to the upper surface.

(2) Where the gfourid floor is of timber it shall be
suspended in such a way that air can circulate beneath

: it.

TIMBER-FLOORS SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.12 IF

(l) wooden floor joists:

(a) have a bearing at least 3 ins. long and the
full width of the joist;

(b) are securely fixed to each support with -

(i) two nails at least 3i in. long, and

(ii) a ledger strip, angle iron or other
approved fixing;

(c) are joined only over supports, and

(i) where joined with butt joints there is
a fish-plate provided to every joint. Wooden

- ........ fish-plates are. at least 1 in. thick, 4 in.

wide and 2 ft. long, and each fish-plate is

.. nailed to each joist with not less than three

.. - . .. . .. nails at least 2j in. long;

(ii) notched joints are used only with the
permissiou of the Buildings Authority: where

notched joints are permitted.ledger strips

shall be provided under the joist and each

joint shall have a firm bearing on both the

ledger strip and the main support;
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5.12 (2) the size and distance apart of floor joists com-

IF plies with the requirements of the following tables

Span

more

4

5

6

7

8

10

11

12

13

14

• 15

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

not

than

. 6 in.

. 6 in.

■ • :

. 6 in.

. 6 in*

. 6 in.

•

•

*

•

•

«

Joist

spacing

4

4

4

5

■ 4

~5

5

■5
6

5
6

6

6

6

7

6

7

7
8

7
8

7
8

8

8

9

8

9

x li
x 2

x 2

x -it

at:12

±li*

xl»
x 2

x 2

x li
x 2

x ii
x 2

x li

x 2

x I*
x 2

x li

x 2

x li

x 2

x li
x 2

x 2

x 2

x 2

x 2

size in inches and

from centre

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

19

24

21

24

17

19

17

22

24

19
20

24

16

22

22

17
18

24

24

20

19

16

16

23

19

24

16

21

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in*

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

t

9

9

>

J

9

9

»

9

9

9

9

9

S

9

9

9

to centre

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or
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5*12 (3)' to prevent the joists from twisting they, are stiff.-*
. " ... IF, ened with struts at least, once, every 8 feet of their

length; struts being, over, joist supports and, where

. necessary, "between them. Struts may be solid or her

ring-bone and each should be a tight fit. Solid struts

extend the full height of the joist and are at least

1 in. thick. Solid struts are fixed at each end with

at least two nails 3"2 in. long each side and driven on

the slant. Herring-bone strutting is of at least 3 in.

.'■ ■ ■ by 2 in. timber, end cut to the correct splay and fixed

: at each end. with two nails 2-j^ in- long;

(4) where a timber floor is the ground floor there is
a depth of at least 6 in. below the underside of the

joists; and this space is ventilated on at least two

sides by ventilators in the walls; the open area of

such ventilators being at least !■§ sq.. in. per foot run
of external wall;

(5) the flooring is of tongued and grooved or plain
edged boarding to a finished thickness of at least 3/4

in.; the upper surface being left smooth or covered

with linoleum or other approved covering;

(6) the floor, boards are lai,d at right angles to or
diagonally across the joists. Where a wood framed wall

. is.used the floor boards extend under the sill to its

■ . ■ ■■■■■ outer.edge or end against the side of the sill;

(7) floor boards are suitably nailed to each joist
that they cross or over which they finish;

(8) all end joints in boards are over joists.

tendering " 5.13 (l) This regulation shall apply to the vertical surfaces
and Pointing of all walls, piers, buttresses, chimneys and oolumns

constructed of bricks, blocks, masonry or concrete but
not to chimney stacks.

(2) Outdoor surfaces shall be ..

(a) rendered, OR

(b) pointed;

Provided-that all surfaces facing between ... (Norih- * -.

, north-west and South-east) ... shall be rendered.

;.(3) Indoor surfaces shall be

(a) rendered with a trowelled or floated finish,
OR -

u (b)' flush pointed and painted.

(4) 'Where only one coat of rendering is used it shall
be not less than -J in. thick: where two ooats are used
the total thickness shall be not leas than 3/4 in.
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RENDERING EEALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.13 IF

(1) the mortar for rendering is mixed in accordance

with the Third Schedule;

(2) where necessary the surface of the background is
roughened or hacked to a depth not less than l/8 in.
over at least one third of its area, and joints are

raked out and the whole surface wetted before

rendering;

■.._.; (3): jthe strength of any coat of rendering is not

greater than that of the surface to which it is

applied;

(4) the finish of outdoor rendered surfaces is

(a) dry dash (pebbles dry-tnrown), OR

(b) rough cast (wet thrown), OR

(c) floated and scraped;

(5) the pointing of outdoor surfaces is done with the

mortar used in bedding or with other mortar not appreci

ably stronger.

Sills 5«14 Every window opening shall have a weathered and

throated sill covering the whole thiokness of the wall

and projecting at least 2 in. beyond the external face.

Where the wall is of brick, block, or masonry construc

tion the sills shall be made of concrete, hardwood or

tiless provided that where the wall is constructed of

wood the sill shall be of hardwood.

A CONCRETE SELL SHALL BE DEEMED TO SkTl SPY REGULATEON 5.14 IF

it is of concrete mix C, and is cast in-situ or precast;

if precast it is set in the mortar used for building

the wall.

Lintels 5.15 The weight of the part of a.;building over a door,

window or other opening shall be carried without

collapse or undue deflection.

A LINTEL SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.15 IF

(l) being a lintel in a timber framed wall it is

(a) of timber and extends the full thickness of

the framing;

(b) carried at each end on the second stud pro

vided to comply with paragraph (7) of the Deemed-
to-Satisfy clauses to Regulation 5«O5j

i
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5.15 (2) (c) at least:
IF , , ■ ■• -

(.1; 2 inches deep for spans not greater than
3 ft.;

(ii) 3 inches deep for spans greater than
3 ft. and not greater than 4 ft. 6 in.;

(iii) 4 inches deep for spans greater than
4 ft. 6 in. and not greater than 6 ft. 0 in.;

(iv) of a size approved "by the Building
Surveyor for spans greater than 6 ft.;

; . (d) securely.nailed to the main and second studs
with nails at.least 3-J in. long.

(2) being a lintel in a wall other than a timber framed
wall it.is cast in-situ or precast and

(a) is of reinforced concrete and extends the
full thickness of the wall except for any render

ing or other surface covering;

(b) has the reinforoement fixed not more than.:
2 in, above the opening;

(c) where the opening is not more than 1 ft. 6 in.
wide the lintel:

(i) bears on the wall at least 6 in. on each
side of the opening;

(ii) is at least 6 in. deep;

(d) where the opening is more than 1 ft. 6 in.
and less than 4 ft. wide the lintels

(i) bears on the wall at least 9 in. on
each side of the opening;

(ii) is at least 6 in. deep;

(iii) is reinforced with at least one x J in.
dia. bar for each 5 in. or part thereof that

the wall is thick;

(e) where the opening is 4 ft. wide or more the
lintel:

(i) bears on the wall at least 12 in. on
each side of the opening;

(ii) is at least 9 in. deep;

(iii) is reinforced with at least one bar for
each 5 in. or part thereof that the wall is

thick: the diameter of the bar will be to

the approval of the Building Surveyor.
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REINFORCEMENT IN

5.15 IF

A CONCRETE WALL SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATI SB? REGULATION

(1) it is fixed within 2 inches of the opening;

(2) (a) where the opening is not more than 1 ft. 6 in,
no reinforcement is used,

("b) where the opening is more than 1 ft. 6 in.
and less than 4 ft. wide the reinforcement

consists of one x -J in. dia, bar for each 5 in.
or. part thereof that the wall is thick;

(c) where the opening is more than 4 ft. wide
there is one bar for each 5 in. or part thereof

that the wall is thick and the diameter of the

bar is approved by the Building Surveyor;

(3) where there is vertical reinforcement in the wall
the reinforcement over the opening is securely fixed

to the vertical reinforcement on both sides of the

opening.

5.16 (l) Windows and their frames shall be made of approved
timber or metal and suitably protected.

(2) Window frames shall be securely fixed to the wall.

(3) Windows shall be securely fixed to their frames.

NOTE Certain windows must comply with the requirements

of Regulation 4«12; and all glazed windows with

Regulation 5.20.

A WINDOW SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.16 IP

being any window:,

(l) the frames are fixed to the wall with lugs, 6 in.
nails projecting 4 in. from the frame, or other
approved method.

(2; the glass is set in rebates, secured with sprigs

or clips and puttied, the glass being at least 1/8 in.

smaller than the rebate in each direction;

(3) the thickness of glass used complies with this
tables

Windows

Minimum glass

weight

18 oz

24 oz

32 oz

Maximum perimeter of glass

sheet in inches

70

100

140
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■ 5*16 (3) being a wooden window:
IF the wood used in windows and frames is of an approved

species of tree and

the wooden windows and frames are suitably painted,
being a metal Window or frame 1

■ it is made by a manufacturer approved by the

~; Buildings Authority; and if made of ferrous metal
-■■■■'-. : is of stainless steel or galvanized.

Louvers 5.17 (l) Louvers and any frame in whioh they are fixed shall
. < be made of approved material, -securely fixed and suit-
. . , ., . ably protected.

(2) The slats of any louver which is provided to comply
with Regulation 5.?0 shall be fixed so that they cannot

; move: the slats of other louvers may be fixed or ' "
movable.

A LOUVER' SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATE SPY REGULATION 5.17 IP

(l) .being any louver

(a) the slats are made of s

(i) glass which has a minimum thickness of
*"■■■■ 7/32 in* unless the slat is supported on

' ■ both long edges, OR

(ii) wood not less than -J in. in thickness,
the wood being in one piece or laminated, OR

(iii) asbestos/cement not less than \ in.
■ , ■ ■ thick, .

OR

. (iv) metal not less than 18 S.W.O. in thick
ness;

(b) the slats are not less than 3j in. wide and
overlap not less than half their width;

(c) the part of the louver to which the slats are
fixed is of metal, or of wood not smaller than 3 in.
by 1 in.

Provided that where a louver is fitted to comply
with the requirements of Regulation 5.20 the
slats are of wood or metal;

(2) being a louver which acts as a casement, it is

(a) top or side hung from a frame;

(b) hung from at least two hinges each 3^ in.
long and suitably screwed;

(c) the frame complies with the requirements for
a window frame in fiegulation 5.16 or a door frame
in Regulation 5.19;
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5.17 (2) (d) the fastenings to keep the' louver closed

IF consist of:

■ (i) if 6n the outside, a bar or other device

' ■' ' - approved by the Building Surveyor;

(ii) if on the inside, two bolts each 4 in-

suitably placed and fixed, or a bar or other

device approved by the Building Surveyor.

., ', (3) .being a louver fixed as part of a wall, ;^," f .-

(a) the frame complies with the requirements for

a window frame in Regulation $.16 or a door frame

in Regulation 5-19«

Shutters ' 5.18 (l) Shutters and their frames shall be made of timber,
metal, or other approved material and suitably protected.

(2) Shutters shall be securely fixed to their frames.

(3) Frames shall be securely fixed to the wall.

(4) Shutters shall be capable of being securely fixed

shut.

Provided that where shutters are larger than the open

ing they cover and are securely fixed to the outside

of the wall it shall not be necessary to provide frames.

A SHUTTER1 SHALL BE DEMSD TO SATISFY REGULATION 5,18 IF

(1) being a wooden shutters

(a) it oonsists of boards fixed vertically and
connected by two horizontal ledges and a braes;

(b) the boards are at least 5/8 in. thick and I
have rebated, tongued and grooved or square edges;

(0) the ledges and brace are of timber not

smaller than 3 in. by 1 in.; .

(d) the boards are fixed to the ledges and brace

"with nails 1-J- in. long using two nails where each

board crosses a ledge^or a brace;

(e), it is fixed to the frame using at least two

hinges each 3j in. long and suitable screws;

(2) a wooden frame to which a shutter is fixed is:

(a) of timber not smaller than 4 in. by 2 in.;

(b) securely fixed to the wall, the fixings

being not further than 1 ft. 6 in. apart and

extending at least 4 in- into a masonry or other

heavy wall.
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5-18 (3) the fastenings to keep the shutter closed consist
IF of:'

(a) if on the inside,, two 4 in. bolts suitably
placed and holding the shutter to the frame, OR

(b) if on the inside or outside, a suitable bar

to the satisfaction of the Building Surveyor;

(4) being a shutter which is fixed on the outside
of the wall:

(a) it is a wooden shutter which complies with
. paragraph (l) of the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses

to this Regulation;

(b) it is fixed to the wall with two rag bolts
or similar fixings each not less than i in, dia.
and extending at least 4 in. into the wall;

(c) the fastenings to keep it closed comply with
paragraph 4 of the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to

this Regulation.

(5) being a shutter of metal or composite construction
it is made and fixed and can be fastened to the satis

faction of the Building Surveyor.

Doors 5.19 (l) Doors shall measure at least 6 ft. 3 in', by 2 ft.
3 in. clear inside the frames except doors to store

rooms which shall measure at least 6 ft. 0 in, by

2 ft. 0 in.

(2) poor frames shall be securely fixed to the wall.

(3) Doors and their frames shall be made of approved
timber or metal and suitably protected against

deterioration.

(4) Nothing in these Regulations shall prevent the
provision of fanlights over doors.

A DOOR SHALL'BE DEMED TO SAHSFT REGULATION 5.21 IF

being any door:

(1) it is provided with 4 in. hinges, handles and a
bolt, lock or other secure method of fixing shut;

(2) the frame is fixed into the walls with lugs, 4 in,
nails or some other approved method;

(3) glazed panels and their fixing comply with the
Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to Regulation 5-16 applicable

to glazed windows; ,

(4) fanlights are glazed or consist of louvers;
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5*21 (5) glazed surfaces in external doors and fanlights

IF comply with Regulation 5-20.

being a wooden door:

(1) it is i

(a) a flush door OR

(b) 1 edged and braced, OR

(c) framed, ledged and braced, OR

(d) panelled with panels of wood, glass or other

approved material;

(2) the door frame is made from timber at least 8 sq.

in.' in cross section before planing, and rebates at

least -J in. wide are provided;

(3) the door and frame are flat, square and to a

smooth finish;

being a metal door:

(a) it is of metal*with or without glass panels;

(b) doors and frames made of ferrous metals are

galvanized;

5.20 Adequate protection against flying debris in high

winds shall be provided to all glazed surfaces in

external walls. Provided that no additional protec

tion need be supplied where panes are not larger than

100 sq. in. in area and the glass is either:

(1) reinforced, OR

(2) of special strength and approved by the

Building Surveyor.

PROTECTION AGAINST FLYING DEBBIS SHALL BE DEBJED TO SAOISFY REGULATION

5.20 IF

it is a shutter or louver which:

(1) covers the whole area of the glazed surface;

(2) complies with para. (4) of the Deemed-to-Satisfy
clauses to Regulation 5«l8.

Protection

from Flying

Debris

Framing for 5.21

pitched roofs

(1) The framing for pitched roofs shall be sufficiently

strong to carry its own weight and all imposed loads

without failure or undue deformations it shall trans

mit the loads safely to the walls or beams which support

it;

(2) The individual members of the framing shall be

securely fixed together and the whole shall be

adequately seoured to the walls or beams supporting it;
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Framing for 5.21 (3) The framing shall be of :
pitohe£ roofs , N
(confd,) 'a' squared timber, OR

(b) metal, OR

■ (c) a combination of metal and squared timber,

. . '' ■'. OR
(d)■ reinforced concrete.

(4) The slope of the roof shall comply with the
requirements of Regulation 5.22.

A TIMBER toALL PLATE SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.21 IF

(1) being a wall plate supported by a framed timber
wall, it complies with Regulation 5.05;

(2) being a wall plate supported by a wall other than
a framed timber wall, it is:

(a) fixed along the middle of the wall;

(b) at least 4 in. by 2 in. in section;

(c) fixed to the wall by bolts not further apart
than 5 ft. measured along a wall, the bolts being

i in. in diameter extending not less than 9 in.
into the wall and having a nut and a 2 in, dia.
washer at the top;

(3) being a wall plate supported by columns or corbels
it is:

(a) at least 4 in. by 4 in. in section where the
span does not exceed 6 ft. 0 in.;

(b) of a size approved by the Building Surveyor
for larger spans;

(c) fixed to the columns or corbels by a means
approved by the Building Surveyor but not less

strong than tha/t described in paragraph (2)(c) of

the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to this Regulation;

TUBER FRAMING WHERE THE COVSEING CONST STS OF CORRUGATED IRON, ALUMINIUM OR
ASBESPO^CSMMT SBEEOING SHALL BS DEEMED. TO SATISFY REGULAOION 5.21 IF

(l) (a) in every case there are wall-plates and
purlins;

(b) where timber trusses are used there are in
addition such rafters, ties, king posts and other
members as the Building Surveyor may require, hav
ing regard to the span and spacing of the trusses;
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5.21

IF

(2) Each rafter : '

(a) consists of one piece of timber and is not

smaller than

Size of rafter

4 in. by 2 in. OR

4-J- in. by li~ in.

< 6 in. by 2 in.

Maximum

span

10 ft. 6 in.

14 ft.

(b) is birdsmouthed over the wall plate to a

depth not exceeding 3/4 in, 5

(c) is fixed to the wall plate with

(i) one nail on each side driven on the

slant, the nails being 4 in. long with at
least 1-J in. embedded in each timber, AND

(ii) a framing anchor, or angle iron at

least 4 in. by 4 in., bolted or adequately

nailed to the wall plate and the rafter and

ceiling tie if one is used. The alternative

of a strap passing over the rafter and nailed

to the top of the rafter on each side is not

acceptable but other methods may be approved

by the Building Surveyor.

(3) Purlins are fixed on edge ands-

(a) are not smaller than.t

Size of purlin

3 in. by 2 in.

4 in. by 2 in. OH

4i in. hy l-§ in.

6 in. by 2 in.

As approved by

Building Surveyor

Maximum span

4 ft.

6 ft.

12 ft.

Over 12 ft.
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5-21

IF

,(3) (b) are fixed to each rafter beneath them with

(i) one nail embedded not less than 1-J- in,

in each timber, AiHD '■*■'

(ii) a wooden block fixed on top of the

rafter immediately below the purlin and

nailed to both with nails penetrating at

least 1-J- in. into each of the timbers they

connect. Blocks are the width of the

rafter: alternative connection methods

may be approved by the Building Surveyor;

(c). have all joints over rafters or walls;

(d) are fixed:

(i) under each end overlap of the sheeting
which covers the roof, and

(ii) in no case more than 4 ft. apart)

(4) for double pitched roofs with framed trusses the
type of truss is one of the following types: other

designs may be approved by the Buildings Authority:

(a) for spans not more than 12 ft fr

rafters and tie. of 4 in, by 2 in. or 4§- in. by 1-J in,
timber: the length of the tie not less than 6 ft;

frames are not more than 3 ft, apart; OH

(it)

all ,members'oi" 4 in. by 2 in. or 4j in. by 1-J- in,

timb.er: . frames are not more than 5 ft. apart;

, (b) for spans not more than 14 ft. *
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5-21 (4) rafter-s of 4 in. by 2 in. or 4i in. by 1-J in.
IP and tie of 6 in. by 2 in. timber. Frames are not

more than 5.ft« apart;

(c) for spans not more than 16 ft.:

rafters and king post of 4 in. by 2 in. or 4i in. by

1-J- in. and tie of 6 in. by 2 in. timber. Frames are
not more than 6 ft. apart;

(d) for spans not more than 19 ft

rafters, king post and struts of 4 in. by 2 in. or

44 in. by 1-J in. and tie of 6 in. by 2 in. timber.
Frames are not more than 6 ft. apart;

(e) at the apez of each roof truss either:

(i) the rafters overlap and are nailed
together with at least three nails penetra

ting right through both rafters, OR

(ii) a ridge plate is used with rafters fixed
on both sides and opposite each other. The

size of a ridge plate depends on its length

and is in no case less than 7 in. by 1 in.:

the size of rafters complies with paragraph

(2)(a) of the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to
this Regulation. Each rafter is cut to fit

against the ridge plate and is nailed to it

with not less than three nails each embedded

at least 1 in. in each piece of timber, and

a timber block or metal angle iron nailed to

the rafter and the ridge plate;

(5) for double pitched roofs:

(a) each rafter, collar, post and strut is of
one piece of timber without a join;
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. 5«21 (5) (t>) where a join in a tie beam or a ridge plate
IF is unavoidable it is eithert

(i) a lapped joint with an overlap of not
less than 12 in-, the timbers being held

together by two bolts each -J- in. diameter

and washers at least' lj in. diameter or by

some other approved and not less strong

fixing, OR

(ii) a fished joint. Two fish-plates are
used which are the same width as the timber

being joined and extend at least 12 in. on

each side of the joint. The fish-plates and

timbers are held together by two bolts on

■ '.' ■ each side of the joint; the bolts being -J in,

diameter with washers 1-| in. diameter. Other

equally strong fixings may be used if approved

. by. the Building Authority;

(6) where hip rafters are used*

: (a) they are not iess than 7 in. by 2 in. in
section;

(b) the jack rafters are fixed to the hip rafters
in the same way as common rafters are fixed to

ridge plates: Paragraph (4)(e)(ii) of the Deemed-
to-Satisfy clauses to this Regulation refers;

(7) where there are no rafters and the covering is
supported only by purlins built into cross walls,

(a) the purlins are fixed on edge;

(b) where the span does not exceed 10 ft. the
purlins are not smaller than 6 in- by 2 in.;

(c) where the span exceeds 10 ft. and does not
exceed 13 ft. the purlins are not smaller than

6 in. by 3 in. or 7 in. by 2 in.

TIMBER FRAMING WHERE THE RjOF COVERING CONSISTS OF ASBESTOS/CEMENT SLATES
SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.21 IF

(1) the wall plates and timber framing and their
fixing comply with the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to

this Regulation which refer t& roofs with lightweight

coverings; save that:

(2) the spacing of the rafters from centre to centre:

(a) where the battens are not more than 7 in.
apart from centre to centre is not more than

25 times the depth of the batten; OR
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5-21 (2) (b) where the battens are more than 7 in. apart
IF from centre to- centre is not more than 20 times

the depth of! the batten; and in either case

(c) the bottom batten is a double-width batten or
two ordinary battens side by side?

(d) ordinary battens are not smaller than 1-J- in.
by 3/4 in. and are fixed with a side at least

• 1-J- in. wide on the rafters.

TIMBER FRAMING T.HERE THE ROOF COVERING CONSL STS OF PLAIN TILES SHALL BE
DEEMED TO SATINY REGULATION 5.21 IF

>■:■./ (l) the wall plates and timber framing and their
fixing comply with the Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses to

this Regulation which refer to roofs with lightweight

coverings; save that:

(2) the rafters are 1 in. deeper; and

(3) the spacing of the rafters complies with the
Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses for roofs with asbestos/
cement slates*

TIMBER FRAMING WHERE THE RuOF COVERING CONST STS OF HALF ROUND TILES SBALL
BE DEEMED TO S&TI SFY REGULATION 5.21 IF

(l) the battens to which the tiles are nailed and
carried on purlins spanning between the trusses of the

and

(2) the size and spacing of these purlins, the trusses
and the bracing between them is approved by the Build

ings Authority.

Coverings for 5-22 (l) Coverings for pitched roofs shall:
pitched roofs / \ ^

\a.) be oapable of sustaining the expected loads

without failure or undue deformation;

(b) be weatherproof;

(c) be securely fixed to the members which support
them.

..(2) Jihere lightweight coverings are used they shall
consist ofs

(a) galvanized steel sheets; OR

(b) aluminium sheets, OR

(c) asbestos/cement or rigid plastic sheetss OR

(d) rigid translucent sheets used either alone or
in combination with other sheets.
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Coverings 5.22 (.3) Nothing in- these regulations shall prevent the
for pitched use of battens fixed on the outside of lightweight
roofs coverings or of metal verge finishers to secure the
(con-tfd.) side of a roof covering to a fascia board.

(4) Where heavy roof coverings are used they shall
consist of-

(a) asbestos/cement slatess OR

(b) tiles of burned clay or ooncrete.

(5) Means shall not be provided by which occupants of
, : - the house or other persons can obtain access to the

upper surface of any covering to a pitched roof except

for maintenance work.

A LIGHTWEIGHT COVERING SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.22 IF

(1) the slope of lightweight metal sheet coverings
.: , , to roofs is not less, than;

(a) two inches in 12 inches in the case of mono-
pitched roofs only where each sheet extends the

whole length from the top to the bottom of the
slope;

(b) three inches in 12 inches where the end lap
of sheets is 9 in. or more.|

(c) five inches in 12 inches where the end lap
of sheets is 6 in. or more;

(2) the slope of asbestos/cement or plastic coverings
to roofs is not less than:

(a) two inches in 12 inches in the case of mono-
.» pitched roofs only where eaoh sheet extends the

whole length from the top to the bottom of the
slope;

(b) three inches in 12 inches where the end lap
of sheets is 12 inches or more;

(c) four inches in 12 inches where the end lap
of sheets is 10 inches or more;

(d) five inches in 12 inches where the end lap
of sheets is 8 inches or more;

(e) six inches .in 12 inches where the end lap
of sheets is 6 inches or more;

(3) where ridge capping is used it extends over the
sheets for at leasts-

(a) twelve inches where the slope of the roof is
not less than 3 inches in 12 inches? OE
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5.22 (3) (b) nine inches where the slope of the roof is _

IF not less than 5 inches in 12 inches;

(4) the overlap at the sides of sheets is not less than

1-jjj- corrugations in the case of corrugated sheets: in

other cases the overlap1 is t6 the satisfaction of the

Buildings Authority. At each side lap the overlying

sheet is the one nearer to the direction from which the

rain-carrying wind usually "blows;

(5) the overhang of the bottom edge of a sheet below

: the lowest purlin does not exceed 9 in.: "the side

over-sail of a sheet beyond the gable end does not

exceed 6 inches;

(6) where steel sheets are used:

(a) they are corrugated, galvanized, and not

thinner than 24 gauge;

(b) each sheet is fixed to every purlin which is

beneath it v±Hh at least three hook bolts or

drive screws and washers are used at every fixing;

(c) they are fixed:-

(i) to angle iron purlins with galvanized

hook bolts;

(ii) to tubular steel purlins with U bolts "

or J bolts;

(iii) hook bolts, U bolts and J bolts are not

less than -J in. in dia;

(iv) to timber purlins with aluminium or gal

vanized iron drive screws;

(d) bolts or drive screws are spaced not more

than 7 in. apart:

(i) in the row of fixings nearest the top

of the roof slope;

(ii) in the row of fixings nearest the bottom

of the roof slope;

(iii) within 2 ft. of each side of the roof;

(e) bolts or drive screws are spaced not more than

12 in. apart elsewhere;

(f) all drive screws penetrate at least !-§■ in.
into the purlins;

(g) washers are purpose made of galvanized steel

and curved to render the hole waterproof;
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5-22 (6) (h) the ridge capping and hip capping (if any)
IF is not thinner than 24 gauge and is fixed to

the purlins to comply with paragraphs 6(b), 6(c),

6(d), 6(f) and 6(g) of the Deemed-to-Satisfy

clauses to this Regulation?

(i) ridge cappings have an overlap of at least

6 in. so arranged that the overlying sheet is the

one nearer to the direction from which the rain-

carrying wind usually blowss

(j) hip cappings have an overlap of at least

9 inches;

(k) hip capping extends at least 9 in. over the

underlying,sheets;

(l) the overhang of the bottom edge of the sheet

. beyond the lowest purlin does not exceed 9 in*

the side oversail of sheets does not projeot more

than 6 in. beyond a gable wall;

(7) where aluminium sheets are used;-

(a) they are corrugated "and not thinner ^fehan

24 gauge;

(b) they do not make contact with any other metal:
flashings, washers, drive screws and bolts are of

aluminium or, where these are not available, of

galvanized steel. In particular lead washers and

flashings are ,not used. Aluminium is separated .

from concrete or mortar with bitumen/felt, bitumen
paint or a bituminous jointing compound;

(c) the aluminium sheets, ridge cappings and hip
cappings are fixed in the same ways as steel

sheets and.comply with paragraph (6) of the Deemed-
to-Satisfy clauses to this Regulation subject to

paragraph (7)(b) above;

(d) provided that aluminium troughed sheet may
be used if it is not thinner than 24 S.W.G. and

, fixed in accordance with the makers' instructions

for hurricane areas;

(8) where asbestos/cement or plastic sheeta are used -

(a) the sheets are corrugated or of other
approved section and are not less than 7/32 in.
thick;

(b) each sheet is fixed to every purlin which is
beneath it;
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- 5,22 (8) (cX sheets, ridge cappings and hip cappings of
IF asbestos/cement or plastic are fixed in the same

ways as steel sheets and comply with paragraphs

(6)(c)y (6)(d), ;(6)(«). (6)(f), (6)(g), (6)(i),
(6)(j)j (6)(k), and (6)(l) of the Deemed-to-
Satisfy clauses to this Regulation subject to the

provisos thats

(i) no aluminium fitting is used where it

is likely to be in contact with asbestos/
cementj . ■

(ii) a hole at least l/8 in. larger in
diameter than the bolt or drive screw is

drilled through the top of a corrugation

over the middle of wooden purlins or at

the side of angle-iron purlins; no hole is

within l-J in. of the edge of any sheet;

(iii) diamond shaped galvanized washers or

other approved purpose made washers are used

at every fixing so as to render the hole

waterproof5

(iv) the bolt or drive screw is tightened

sufficiently only to seat the washer over

the corrugation, so that the roof covering

may move slightly relative to the framing

without damaging the. covering.

A HEAVYWEIGHT ROOF CGVEBIHG " SHALL BE HEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.22 IF

(9) being rectangular asbestos/cement slates they are
set with top and bottom edges horizontal, and

(a) the width of ..the slate is not less than half

the length, the'thickness is at least \ in-, and
the dry density is not less than 112 lbs. per cu.

. ■"• ft. ' ..'■..

.-, (b) the slope of the roof iss -

Width of slate

12 in* or more i

8 in. to 10 in.

below 8 in.

., Slope of roof

' 7 in. in 12 in.

- - 8|r in., in 12 in.

Special permission needed

and greater slope.
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;5«22- (9) (c) ,the whole of the roof is covered by two
IF thicknesses of slate;

(d) eaves overhang by not less than 2 in. and
are formed with an extra course of slates;

(e) the overeail at a gable end is not more than
2 in-, and the outside row of slates is bedded in
mortar mix C;

(f) the slates are middle hung with two nails to
each slates the holes for the nails are drilled

by the manufacturer and the nails are lj in, long
and preferably of copper or cast yellow-metal;

(g) at ridges and hips the slates are to maintain
the proper lap. Ridge and hip coverings are of

burned clay, concrete or asbestos/cement;

(h) each slate has a third hole drilled by the
manufacturer about 1-J in. above the middle of the
bottom: edge of the slate. An inverted copper disc
head rivet has its pin passed between the edges of

the two under-slates and through this hole. When

clinched this rivet prevents the lower edge of the
slate from lifting;

(10) being diamond-shaped asbestos/cement slates they
are set with one point upwards, and

(a) the lap is at least 3 inches;

(b) the slope of the roof is not less than
&J in. in 12 inches;

(0) these slates are fixed in the way described
in sections (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i) of para-

, graph 8 of .the Deemed-to-Sati-sfy clauses "to this
. Regulation;

(11) being tiles they are of burned clay or concrete
and plain or half round in section;

(12) where plain tiles are used;

(a) the thickness of the tile is at least £ in;

(b) the slope of the roof is not less than 12 in.
' ■■' in 12 in, |

(c) the end lap is no.t less than:3in.;

(d) eaves overhang by not less than 2 in, and are
formed with.a tilting.fillet and a second course
of tiles (cut short);
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■ f ,.-■■. 5.22i---Xl2-)'1 (e) .the oversail at gable .ends does not exceed

IF .. ; «3 in, ; - - -,,-.; . .-■ ■

...,- ,. .-.. . -,.,; (f) each alternate tile is nailed to the battens

: - ■ , ,: with two nails to^ each tile. The nails are 1-J in,
long and of copper or cast yellow-metal, or;

■ (l1. where tiiese are not available, of galvanized

steel. ' ' ..

(g) ridge and hip coverings are of burnt clay

or concrete bedded in mortar mix C, the tiles

being cut where necessary;

. (13) where half round tiles are used-

. ., .: , ,: i ,, •* r.' {a) the thickness of the tile is at least £ in.;

(b) the slope of the roof is not less than 10 in.

in 12 in.;

(c) the lap is not less than 3 in.;

, (d) eaves overhang by not less than 2 in, and the

bottom course is bedded in mortar mix C.

■ ■ '' (e) tiles are nailed to battens set up the slope

of the roof under each row of over tiles. The
size of these battens varies with the size of the

tiles;

(f) under tiles are nailed near the top to the

,-, . battens^on each side and overtiles nailed to the

top of the battens with one nail to each tile.

- ' The nails are at least l£ in. for the over tile

and 2 in. for the under tile, and are preferably

:,.._. . ; ■ of copper or cast yellow metal;

Plat roofs 5.23 (l) Flat roofs shall be designed and constructed to

support the expected loads without failure, cracking,v

or undue deflection and to prevent the entry of rain

water into the building.

(2) The upper; surface of every flat roof shall have

1 a slope of not less than 3/8 in. in 12 in., and
. ; - provision- shall be made,, for shedding all rain which

falls on the roof without adversely wetting any wall

or other part of the building.

A REINFORCED CONCRETE RQOP .SLAB SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATE SFT REGULATION

5.24 IF

(l). it is not less lihan 4 in. thick;

(2) where there is a screed over the slab to provide

a fall, the screed

(a) is laid in bays not more than 100 sq» ft. in

area;
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'. ' ■ 5.24 (2) (b) is in no plaoe less than £ in. thick;
i T IP

f \ - (c) has an upper layer consisting of a 1:

i cement sand mix at least ■§■ in. thick.

! NOTE FOR COMMITTEES CONSIDERING THESE REGULATIONS

:. ■ ■ Although really dense concrete is waterproof it

. has a tendency to crack, particularly on roofs in the

* : ■. tropics. Some waterproofing treatment is therefore

M - usually required, and varies with the climate. Para-

: j graph (3) below would be suitable for a hot/dry climate
: where there is no, or very little, rains paragraph (4)

r is for wetter climates. Alternatives can probably be

' provided to accord with good local practice.

. . (3) the upper surface of the roof slab or. soreed is

painted with two coats of either:

(a) emulsion painty OR

(b) lime/tallow whitewash.

(4) waterproofing is provide'd by bitumen/felt or
mastic asphalt

■ , (a) where bitumen/felt is used the waterproofing

consists ofs

:i (i) a priming coat of cutback bitumen, and,

where a screed has been used, strips of bitu-

: ■ . men/felt laid over the joints between the bays

; of the screed, and

;• ; -*■ v . ■ (ii) a layer of tropical grade bitumen/felt
; ! partially bonded to the surfaoe below it with

■ ; a hot applied tropical grade of blown bitumen

and laid with a 3 in- overlap, and

I ■ ■. (iii) an upper layer of coated bitumen/felt
similarly laid except that it is fully bonded

:;;. • - : . to the under layer, and : .

i;V ' (iv) a coat of cut-back bitumen oovered by

:; - . either;

I; * ' (a) a surface dressing of l/8 in. to
■"' i in. stone chippings, preferably light

(,. . ■- coloured,

■ • OH

; (B) concrete or asbestos/cement tiles;

U (b) where mastic asphalt is used the water-

1 proofing consists of:

[',. (i) a loose-laid felt or other approved

!■}' underlay, laid with 3 in. lapped joints, said
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5.24 (4)■■ ("b) (ii) two layers of approximately equal
IF thickness of hot applied mastic asphalt

,'J... '..'"'. "',.-. giving, a*; to;tal thickness not less than

3/4' in* t and

■-■'■■'■ , (iii) a surface dressing of either;-

' : ■■■'•■■-. ■ (A) l/8 in. to i in. stone ohippings
■ ■ ■ applied to tfee upper layer of asphalt

; ' ' during laying, the chippings being

preferably-light coloured, OR

. , / . (B) concrete or asbestos/cement tiles
L: ;, ... : applied to the upper layer of asphalt

. ; ,.' ...(...-. ,.' during ;pr .immediately after laying.

Paiajiet 5-24 T Where an external wall <*f building other than a

walls timber framed building extends above roof level it

shall s 1

(1) £* n0 poi11* extend more than 3 ft. above the
level where it abuts the roof or be more than 6 in,

: ■ '• ■■ -;' '.• ' thicky ■■ . ■ ■ ■' '■: :'. " .

(2) be constructed of reinforced concrete;

(3) be provided with a suitable damp-resisting cope

at its top.

A'PAEAPET WALL 3ULL BE DEMED TO SiTT SPY REGULATION 5.24 IF

(1) the cope is of dense concrete not less than 2 in.

thick and projects not less than 3 in. on each side of
■ the wall with a throat on the underside of eaoh projec-

' '■ tioh. The upper surface of the cope slopes at least

3/8 in. in 12 in.;

(2) the cope is cast in one operation with the wall

or is bedded on mortar mix C not less than £ in* thick.

Ceilings 5-25 (l) The uppermost storey of every building shall be

. constructed with a ceiling in addition to the roof

covering: provided that no ceiling shall be required :-

. , . (a) where the roof consists of a concrete slab

,' not less than 4 in. thick, or

(b) over a store, other than a food store, or

other building not used for human occupation.

: ■ (2) Nothing in these Regulations shall prevent the

fixing of an approved ventilator in a ceiling.
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SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.25 IF

: (l) it consists of.either:

(a) boarding; OR

(b) sheets of plywood, hardboard, asbestos/
■:...- cement or plasterboard;-OR

* ' (c) sheets of fibre board; OR

(d) plaster, OR

* (e) an approved insulating material fixed to a
reinforced concrete roof.

, , (2) boarding is tongued and grooved or of other
approved cross section and nailed to the underside of

the ceiling ties or rafters: boards are at least -J in.

thick and nailed to each timber which they cross with
two nails not less than 1% in. long. The surface of

the boards which forms the underside of the ceiling is
planed or otherwise made smooth;

* (3) sheets of plywood, hardboard, asbestos/cement or
plaster board are not less than \ in. thick, the timbers

to which they are nailed being at not more than 4 ft.
1 centres;

S (4) sheets of fibreboard are not less than 7/l6 in.
thick, the timbers to which they are nailed being at
not more than 2 ft. centres;

! . (5) all sheet edges are on ceiling ties, rafters or
j nogging pieces;

■ -.■■■■■. . (6) every sheet is nailed to every ceiling tie,
■ '■: . , . rafter or nogging piece which is above it with nails
I .... :. not more than 9 in. apart and long enough to penetra.te
\ at least 3/4 in. into the timber;

*\ . (?) sheet edges are covered by battens or jointing; •-
j . te?e or may» with the approval of Buildings Authority,
I be left uncovered;
s -' ■ ■■ .■ .

(8) plaster ceilings consist of two coats of plaster
i on a background of expanded metal. The plaster.is to
■ . . mix A or B, or a 1:4 gypsum/sand mix. The expanded
! : metal is fixed to the underside of ceiling ties, raft-

< ers °r nogging spaced at not more than 2 ft. centres:
j the shorter diagonal of the holes in the expanded
' metal is:parallel to.the supporting timber. The mesh

of the expanded metal is such'that the length of the
shorter diagonal in'eachhoie is not less than 3/8 in.
or greater than 5/8 in.
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Flashing 5.26 (l) Suitable flashing shall be provided and fixed:

(a) to roof valleys, and

(b) all junctions between a roof and a chimney,
parapet or other abutting surface.

(2) The flashing shall be so fixed that, in conjunc
tion with the roof and the other abutting surface it

shall prevent the passage of moisture into the building.

FLASHING SHALL BE DEMKD TO SATISFY REGULATION 5,26 IF

(1) it is composed of either t-

(a) soft copper, aluminium or galvanized metal
sheet not less than.022 in. thick (24 S.W.G.) OR

(b) zinc sheet weighing not less than 12 oz per
■ ' eq> ft. OR

(c) asbestos/cement not Jess than -J in. thick;

(2) it extends not less than:

. (a) 3 in. up the vertical surface, and

(b) 3 in. into the chimney, parapet or other
abutting surface, and

(c) 6 in. over the roof covering;

(3) it is securely wedged and pointed into the
chimney, parapet or other abutting surface and shaped

to fit the roof covering;

(4) wherever a metal flashing is used in conjunction
with a dissimilar metal, or an aluminium flashing is

used in conjunction with a material containing cement,

the surfaces in contact are painted with bitumen or

another approved substance to prevent oorrosion.

Preservation 5*27 All timber used in the construction of small

of timber houses shall be sufficiently pressure impregnated with

an approved chemical for protection against termites:

provided that heartwood of the trees listed in the

Fifth Schedule need not be so impregnated.

PRESERVATION OF TIMBER SEALL BE DEEMED TO SATISFY REGULATION 5.27 IF

The following chemicals or formulations of chemicals
are used for pressure impregnation:

(a) per cent of the timber by weight, OR

(b) ......... per cent of the timber "by weight, OR
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; Painting .5-28 (l) t.here the Buildings Authority decides that the

■ durability of any part of the building which is exposed

to the open air or of any metal surface needs to "be

improved that surface shall be suitably prepared and

protected.

(2) fthere the Buildings Authority so requires for

t health reasons the interior surfaces of kitchens and

rooms containing ablution or privy accommodation shall

i r be suitably prepared and painted,

. j (3) Where rainwater is to be collected from any roof

■ the upper surface of that roof shall not be painted

- with any primer or paint which contains lead, a lead

i compound, or other toxic ingredient.

(4) No interior surface and no exterior surface within
reach of children shall be painted with any primer or

. . . paint which contains lead or a lead compound in excess

of one part in 100 parts. !

: A SURFACE NCT'PREVIOUSLY PAIRED SHALL BE DEEMED TO SATE SPY REGULATION

I 5.28 IF .

I (l) being external woodwork where the use of preserva-
. : : tive preparation alone is permitted, it is painted

with two coats of creosote or other approved preserva

tive.

(2) being an exterior wall surface of a timber
building where the use of a preservative preparation

alone is not permitted, it is:

(a) brought to a smooth and clean surface, and

(b) painted with one coat of an exterior wood
primer, preferably mould resistant9 and

; (c) painted with either:
i

(i) two coats of exterior house paint
(mould resistant, modified zinc oxide type
where available), OR

j (ii) two coats of zinc oxide oil-gloss paint,

OR

(iii) one coat of aluminium pigmented primer,
followed by at least one coat of aluminium

paint, exterior quality,

(3) being exterior or interior woodwork other than
. an exterior wall surface of a timber building, it is -

(a) brought to a smooth and clean surface, and
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5.28 (3) (b) painted with aluminium or other lead-free

IF primer, and

(c) painted with an undercoat appropriate to the

finishing coat (preferably mould resisting) and

, (d)- painted with, a finishing coat (which is
mould resistant); ;

(4) being an exterior wall or xoof surface of ferrous

metal it is: ' ' "* ■ ;

(a) galvanized, OR

(b) (i) thoroughly cleaned .and painted with one

coat of a corrosion inhibiting primer, and

(ii) painted with an underooat appropriate

to the finishing ooa t, and

(iii) painted with a finishing coat which is

mould resistant, OR

(c) galvanized and painted with a paint intended

for use on galvanized surfaces; ,

(5) "being an interior wall surface of timber, it is -

(a) brought to a'smooth and clean surface; and

(b) painted with one coat of lead-free wood

primer; and

(c) painted with at least one ooat of house

paint or zinc oxide oil paint (oil gloss, or flat

or enamel)•

(6) being an interior wall surface of rendering, con

crete, blockwork, brickwork, or asbestos/cement, it is
cleaned where necessary and painted with:

(a) two coats of a cement-based paint which

is mould resistant or to which copper sulphate

is added.at about one oz to one gallon OR

(b) two coats of p.v.a. emulsion paint (pref
erably mould resisting) OR

(c) (i) one coat of alkali-resisting primer; and

(ii) one coat of underooat appropriate to the

finishing coat; and

(iii) one coat of finishing coat (mould
. . resisting) OB,

(d) two coats of chlorinated rubber paint.

*
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5«28 (7) being a ceiling of hardboard or softboard it is
IF painted with:

-,.... (a) one coat of fungicidal wash; and .

(b) at least one coat of piv.a. ..emulsion-paint

- (preferably mould resisting) OR ■'■"■:

(c) two coats of whitewash or distemper;

(8) being a ceiling of concrete or plaster it complies
■ with paragraph (6) of these Deemed-to-Satisfy clauses

to this. Regulation. . .

Roof 5«29 Where there is an air spaoe between the ceiling

'ventilation and the roof covering, adequate and suitable provision

."■..'..." shall be made for the free movement of. air between

]4 ' , such space.and the open air. . , '.

■' ; . ROtiF TOsTTELASlUN SEIALL BE DEEMED TU SATISFY REGULATION 5-29 IF .

(1) it is provided by openings under both eaves in
■ :.■■■' addition to any ridge ventilators or louvers in gable

; , ■ walls which may be used; ~ " r '

(2) the spaces between rafters are not filled in over
the walls or elsewhere;

- '■■".: .-■ .■■'■■ (3) the undersides of the eaves are:- :■

(a) left unoeiled, OR

[ (b) ceiled with expanded metal, wire mesh, or
other open work material approved by the Building

■■■'.' ...■■. Surveyor, OR ' . ■ ■ -

, . . , ....'.... . . (c) ceiled with, wooden boarding in which case the
: "...[-.":.'■.. ■ boards are not more than 4 in. wide and are;- fixed

so that there is an open space at least ivin» wide
; on each side of every board, OR

• (d) oeiled with solid material "other than board-
. : ing, in which case the material is out into strips

hot more than 4 in. wide and fixed so that there

is an open space at least 1 in. wide on each side

* of every strip;

*• ■ .. '.".',, . , (4) where ridge ventilators are.used the type.and
fixing are approved by the Building Surveyor... ,.,-
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,..,.; ,,.,- SECUND SCHEDULE

CONCRETE

Concrete shall' be dense and without any honeycombing. The cement and

coarse aggregate'shall be as specified in the mixes shown below but the

quantity of fine aggregate may be varied to suit local materials. The

figures shown b,elow. indicate a general average.

Mix A is to be 1 cement s 3' fine aggregate i 6 coarse aggregate

Mix B is to be 1 cement : 2fa fine aggregate : 5 coarse aggregate

Mix C is to be 1 cement : 2 fine aggregate : 4 coarse aggregate

Where possible all quantities should be measured.;^ weight,, not volume.

Where cement is in bags the whole bag should be taken as the unit for

mixing, not a half bag. For Mix A and Mix 3 the'coarse aggregate shall

all pass through a lh in. dia. ring. For Mix C the coarse aggregate shall
all pass through a 3/4 in. dia. ring. All concrete shall be thoroughly

mixed both dry and wet and placed within 10 minutes of the water being

added to the mixture. After placing it shall be thoroughly worked and

compacted", particularly around reinforcement. After being compacted the

concrete should be covered with a layer of matting, sand or other absor

bent material and kept constantly wet for at least seven days-

Lightweight concrete, whether no-fines, lightweight aggregate or

aerated, may be used with the approval of, and in compliance with conqLitions

laid down by, the Buildings Authority.

: REINFORCED CONCRETE '

No concrete weaker than mix C shall be used for reinforced work. The

water/oement ratio shall be as low as will permit the concrete, when
compacted, to surround and grip all the reinforcement. The cover over all

reinforcement shall.be at least 1-g- in, below ground level and 1 in, above

ground level.

Reinforcement shall not be smaller than:

bars -.-• -J- in. dia.

stirrups 3/l6 in. dia.

All reinforcement shall be free from loose mill-scale, loose rust, oil,

grease, or other harmful matter. The bars shall be placed and fixed in the

positions shown on the drawings.

Except where otherwise required in certain regulations each end of

every bar shall overlap another bar by at least 24 inches; the two bars

shall be securely fixed together in three places at least 9 inches apart.

Where two bars overlap or cross one another in approximately the same plane
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they shall be securely fixed together. Where more than two bars are used

as reinforcement in a column or beam they shall be securely fixed in a

frame by stirrups not more than 6 inches apart in columns or 8 inches in

beams: the spacing of stirrups shall be closer where the Buildings

Authority so requires.

Fixing may be done by spot-welding or by tieing with wire: any wire used

shall be of iron or steel,

SHUTTERING

After concreting:

(1) vertical shuttering shall not be removed for 24 hours;

(2) no load shall be applied to a column for 7 days;

(3) shuttering and props supporting beams or slabs shall not be

removed for 14 days.




